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Executive Summary
I.

To study the nature of classroom communicative

The Issue:

competence in bilingual, elementary classrooms.
II.

The Approach:

To collect data in natural settings in three

bilingual public elementary classrooms periodically throughout
the 1980-1981 academic year.

To analyze the data to generate

hypotheses concerning the nature of interactive competence in
bilingual,classrooms.

We utilized an ethnographic, interactive

analysis to generate hypotheses and general conclusions.
III.

Conclusions
The conclusions are grouped in four categories: Classroom Organiza-

tion; Bilingual Classes; Individual Differences, and Research Design.

Classroom Organization
1.

Bilingual classes are organized into "lesson" time and "getting ready" for lesson time.

2.

Students display classroom communicative competence in these
bilingual classrooms by participating in the negotiation of
classroom events including turn-taking; accomplishirig lessons;

and organizing lessons.

Students in bilingual classrooms who

are considered communicatively competent display a range of
behaviors including:

- recognizing there are times when there are lessons, and times
when they are getting ready for lessons;
- participating in the negotiation of activities;

- recognizing that lessons are comprised of episodes having
different, but systematic and interactive rules, responsibilities, language styles and physical displays which are
often not linearly ordered;

- recognizing that lessons in both languages entail similar,
systematic, interactive rules, responsibilities, language
.styles and physical displays.

- recognizing that allocation of turns-at-talk may be Teacher
Imposed or Student Solicited;

- recognizing the systematic, interactive nature of classroom
events;

- recognizing thq opportunities for obtaining a turn-at-talk.

3.

Classroom organizations are negotiated, e.g. Teachers in concert with students pace movement of activities; Turns-at-talk
are allocated through a complex, interactive negotiation process involving the sttidents and the teacher.

4.

Classroom lessons in tile bilingual classes we studied are pre-.

dictably patterned.
displays.

TIte-are organized by verbal and visual

A lesson is typically comprised of several episodes

all related to the same objective, but each identifiedIby distinct
verbal products, visual displays and rules thereby dis,
tinguishing episodes Mithin lessons.
ties include:

Representative activi-

Talking About Time; Copying Time and Checking-

at-the Blackboard Time.

These events are not necessarily

linearly ordered.
5.

Episodes conducted by the same teacher in Spanish or English
entail the same systematic, interactive rules, responsibilities,

language styles and visual displays, regardless of the language
used.
6.

Allocation of turns-at-talk in bilingual classrooms may be
Teacher Imposed or Student Solicited.

7.

Opportunities for turns-at-talk, whether Teacher Imposed or
Student Solicited in bilingual classrooms are differentially allocated.

1 Turns-at-talk are systematically held for some;
- Some are rarely included;

- Some are allocated frequent turns but considered demanding,
.of inordinate attention.
8.

Participation procedures in bilingual classrooms are systematic.

9.

To participate in bilingual class activities, interactants display different behaviors during these differing events
(e.g. episodes; lessons; turn-allocation opportunities).

10.

Bilingual maintenance classes facilitate student learning of
these classroom communicative competencies through systematic
practices across languages.

iv
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Bilingual Classes
1.

In the bilingual (Spanish/English) classrooms we studied, the
classroom organizations remained constant across the language

contexts. Similar episodes appeared b both languages.
2.

The different types of participating behaviors (ranging from
auditing to soliciting turns) are present in episodes across
languages.

X Similar types of turns-at-talk are available across languagei.
Individual Differences
1.

The quantity and quality of classroom participation of.individual students varies.

Research Design
1.

Through a holistic, interactional ethnographic analysis it is
possible to understand the nature of classrooms and the nature
of classroom communicative competence.

IV. Hypotheses

Hypotheses generated from our findings are far reaching, and are
grouped in five categories: Classroom Organization; Bilingual Classrooms;
Individual Differences - Students; Individual Differences - Teachers;
and Learning.

Classroom Organization
1.

Bilingual classrooms are organized similar to monolingual
classrooms.

2.

Classroom interactants who are aware of the factors contributing to classroom communicative competence may become more efficient interactants.

3.

A student's relative importance to the clasiroom functioning
may be discerened by identifying the quantity and quality of
'the turns allocated to each individual.

4.

Secondary level and university classrooms are organized similar
to elementary classrooms.

Bilingual Classrooms
1.

Teachers in bilingual classrooms may use strategies not
typically found in monolingual settings.

2.

Participation in a bilingual classroom may permit students the
opportunity to become conscious of the lengthy and exacting
process .of increasing language facility.

3.

Differences in student participation are partibularly evident
in bilingual settings where students display behaviors related
in part to their language fluencies, which may influence the

quantity and quality of their participation in specific
classroom events.
4.

Participation in bilingual maintenance programs may promote
an increased awareness on each participant's part, of
success in language, and thereby

learning abilities in

general.
5.

Participating in bilingual maintenance programs may dissipate
tensions, promoting a harmonious atmosphere in the classroom
and the school.

Individual Differences - Students
1.

Individual students, across language contexts, interact differently, thereby differentially contributing to the accomplishment of lessons.

2.

Teachers systematically differentiate among participants as
evidenced by their allocation of turns-at-talk.

3.

Student growth may be monitored by noting their participation
in both their fluent and their less familiar languages, ranging from auditing, to accepting a teacher-imposed turn, to
soliciting a turn-at-talk.

4.

A student's relative importance to the classroom functioning
may be negotiated by tne student in interaction with peers
and the teacher, as evidenced by obtaining turns-at-talk.

Individual Differences - Teachers
1.
2.

3.

Teachers negotiate the activities in classrooms differently.
Teachers allocate turn-taking opportunities differently.
Teachers may allocate turns based on student's racial background, ethnic background and/or social class.

_vi

4.

The frequency and duration of loops, or interruptions, oi getting ready time may correspond inversely with the quantity
and quality of instruction.

Learning
1.

Teachers who devote extensive time on organizational issues
(as obtaining a joint focus) limit the amount of class time
devoted to concept development.

2.

'Some turns-at-talk are more valuable in increasing understanding than others.

3.

Students fluent in one language utiliie.the formats acquired
through participating in activities conducted in their fluent
language in bilingual maintenance programs to facilitate participation in lessons conducted in their less fluent language.

4.

Learning occurs at all times during the Clay, i.e., during

5.

"lessons" and during "getting ready" time.
Participation in turn-taking activities contributes to
learning.

V.

Implications
A.

For Educational Practice
Teachers may facilitate student participation in bilingual

class activities by becoming aware and conveying the

knowledge

to their students of the rules, responsibilities, language styles

and physical displays characterizing episodes and interactions.
Teachers maycritically evaluate the bilingual classrooms

they

lead and determine their influence on students' performance/
functioning in the classroom (e.g. student participation; student
acquisitioL of classroom competence; and student's self-concept).
Bilingual classrooms provide the opportunity for earlier classroom participation for children with minority language fluency.
Bilingual classrooms, as organized in the school we studied,
provide a humane environment for learning.

Techniques for obtaining and maintaining a joint focus should
be a concern of teacher educators and school supervisors in preparing bilingual teacheri.

vii

Bilingual teachers should understand the complex nature of
classroom organization (e.g., obtaining and maintaining a joint
focus).

The teacher's systematic study of organizational issues may
provide more time for focusing on learning concepts.
Bilingual teachers need to recognize the negotiated, inter.

active.nature of classroom activities.

The attitudes of participants in bilingual classroom interactions need to be understood and discussed.
Individual participants create their own interpretations of
activities and events which need to be monitored for consensus to
-

be achieved on what a "lesson" accomplished.
B.

ior Research
,

From Our Data

The nature of classroom activities during times when there is
it

no joint focus needs to be studied.
The overriding concern for determining the curricular learning
that is occurring is in need of study.
From New Data
Studies of different bilingual focus (transitional; immersion)
evidenced
are needed to determine the differences and similarities
in classroom competence.

Studies of monolingual classrooms are needed to compare the
organization in these with the classrooms we studied.
The nature of student learning through participation in school
activities is in need of study.

,The nature of classroom organization in secondary schools
(bilingual and monolingual) should be studied.

viii
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1.0

Introduction/Overview
Our study of the nature of classroom competence in bilingual

elementary classes focused on three bilingual (Spanish/English)
classrooms (Kindergarten, Second Grade and Fifth Grade) in one public
school in New York City.

The importance of classroom interactive

competence is discussed in Sections Two and Five of this report.
Data for the study includell:

videotapes of classroom activi-

.

ties throughout the school year (1980-1981); field notes; and interviews with participating teachers and students. We developed efficient
but complex data collection and analytis procedures which are explained
in Section Three
Our study
school.

f this report.

ocused on three classrooms and three teachers in one

Our findings, therefore are derived from these data and

thus we present tentative conclusions believing these classrooms are
representative of many educational settings, but recognizing the
limitations on our ability to generalize.

This study was mounted

population.
to generate hypotheses which may be tested on a larger
Section Four of this report presents a detailed description of the
findings.

ClassrOom communicative competence is evidenced by sensi-

tivity to the following findings:

- Bilingual classes are organized into "lessons" or time they are
"getting ready" for "lessons".

Activities in bilingual classrooms are negotiated-social interactions.

Lessons conducted in bilingual classrooms are comprised of epi-,
sodes having different but systematic and interactive rules, responsibilities, language styles and physical displays

(These episodes .

are not necessarily linearly ordered.)
English
- Episodes conducted by the same teacher in Spanish or
entail the same systematic,'interactive rules, responsibilities,

language styles and physical displays.

be
- Allocation of Turns-at-Talk in bilingual classrooms may
Imposed by the teacher of Solicited by the student.
- Rules for participating in bilingual classroom interactions are
systematic.

17

- Opportunities for turns-at-talk in bilingual classrooms are

differentially allocated.
- Turns-at-talk are systematically held for some.
- Some are rarely included.
- Some are allocated frequent turns but considered hyperactive.
- To participate in bilingual class activities, interactants

recognize these differing events (e.g.: episodes; lessons; turnallocation opportunities.)
- To understand these events, a holistic, interactional analysis
is essential.

In Section Five we discuss the conclusions, and the implications

derived'from the findings as they nay influence educational practice
'and educational research.

2.0

The Issue: How Does A Student in a Bilingual Classroom Display
Classroom Communicative Competence? What Characterizes Functioning in Bilingual Classroom Activities?

One inegrtant issue in studying the nature of schooling is to
understand'how students participate in classrooms.

This issue has been

addressed as functional classroom competence, Interactional LoMpetence
Behavior.

and Acceptable Class

We will present our analysis, building

on the work particularly of Cahir and Kovac (1981), Griffin
(1978), McDermott (1974) and

Mehan-(1974; 1979.

and Shuy

Specifically, we

will identify different methodological anti empirical issues generated
from similar data.

The same turn-takit behaviors were observed, but

we believe a different, more holistic anstlysis is appropriate.

We studied classrooms as social systems to determine the rules that
participants follow, as previously dischssed by Birdwhistell (1970);
Cazden, John and Hymes, (1972); Erickson (1979); Florio (1978);
Focusing on three bilingual

McDermott (1978) and Scheflen (11,3; 1979).

elementary classrooms, we sought to determine the nature of classroom
communicative competence.

Motivated by our concern for student learning in bilingual classrooms we were interested indetermining the information present in
classroom ihteractions which informed behaviors.

-

This concern is part

of a larger body of research and theory regarding the nature and
development of "functional competence" or classroom competence.

Shuy (1978) presented a most persuasive argument for studying this
concern and several important reports addressing school language and
achievement have been published (Mehan, 1979; McDermott, et al, 1979;
Griffin and Shuy, 1968; and Steinberg and Cazden, 1979). We mounted the
study with two major assumptions: 1) that students who followed the
teacher's directives were "competent" in the classroom and 2) that
the teacher's directives which were evidenced exclusively in teacher
verbal output were autonomously initiated.

Recognizing the interactive nature of comma

cation situations, in-

cluding linguistic and pragmatic concerns, this p oject involved not
only an analysis of the linguistic information provided, but also all
the other

input of both the teacher and the students.

Thus, this

report presehts a description of aspects of three classroom contexLs
established between the teachers and the students in organizing in,

structional situations in extant classrooms.

17
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The interactive nature of the communication process/if reflected
in part it the dynamics resulting from the language of teachers who

provide explicit and implicit directives to structure classroom organization.

This is not a linear process, nor is there a one-to-one cor-

respondence between the teacher's utterance and class action.

This

suggeststhat there is a difference between what is said and what is
intended (see Dore & McDermott, forthcoming)%
in classroom organization is

Thus, the negotiated process evident
described.

This negotiation serves two purposes.

One is to inform

hearers (usually students) of the intent of the message.

The second

is to adjust the speaker's (usually the teacher's) intent to something
the hearers (usually the students) are likely to comply with.

In pilot data collection we observed repeated styles of teacher
language used in requesting student action.

A dichotomized set of

categories was identified (see Figure 2.1). The representative utterances
and categories listed are merely suggestive of the variety of utterances to which a child is exposed in a short period of time.

His or

her ability to perform appropriately (raising hand, answering or com.

pleting an action), is evidence of his or her functional competence,

an ability which is likely to affect the level of success each student
attains in a given classroom.

When teachers are conveying information,

stimulating student thinking, or evaluating student understanding, they
are simultaneously directing the activities of the classroom.

The

major thesis presented here is that for students to be successful in
school, they need to understand both the rules of the game and the
academic information.

An argument may be mounted for the former being

essential and sometimes equated with the latter (see for example, Mehan,

.

1979).

Through our research we recognized that there are many changes in
direction and modifications of directives based on a variety of factors
which are only apparent on careful scrutiny of the videotapes preserving
the lessons.

More importantly, we found that while it was impossible to

unilaterally determine explicit from implicit directives, an issue we will
discuss in the section on procedures, it was also impossible to analyze
the linguistic data separate from the total context in which it was produced.
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I.

III.

Indirect

(Verbal Input)

(Verbal Input)

Questions.
Real Information
A.
Who can think of some
B.

II.

Direct

I.

words?
Rhetorical
Will you fill the
water jars for
painting?

Statement
You have to draw now.

Imperatives
Single
Tell me your name.
Compound
B.
.Dan't state now; just
listen.
Implied Compound
C.
Put the towel where
it belongs.

A.

IV.

II.

Questions
Real Information
A.
1. Yes/No: Do you know
where the library is?
2. Wh-embedded: Why do
you think the boy is
running?
3. Why-: Whose name is
this?
Rhetorical
B.
1. Wh-questions: Why are
you holding your book?
2. Yes/No: Is everyone
ready for lunch?
Statements
Rules: You have to put it

A.

B.
C.

D.

Imperative Question
Give me a hand with the
slide, will you?

there.
Confirmation: That's my
trucks
Organizational Device:
Hands, please.
I'll be
Personal Needs:
very happy if you paint
the circle blue.
Hints (Elaborated Oblique
Statements): I can only
listen to one person at
a time.
.

E.

Statement-Questions:
IV truck, right?
IV.

Irt

Imperatives.
A.
,

let's read a
story.
Multiple:

Listen to me
and think in your head.-

4 -

figure 2.1' Categories of Teachers' Requests
.

That's

Theoretical Bases
One of the responsibilities which accrues to teachers in traThe

ditional classroom settings is the organization of the classroom.

teacher determines the activities to be engaged in and the procedures
to be established in fulfilling these objectives.

As in all social

situations, for the individual to be successful, s/he must know the rules.

JaAson'(1968) has shown,persuasively that a large portion of the
"learning" required in the early school years is learning to go to school.

Central to such learning is the ability to understand and appropriately
respond to the teacher's expectations conveyed in requests and assignments.

1

Shuy (1978) stresses, "In terms of the mismatch between child

language and school language, a great deal needs to be learned about
functional language.

It is my opinion that mismatches in this area

offer considerably greater interference than anything researched in
the past" (p. 102).

The knowledge which contributes to this success in

school appears to. be culture specific.

Shuy (1978) suggests, "What

remains to be researched (about functional language) are specifics concerning the functional language competence necessary for effective
interaction in an educational setting and a comparison of the realization
of such competence across cultures" (p. 104).

,

The teacher must become aware of the potential interpretations students must impose on different utterances and help students leariLto
'match their interpretations with the expectations of the sgeaker,
thereby facilitating classroom functioning.

As part of the concern,

the teacher mUst identify the meanings conveyed in different messages.
For example, if the teacher says to a student "Will you please sit down?"
the student,may interpret this on a superficial level as a qUestion with
the decision open to the student.

However,,the teacher may assume that

the student will interpret the remark as a polite form which is actually
ordering the student to sit.

If there is not.a match of meanings, con-

See the following for additional.information: Barnes, Britton, and_ -Rosen (1971); Bernstein (1974); Brause (1977); Brown (1973); Cazden, John
and Hypes (1972); Chomsky (1969); Chomsky (1957; 1965); CicoUrel, et al.
(1974); Creber (1972); Donaldson (1978); Gleitman and Gleitman (1970);
Griffin and Shuy (1978); Hymes (1972); Labov (1971; 1972); Mayher (1979);
Nelson (1974); Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) and Stubbs (1976).

flict is likely to develop, although unintentlonally.

This hypothetical

incident is typical of a large percentage of teacher-initiated classroom
discourse suggesting the need for identifying certain types of functional competence essential for students to be successful in the early
school years.

Implicit in this foregoing discussion is that the

student's success is determined in part by his/her ability to approptiately interpret and respond to directives originating in the
teacher's language.

Directives were id4ntified as one major type of

language used in classrooms, thereby intending to delimit the lOguistic
input to be studied.

An interesting analogy to student competence may be teacher competence as discussed by Denscombe (1977).

Competence is regarded as a shared method for interpreting
events; teacher competence appears to own more to control in
the classroom than to the inculcation of knowledge ar se.
Competent teachers are expected to achieve control without
the aid of others ind are considered responsible for the
control of their own classrooms.
Classroom teaching,however, rarely becomes observable to
colleagues. To assess the control of others, fherefore,
teachers have to rely on publicly available indicators which
transcend the isolation of setting, principally, noise.

Control, then, is asocially organized phenomenon which is
inferred rather than observed.
p. 198

In the following sections we will discuss our procedures,

findings,

and analysis of the findings, as they are related to the concerns
stated here.
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3.0

The Approach:

Description of Class Observed and Procedures for
Data Collection and Analysis

3.1 A Description of the School, the Classes Studied and their
Bilingual Experience
We intensively studied three classrooms in one bilingual public
elementary school located in an economically depressed neighborhood
in New York City for one school year.

The building was constructed

during the 1920's and represents the red stone Gothic-like architecture typical of that perlod.

The program offered by the school is atypical of most in the
Its intent is to develop fluent, coordinate

stu-

dents, two-thirds of whom are non-native speakers of English.

Thus

system.

the classes we studied were comprised of both Spanish and English
native speakers who were being educated in both languages to increase
their expressive and receptive abilities in both languages.

Other

classes in the same school enrolled Haitian students with native
speakers of English and instruction is in French and English.

Although the philosophical rationale for the school's progrbm was
that of developing and maintaining coordinate bilingual abilities in
all of the students, in actual practice the amount of time devoted to
usingeach language varied considerablx,

Each teacher had individually

determined priorities, and idiosyncratic ways of using the /anguage.

In the description of the classes that follows some attention will
also be paid to how each teacher and class functioned bilingually.

To preserve anonymity while facilitating recall of the individuals
we will identify the teachers as Ms. K (the Kindergarten teacher),

Ms. Two (the Second grade teacher) and Ms. Five (the Fifth grade
teacher).

3.11

Kindergarten

Ms. K taught one of the kindergarten classes at the school.
(The students called her by her first name).

The kindergarten room

was built to provide approximately double the space of that allocated
to the second grade.

(In addition to the difference in size, students

had access to toilets built into the room providing supervised unscheduled access throughout the day.)

Although there were large windows

and the room was located on the first floor, the noises from outside
did not seem-to intrude.

Perhaps this may be attributed to the constant

bustle that accompanied all of the activities in the room, so that there

was no stillness to violate here.
The room arrangement here was not predictable.

(The chart in

Figure 3.1 shows a fairly common pattern). One day we might find a small

group seated on the floor near the blackboard and others seated on
chairs around a long line of connected tables.

At other timee, six

students might be seated at each table drawing or they might all be
facing the blackboard where the teacher was explaining a diagram.

There

students moved chairs to new

was constant movement in the room:

locations; physical activities weie interspersed throughout the day
(frequently utilizing concepts presented in previous activities); the
teacher routinely incorporated many students at the blackboard as part
of their daily activities.

The room was organized
to provide for in.

dividual student activities (at times with the assistance of an aide)
including painting, matching figures, and drawing as well as interactive
ones such as the block corner.

Materials were organized by Ms. K and

the students participated in the distribution of materials through a
systematically developed procedure.

The teacher's desk was locatea at one side.of the front of the
room.

The teacher rarely went to the desk while students were in the

room: When the students were not there, the teacher was busily engaged
in preparing materials for their'returns sometimes utilizing her desk.
Hanging from the fluorescent fixtures were student designed and
commercially prepared mobiles.

The walls were covered with children's

artwork, each a unique creation.

Although there were 24 students in this class, Ms. K always seemed
to know where each student was.

Her monitoring was so finely timed

that she rarely reprimanded a student's behavior, having eliminated the
possibility of such,byjliverting the student's attention to more ac-

ceptable activities before such a confrontation occurred.

When a student

arrived late for class escorted by his/her parent, Ms. K would greet

the parent in his/her native language, thank him/her fOr bringing the
child and welcoie the child, encouraging rapid inclusion in the class'
activity.

In this class it was not.unusual for a student who was tired, to

be encouraged to place his/her head on the table,and rest.

The child'

was not ostracized when doing something different from the group unless
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the activity was potentially.dangerous.nr inconsiderate of others. ,

There seemed.to be a free-flowing atmosphere in the class with students
asking Ms. K to bring in toys for them or to discuss certain topids,
which,.she was agreeable to doing... Thus there appeared to be a col-

laboration-WM-ten the-teacher-And the sdents-coneeing--the--4a-y-------Students in the room accepte6 responsibility for individualactivities.
ly completing projects.

They also were concerned that all of the ttu-

denta were given equal opportunities and helped their peers to acComplish
assigned tasks so that there, was a group foals here iather,than indi-

vidual competition.

Recognizing the students' needs for frequent Movement and peer,
interaction, Ms-. K provided for these throughout the day, requiring

silent attention for only limited periods during the day.

Even during

story time she was redeptive to studentespontaneOirs-react-ions-and-used
these to help others understand the story. There seemed to be a pleas-

ant, happy, while focused atmosphere in this classroom. This free
flowing atmosphervesulted in a less.predictable time organization.
Although a series of activitieS were planned bMs.K, she responded
to the students' actions, modifying her plans to accommodate-their
25 minutes concerns. Thus activities might take five minutes or
depending on this re'sponsive interaction.
Ms. K, whose mother's tongue was Spanish was born in New York City,

and maintained her bilingual fluency mainly through social interactions.

Her formal education was mainly in English.
tained the divisibn of the two languages.

In her classroom she mainWhen a story was read in

Spanish, all discussion related to it also was conducted exclusively in.
Only in emergency
Spanish. The same was true fOr English lessons.
type situations would she switch languages when verifying the physical

well-being of students during a lesson conducted in their second lenObjects and actions were used to convey, concepts here - as in
,

guage.

bouncing basketballs and students jumping a designated number of times
to develop number concepts.

Some of these short activities were re-

peated to provide additional opportunities for students to internalize
with English lessons,
the ideas. These lessoni in Spanish alternated

as was the case in the other two classes observed. Thus, a. student
always knew that if the ongoing lesson was not conducted.in his/her

25
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native language, it was most likely that/one.of the next lessons would be.
When Ms. K reviewed some of the videotapes she discussed her concern for previously unnov.iced behavior during an activity and thP different student participation styles. Her concern for her students was

evident- on enfiii-the classroom and throughout her interactions with
the class and the research team.3.12

1

Second Grade

Ms. Two's.cla6s was comprised of 26 second graders (everyone called
her by her first name, at her request, "Because we are friends").
Since the room was located at a corner of the building, the double ex=

posure and the large windows provided magnificent-light in the'room
(see diagram in Figure 3,2). It also allowed the sirens'from emergency
into the
vehidles passing at the busy intersection, to enter unpredictdbly.
consciousness of the classroom participants, occasionally reminding
-them of the diurnal realities Of life in a large city. On enteting
theit room we could see the. students seated at moveable desks atd

chairs which were placed in the same locations in which the fixed-.
furniture previously stood. The teacher's desk whichwas fou.: times
the size of the students' desks and faced theirs was placed in the
front of the room at the lar corner from the single entrance. Throughout the school day and school year, this vas the furniture arrangement.
4

Occasionally students were told to move to designated locations for
short terTOTailiities, and then were reminded to return to their
original places once that activity was completed. The walls of the
classroom were decorated by the teacher, with selected student tests

being potted.. There were small alcoves and a round table in the room
which seemed to ,be used exclusively by the teacher. Spatially and or3.2ganizationally this was a highly teacher fotused classroomias Figure

shows all desks faced front,and were focused on the teacher space.
A harmonious atmosphere *seemed to.prevail with infrequent inci,

dents of students being reprimanded.

When's late student arrived the

lateness was usuallyignored as was anyone escorting the child. The
student immediately sought to catch up with his/her peers. Throughout
the day-students were encOutaged to participate in the activities.
planned by the teacher, even toilet time was a class activity. An open
bookcase filled with a vatiety of books was infrequently used by anyone

SMOCtfr/M
Figure 3.2 Typical Second Grade Classroom Physical Organiration
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For most of the day, the students remained in the room

but Ms. Two.

in their assigned seats.

It was fairly easy for us to fit into Ms. Two's classroom and
her schedule.

She always seemed to know what she had scheduled for .

d-if ferent-segments-athe-day--and-pzoceeded-from_one-stibler.f.to_i-ther

next in the predetermined'order noted ih her lesson plan book which
was omnipresent on her desk, as were the materials she would use to
present a lesson.

It was always evident that Ms. Two had previously

planned her objectives for a given time period and then she implemented
that plan.

She never appeared to be unprepared for the lesson.

In

fact, she always knew what she wanted to discuss in a specific time
frame and went about her work as she had planned.
knew where she was in the day's plan.

Ms. Two always

The students were accustomed

to her organization and worked to keep up with her objectives.

The day was usually organized into approximately four 45 minute
segments before lunch and three segments after lunch.

Thus, a typical

day might ihclude:

Math
Language/Reading - English
Physical Education

Language/Reading - Spanish

Lunch
Science

Music

Social Studies

Ms. Two expected us to videotape in her classroom on our regular
visits to the school, and accepted our presence.

When she reviewed

some of the tapes with us, she.seemed proud of her students' class

partici ation.
languag

She expressed interest in the increasing English

ability of recently arrived Spanish speaking students and

evidenced pride in their progress.

Ms. Two's room was explicitly

task-oriented and the serious approach to schooling was evident in
our visits there.

Ms. Two, who is a native speaker of Spanish, clearly distinguishes
lessons which are Spanish and those which are English.

English lessons

are exclusively English with the teacher addressing the class or
28

the students participating in lessons.

Most of her lessons in both

languages used drawings on the blackboard to develop concepts.

Oc-

casionally, those students with limited facility in English were given
individual assistance in Spanish by Ms. Two to assist understanding in
the task _assigned_tn the group.

Thus, when the class was copying material

from the blackboard into their notebooks during a lesson conducted in
English, Ms. Two, noticed that Hector, whose seat was immediately in
front of the blackboard, appeared puzzled.

She went to his desk, and

explained to him quietly in Spanish or English (seemingly dependent on
the language of the lesson)what he was to do while she helped him
obtain the needed materials. Hector then proceeded to do as all of
the other students were doing.

During the lessons to be conducted in Spanish, Ms. Two used a
very different approach.

Shaprovided almost an interlinear translation

into English of her Spanish statements.

She encouraged students.to

respond, particularly in Spanish, but if they were reluctant, she accepted English responses.

Thus, her bias towards increasing fluency

in English is apparent from our observations.and from discussions with
her.

3.13
4P

Fifth Grade

Ms. Five taught a fifth grade clasi.
the class called her Miss Five.

The 30 students assigned to

This room was approximately the same

size as the second grade room, but was located in the rear of the

building andktherefore was far removed from the noises from the street
(see diagram in Figure 3.3). In this room, the students' desks and

chairs which were moveable were frequently placed in different configurations but the teacher's desk remained throughout the year to the
side of the front of the room.

Students, although assigned designated

locations, acceptably chose other seats providing the change was
agreeable to the misplaCed student and misbehavior did not ensue
between new seat mates.
.

j

As student activities changed during the day, seating arrangements
individuals as they moved
changed. The teacher neither monitored the
nor the seats chosen.

Students were treated independently in the

room, with the presumption that students pursued the teacher assigned

MAdt SOARP,
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activity.

For some tasks, this could be accomplished collaboratively,

but for some, students were given individual tasks, requiring students
Many worlied in informal student formed

to produce unique responses.

groups to complete assignments.

There was no student work displayed on the walls.

The room did

not appear to be of concern to those who occupied it practically theentire day.

The conduct of certain students however, seemed to be

the focus of much of the interaction occurring in the classroom.
However, behavior was not the only concern here.

It took us many

months of observation to understand how this group functioned.

The teacher rarely seemed to know what was happening, but the'
students were able to.tell her the subject (S.S.,,Math, Science) that

was designated for a particular time slot.
pages they had completed.

They knew the workbook

Ms. Five seemed continually confused about

where they were.

There was no evidence that she had any idea of where

they were going.

But the students seemed to be able to use the getting ready

time" to talk about books they were reading with their peers, to leaf
through assigned text books, and to complete workbook assignments.

Thus, the students knew how to make use of the time during the day.
to share ideas and increase their understanding.
Ms. Five, a native New Yorker who has been immersed in a bilingual
setting sinte birth, used text materials extensively in her identifica-

Thus, regardless af the language desig-

tion of student activities.

nated for a particular activity, she selected published exercises for
the students to complete.

There was freque4, informed interaction

among the students in completing these assignments.

Their collaboration

resulted in increasing student understanding of the assignment.

The

assignments and the class presentations approached most topics very
abstractly - even when using a flat representation of the World. Topics

of lessons conducted in English paralleled those conducted in Spanish.
Thus, there were lessons on tenses; correct usage of articles; and
stories in text anthologies.

Since these were not students identified as having limited English
ability, English was not a problem.

Assistance in understanding Spanish

assignments was sought from native and non-native speakers.

Since most

of these students had received Spanish and English instruction for a

Irt
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iiinimum of five years, there werefew students in this class who could

not be identified as bilingual.

At the project's beginning we established that our videotaping
would only occur with the teacher's approval.

Ms. Five was absent on

several visits, and specifically requested that we not tape on the
first day following the winter recess.

All of the tapes we collected
When

in her raom, as in the others, were collected with her consent.

Ms. Five reviewed some of the tapes with us she was quite concerned at
her own photogenic qualities, and was disappointed that the black and
Even-

white image did not recapture the colors of the clothes she wore.
tually she commented on the misbehavior of selected students.

At times

during the taping these students were told to leave the room due to
their unacceptable behavior.

troublesome for

The diffuse focus in this classroom was

us initially, but we were able to make sense of it,

eventually through our ethnographic approach.

We confirmed our under-

stAnding by interviewing Ms. Five and the students in the class.

// \Although there were great differences between classes, there were

tmlant similarities which we will discuss.
3.14

Physical Organization of Classrooms

Iiooms in which classes are conducted are organized predictably.

The classrooms visited were located in a physical setting marked by
four walls and a door with blackboards, desks and windows. -All three
classrooms had many similarities; there was, one teacher's desk which'

was different in size and capacity from the students'.

The three

teachers (who happened to be female) placed their*desks at a corner of

the room, two on the left side, when facing the blackboard and one on
the right side.

The chairs behind the teacher's desk faced the stu-

dents' desks; the teacher's desk was located in the "front" of the room
which implies that the desk was near the blackboard where most of the
structured lessonswere conducted, and the students faced towards the
teacher's desk (even if their seats were positioned at right angles to
the teacher's desk).

The students' desks were similarly of one kind,

but distinct from the teacher's.

Students were expected to be seated

on their chairs (or occasionally on the floor in the kindergarten)
during most of the;instructional. time whereas teachers could sit on

student desk tops, or stand at the blackboard, or walk around the
classroom, as well as sit on chair*.
32
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Although the classrooms were physically similar in many respects,
they also had striking differences.

,In one (Ms. K) there Were student-

constructed mobiles hanging from the ceiling and the tudent3' desks
were frequently regrouped for different activities, but most often faced
each other in rectangles (Figure 3.1). Another (Ms. Two) had graded

student work posted on a bulletin board but student desks, although
movable, were arranged as though in fixed rows (Figure 3.2). In the
third class (Ms. Five) there were several times during the year-when
the classroom was reorganized. At the end of the year, student desks

were arranged in two long parallel lines facing each other aroung the
perimeter.of the room, with several desks placed at right angles to the
parallel desks (Figure 3.3). A nap hanging from the blackboard frame
was used often, as were dictionaries stored in open bookshelves in the
rear of the room.

We knew when wg were in the classrooms, and we "knew" how to act
in these places. But within the broad range of pOssibiliries, only
through careful observation and analysis could we understand what was
expected to happen in these rooms.
of the classroom that we studied.

It is not the physical organization
We focused on the interactive nature

of the communication (linguistic, pragmatic, and behayioraWbetween
teacher_and students in organizing the classroom for instruction. We
looked at three different grade levels in classrooms, which might, for
convenience be identified 4s "traditional" or teacher7.centered,
recogniiing the limitations of such generalizations.

Typically students and teachers meet in classrooms for approximately
six hours daily, five days each week.

Most studies have reported on

isolated activities during this time span.

How the activities pursued

during the major segments of that time are orchestrated is an issue
that has been addressed ethnographically by few, including Florio's
of
kindergarten group (1978); Dorr-Bremme's longitudinal two year study
grade
one teacher with combined classes of kindergarten and first
study,
students (forthcoming); Grlffin and Shuy's (1978) cross-grade

and Mehan's (1979) mixed class of grades 1-3.

We studied three class-

school
rooms (Kindergarten, Second Grade and Fifth Grade) in a bilingual
(Spanish/English) to'determine the behaviors students display to convey

their functional classroom competence or interactional,competence.

3.2

Procedures for Data Collection and Analysis
There were multiple stages in the data collection process which

will be discussed prior to presenting data analyses approaches.
3.21

Vidcotape Procedures

As part of the data-collection, three classrooms (a kindergarten,
second grade and fifth grade class) were visited regularly during the
1980-81 academic year.

In the natural setting of the classroom, a

sophisticated videotape system was introduced.

Two cameras, two shot,

gun microphones and a screen-splitter were used to record the events.
One camera focused on the teacher; the other focused on a representative
A technician operated the

sample of the students in the classroom.
screensplitter.

A diagram of the prototypical format is presented in

Figure 3.4. This arrangement provided the opportunity for adjusting
the images on the screen for the two cameras as appropriate for
different activities in the classrooms.

Configurations of those most

frequently utilized are diagrammed below (Figure.3.5).

The teachers were advised of our anticipated arrival as a profefsional courtesy.

However, they were requested to continue the same

procedures employed regularly in the classroom.

We taped for approxi-

mately one hour on each visit, thereby documenting several lessons and
transitions as the classes engaged in their routine activities. Initially, the students and the teachers were very camera conscious,
aping for the camera or averting the camera when realizing it was
focused on them.

After two taping sessions, however, they seemed to

become more at ease with our presence.

(Some preliminary sessions were

planned to provide for this adaptation while different strategies were
implemented to determine the moft(effective approaches.

It was during

this time that we decided to constantly concentrate on a few students
rather than to attempt ta record all the students or just the students
who were responding to teacher questions.

The rejected procedures did

not provide a coherent record of the classroom while the adopted procedure did.)

From the lengthy videotaped sessions, systematic patterns emerged
in the lessons, thereby supporting the representative nature of these
lessons in the teacher's repertoire. Additionally, students seemed to
behave without any guise of deceit.

Informally, there was never any
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implication of staging anything for our visits.

Thus, we believe we

have representative slices-of-life in three classrooms.
Tht procedures utilized in the data collection are consistent
with ethnographic research in which an investigation is mounted in a
natural setting providing the opportunity to study how studerits and
teachers actually function in real classrooms.

The total context of

the interaction is observed without any intent to change the normal
functioning of the group.
3.22 Written Transcripts

Ochs (1979) presents a persuasive.areument for the consistency between
research questions and transcribed data.

In part, her caveats guided

the development of the approaches utilized in transcribing the data.
However, we recognized the difference between transcripts and primary

data, and do not equate transcriptswith the data.

The processes

we used in generating the transcripts are presented below.
First, all of the tapes were summarized. These were written by
the research assistant immediately after the taping was completed.

A

general overview of the topics studied and the procedures utilized
were noted. These summaries helped to refresh our memories of what
the lesson was about.

A second level of recording, logging, followed. The logs provided counter numbers for the different segments of the lessons which
were also identified.

Since each visit included taping for approxi-

mately one hour in each classroom, it was not unusual for at least
two different "lessons" to-he-included in that time segment. Thus
the logs indicate important events identified in team discussions,
as potentially significant activities including transitions tO new lessons

and direct instructions by the teacher for students to accomplish
designated tasks.

A third level of recording was the transcription of the words
produced and related actions of teachers and students. This was a
slow, tedious tmocedure.
correctly.

It was essential that each word be recorded

Recognizing the rapidity with which we talk, the different

dialects repres ted among the participants, the frequency of multiple
simultaneor rpeak sff a classroom, and the audio limitations of
clfssrooms, should suggest some of the difficulties inherent in the
-
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(It is amazing to reflect on the mind's capacity to contranscription process
stantly cope with this quantity of data). 'This
equipment
required at least two individ%als to operate the videotape

process.

the noises which
which needs constant stepping and rewinding to rehear
one's hearing
slowly emerge as distinct messages. The verification of

results in
by others validates the content of'the transcripts and
generally reliable verbal transcripts of the tapes.
class lesson, one
In transcribing one three-minute sequence in a
Needless to
hour was taken by four researchers working in concert.
However, it is
say, this is a time-consuming, exhausting process.
concerned with
also essential for data analysis. Since this project is
the transcripthe subtlest interactions between teacher and student,
behavior and one
tion process provided one column for the teacher's
for the students' behavior.
stud nts in
After the words were noted for the teacher and the
additional notations
the appropriate columns (see form in Figure 3.7), the
description of the teacher's and
were added. These included a verbal
time when there
the students' actions in parentheses and notations of
.

were not verbal niessages.

An example of the latter appears in (1 )

below.
(1 )

I don't think you heard me. . . . You're still coloring.

between words.
The dots denote the number of seconds which elapsed

These transcripts than servea in part for the intensive examinaThe care we ook in
tion of the data described in the next section.
There were severe limitations
creating the transcripts notwithstanding.
discussed in Section
of looking exclusively at the transcripts, which we
3.25.

3.23

Field Notes

the students
During the videotaping, a research assistant sat near
information not
who were on camera to write field notes concerning
of student noteaccessible from the filmed report such as the content
to the lesson
book entries and other indications of their responses
as well as all work placed on the blackboard

4o
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As an,adjunct to the notes recorded during the session, there were
notes and reactions derived from all those observing during the filming
which formed, a summaryoof the lesson.

The field notes, the summary

statements and the interview records Were utilized in analyzing the,*
videotaped data.

3.24

Interviews

There were informal interviews with the teachers throughout the
entire.project.
written hotes.

Recordsof these included audiotaping as well as handThese interviews helped us understand the teachers!

perspective in these activities while maintaining a goodiworking relationship among the volunteer participants.

After the videotaping was comPletedwe formally interviewed and
audiotaped students in each of the classes to obtain the students'perspectives on classroom activities.

In addition, throughout the

year of videotaping, we obtained information informally fiom.ifie stddents
as-to their, interpretation of the_nature of specific activities.
All of these sources Provided the data for our analysis of classroom
competence.

Intensively.Exemine Data

Formulate Tentative Hypotheses

Test-Against
Other Data

Test- Aga-inst-

Same Data

Reformulate Hypotheses

Continue Intensive Examination of Data

Figure 3.6

A schematic representation of the processes involved
in generating hypotheses in descriptive studies.
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3/.25

3.251

Data Analysis
One of the delights in analyzing,the

Method of Data Analysis.

data in a descriptive study is that despite the related literature,
there are no preexisting schemas or categories which one can be sure,
Rather, the intent of this approach is to generate

a priori, will fit.

hypotheses based on an intensive examination of the data.

A schematic

representation of the process is presented in Figure 3.6.

This process is initiated with an intensive examination of the data
which results in the

identification of patterns of behavior. These

patternsmay include the teacher's procedures in changing from one
topic.or Subject,to another or the teacher's procedures-in establishing
Based on these patterns, we

an acceptable classroom environMent.

Then we returned to the data especially

formulated tentative hypotheses.

in the videotaped record which generated the hypothesis and tested the
hypothesis_based on that data.

If the hypothesis Still seemed appropri-

ate, it was tested against new data.

Eased on these additional tests,

There had to be consensus'among the

the hypothesis was reformulated.

researchers as to the inferences drawr and intents inferred. The
consensually reached hypotheses resulted in the fIndings_of the study.
In order to arrive at our tentative conclusions and hypotheses, we
utilized three levels of analysis.

These were:

a linguistic analysis

(identification of teacher directives); an interactional analysis
\
a

(identification of turn-taking procedures) and an ethnographic analysis
(identification of lessons and episodes comprising a lesson by noting
patterns of interactional behaviors and language which distinguished
episodes within a lesson).

A sequential description of analytical

procedures is presented in Appendix A.
3.2511

Linguistic Analysis.

identifying teacher directives.

We utilized the verbal transcripts for
In designing the transcript record,

we focused on the verbal interaction between.,the teacher and the students. Therefore, we allocated two columns, one for the teacher and
one for the students.

This bi-columnar ipproach is consistent with

the audio tracks, one of which was served by a shot gun microphone
facing the students. Similarly, the visual images were provided by
two distinct sources and were recorded on the videotape utilizing a
screen splitter.

The resulting screen ciisplay is presented diagram-

Figuie 3.7

Typical Verbal Transcript of
Transition Between Activities

Counter
Number*

Teacher Behavior

(Teacher erases board and is

037

still dealing with previous topic)
please mark the pages
put your book away

045

(Teacher goes to her desk, puts

down the dath book and returns to the front of the room)

Student Behavior

047
048

(Lawrence closes book)

048.5

(Lawrence puts book in desk)
(Ronald and Omar confer)

052

AU right
let s count to five

put our things away
and take out your English noteboo' .

one ...

053.5
054

(Students return rulers to

054.5

. (Ronald closes math book.

teacher)

two ...

035
056

three.
If you have my crayons.

.

Lawren'te is taking out Enghsh notebook)
(One student gets out of seat
to return crayons)

(Students get out of seats to
return crayons).

bring them back ...

four ...

058
060

(Lawrence

is

opening

notebook)

Oh
Janet
I don't think yoir heard me ...
You're still coloring ...

061.5

and that's homework assignment.

\

063
064
065
066

(Janet chmes Math book)

067.5
068

(Omar closes math book)

070
072

(Omar puts book in desk)
(Ronald has English book on
desk)

072.5

(Omar takes out English

Urn, all right ...

074.5

(Karen takes out English

Open your English notebook
and let's review two things that
we already know

075

you don't have to do that now . .

.

five ...

Very few people are ready ...

\

Tele is.

Ruben is ...
Rhonda is

Note:

book and. opens it)
notebook)

each dot (...) represents one second in time.

*Counter numbers mai be translated in dime by a 1:14 relationship i.e.. there are lenam=
ben per minute of tranunised time.
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matically in Figures 3.4 and 3.5.

These taped records and the field notes

provided the bases for the transcription Process.

In particular,*ut-

terances which were responded to were carefully recorded and where
possible, an indicated of the producer was noted.

In transcribing the

data, the words were noted for the teacher and the students in the
appropriate columns (see form in Figure 3.7). In addition, a verbal

description of the teacher's and the students' actions were placed in
parentheses and notations of time passing when there were no verbal
An example appears in ( 2).

messages.

(2)
'

I don't think you heard me...You're still coloring.
(Teacher looks at student, student looks at paper.)
[The dots denote the number of seconds which elapsed
between words.]

These transcripts then served.as the basis for the intensive examination
of the data described in the next section.

(A discussion of some ad-

ditional issues in transcribing is presented in Appendix B).

.

However, we found on careful analysis of the teacher's utterances
that all served pragmatically as directives thus all utterances were
directives.

This finding did not illuminate the basis on which

nr.s w

o-om-events--Another-problmusing this

analysis in isolation, was the need-for an understanding of the total
context in interpreting the intent of given remarks.

Thus, when the

teacher said, "Open your English notebooks," she meant three things
should be apparent:
1.

the odly notebook on your desk should be your English notebook;

2.

the notebook should be opened to a clean page; and

3.

the clean page should follow the last filled page.

Thus, the explicitness of the directive was not clear, because ihe
determination of explicitness was based on knowledge of each listener,

a variable which could not be accounted for in this linguistic analysis.
In addition, since-we could not distinguish directives from other
utterances, since all of the teacher's utterances seemed to carry
directive force, the linguistic analysis in isolation did not prove
productive.for the questions we were trying to answer, assessing the
students' Classroom functional competence.
of,
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Interactional Analysis. Our next level
3.2512
of analysis was that of the interactions between the teacher and the
student.

Based on previous research, we initially sought to identify

the turn-taking procedures operant during the videotaped activities.
This was a productive venture.

We were able to distinguish Teacher

/mposed turns from Student Solicited Turns.

We were also able to study

the problem of utterances identified as "initiations" prototypically,
i.e. the first component in three-part interchanges.

We noted,

lengthier interchanges, and interchanges which were briefer; those
which were influenced by non-interactants (i.e. students calling out
in the course of an on-going interchange); and major differences in

the types of interchanges occurring duringlessons.

This level of

analysis caused us to look at the entire lesson and note the relationship betWeen these different interactions observed during the interactional analysis and other events in the lesson.
Etheographic Analysis. This analysis was pursued in a
totally different manner. We viewed tapes without an audible sound
3.2513

track to note the different behaviors occurring during-distinct epiWe sought multiple such episodes to note

sodes within a,lesson.

commonalities across instances.

These included the physical orientation

and form cf participant joint movements, and classroom organizations.
In addition, the verbal transcripts were studied as they represented
differential opportunities for turn-taking. The participants' displays

fl"

of conjoint activity during these episodes were considered aspects of
classroom functional competence.

Thus, the interaction between these

two levels of analysis (i.e. the interactional level of turns-at-talk

and the ethnographic analysis of episodes in lessons) serves to confirm
-the analysis at each level.
3.252 Determining a Valid Level of Analysis
Our initial intent was to utilize a linguistic analysis to

identify utterances which served as classroom directives.

Analysis of

those utterances produced by the teacher in directing classroom activities and responded to by the students provided a linguistic per.

spective on classroom utterances.

But we found these somewhat pro-

blematic since the utterances did not necessarily explicitly identify
the information that all classroom participants utilized in understanding

4

classroom activities.

We encountered three major obstacles in

utilizing an exclusively linguistic analysis of our data.
First, our tentative distinetion between. explicit and implicit

directives derived from previous theories and studies (ite Figure 2.1)
seemed to be finally impossible to justify in determining a group's
knowledge in given.situations.

Thus a teacher's comment such as "Open

your books" may be perceived as explicit if each child had only one book
to open.

However, once there are choices among books this may become

a problem for the student and/or the analyst.

Also, the teacher's

intent in such an utterance would not usually refer to a random opening,

but rather opening a specific book to a particular section or page.
Thus, depending on one's knowledge of the situation and a variety of
other contextual clues, the full meaning of the utterance might be considered explicit or implicit.

Secondly, as noted in Speech Act theory, utterances have multiple
functions.

Thus, attempting to identify a single function for each

utterance utilizing Dore's (1978) analysis of conversation acts did
not provide a participant's perspective on the scene or the meanings
conveyed in that situation.

Dore and McDermott (1982) provide a per-

suasive analysis on this problem.

Further, because of the power re-

lations in the classroom, all teacher utterances may be interpreted
as having directive force, another issue related to the multiple function
of utterances.

Thirdly, when we attempted to utilize transcripts which recorded
every audible utterance on the videotapes which had multiple audio
channels, we realized we needed a visual transcript as well.

The

words in isolation had little meaning when compared with the dynamic
interchange evident in ihe videotapes.

The limited amount of information

obtained in the verbal transcripts therefore required us to utilize a
more holistic approach for analyzing the classroom interactions.
Related to this problem of determining the meaning of the decontextualized utterances, we serendipitously made an exciting observation.

When reviewing videotapes with some of the classroom participants

we played the tapes in several different formats, namely:
and picture; with sound only; and with picture only.

with sound

It was instructive

to us that viewing with either ound and picture or, surprisingly, with

picture alone, resulted in a rapid consensus on what was happening.
Using only the sound, there was no such agreement.

In fact, we fre-

quently head "I don't know" when we requested an explanation.

This finding was most important for us in determining the
validity of a purely linguistic analysis.

It also'suggested the sub-

jective nature of the transcripts in that, through our observation of
the interaction we focused on specific events, particularly the studentteacher interchanges.

Thus, we selectively identified the noises to be

transcribed and excluded those occurring in the.classroom which did not
contribute to these interactions.

Although this is probably the way we

deal with the world in general i.e., by filtering out the supposed irrelevant noises - filtering is only possible when one'determines a
focus.

Without a focus, all noises have an equal claim for

attention.

Thus, when the participants only heard the audio track of the classroom interaction, they did not have a concept of the scene and therefore
could not filter out irrelevant noises.
determine what was relevant.

In fact, they could not

This finding provided us with compelling

evidence for seeking an alternate analytical approach.

In order to

obtain the participant's perspectives we needed to become part of the
scene with them to understand how they were making sense of what was
happening.

This is typically the approach of ethnographers who adopt

-a-methodcstogy-ranirriar in anthropological studies.

By immersing our-

selves in three different but related cultures, we were able to or-

ganize perceptions of what constituted an activity in a classroom much
as the participants did.

Through this approach we could identify

elements contributing to the concept of classroom functional competence,
alternatively labelled interactional competence (Bremme,

forthcoming)

and acceptable social behavior (Shuy and Staton, 1981).

This focus brought us to view classrooms as Mehan (1979) suggests:
they are small societies or communities.

The social structures of

these organizations are interactional accomplishments according to
Cicourel (1974); Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1974), and Scheflen
(1973) and Birdwhistell (1970).

The occurrence of the conjoint organi-

zation of classroom events evidenced by the coordinated, synchronous
movements and behavior changes was the focus of our study.

We under-

stood that social behavior is rule-governed, rhythmical, patterned,
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cooperative and recurrent.

What we didn't know was how this organization

was accomplished in classrooms.

We believed that functional classroom

Our
behavior was consonant with this organizational structure.
observations brought us to an interpretation arrived at through pTas-

pective, retrospective and reflectOranalysis of the interplay between
language and movement in accomplishing these classroom/communicative
(1979) and
events based on Kendon (1970), Erickson (1979), Scheflen

McDermott (1974).

An Ethnographic Approach
Since the study was a descriptive, exploratory one, approaches
study were
which enable us to generate hypotheses based on intensive
That is, we looked at
sought. We used an interactional analysis.
the
the total context of the classroom interaction to determine
which
functioning of the classroom participants and the bases on
of the
those functions were operating. Thus, we observed the movement
being
people, the materials accompanying these events and the language
We noted how each interacts with the other fn establishing a
used.

To accomplish this, we identified patterns of behavior across
contexts_jsuch__asatssons. grades, and teachers). The patterns idencontext.

activities in the
tified are some of the major events which constituted
nature of classclasstooms studied. Principally, we focused on the
and teachers.
room lessons as interactions between students
of e
Menan (1979) provides an informative characterization

"'

it
fective \larticipation in-classroom lessons, stating that
involves the integration of interactional skills and
Students have a repertoire of
academic knowledge.
academic information and social knowledge available to
To display this knowledge when the teacher inithem.
tiates action, they must be able to choose a reply
from their repertoire that is appropriate for the ocallocating-the-floor tocasion. When the teacher is
students, they must recognize the turn-allocation
procedure that is operating and provide the behavior
that is consistent with those normative expectations.
Once students have gained access to the floor, they'
reply
must synchronize the appropriati form of their
with the correct content (p. 139).

although
Mehan broadly conceptualizes these. In particular, Mahan,
to focus
mentioning the need to observe movements in the class seems
the context.
on the language almost to the exclusion of
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Mehan

states (1979),

Effective partiiipatiOn in classroom lessons involves
distihguishing between directive, informative, and
elicitation speech acts (italics added) and providing
the proper replies (reactions, acknowledgements, and
responses) on the right occasion in order to produce
symmetry between initiation and reply acts (p. 134).
Dore and MiDermott (1982), Goffman (1976) and Hynes (1972) suggest
that speech acts may be interpreted differently in different situa-

I

tions, indicating the limitations of a purely linguistic level of
interpretation.

Ethnographic research'intends to analyze the "total

context," of which speech acts are only one part.
ethnographic study of a

In discussing an

halfway house for ex-offenders, Wieder (1974)

drawing on Zimmerman's work, suggests that language is used reflexively.
1.

2.

By this he explains two uses for public use of language:
It is used for such purposes as: giving and receiving
instructions which are imbedded in the context; and
seeing and describing a social order, therefore
language provides a stable sense to behavior.
It is used to limit the range of meanings possible
in an event because language is used trans-situationally and therefore the meanings must be limited

Vygotsky and Britton among others, would,suggist many other uses
including introspection.

These characteristics suggest the need for

a more context based analysis, as that of an ethnography.
Following Dore and McDermott (1982), McDermott (1974;1977),
McDermott et al. (1978) and Shultz, Florio and Erickson (in press),
we identify rules based on an
and movement.

analysis of

the,interaction of language

Thus a contextual analysis provides the data informing

this study, utilizing an ethnographic approach to understand the
rules of the situation. (See also Brause, Mayher and Bruno, 1982).
Ethnographic Research
The intention in conducting an ethnographic study is to determine
the rules used by the individuals in that society/culture to conduct
their social interactions.

This,approach has recently been borrowed

from anthropologists by educational researchers to understand hOw
principals (Drebeen, 1968) and classrooms (Brause and Mayher, 1982;
Gilmore and Glatthorn, in press; Griffin and Shuy, 1978;
and Mehsn, 1979) function.

The intent has been to determine in

practice, rather than theoretically, the rae knowledge needed by
participants to function, thereby obtaining baseline data for
teachers and other educators to interpret interactions and facilitate
participation through conscious awareness of the rules.

It is the

concerted, joint focus of social interactions which erve as the data
base for ethnographic studies.

Thus, by definition, an:ethnography

cannot be a study of one person.

An ethnography, to be considered adequate according to Frake
(1964) is "evaluated by the ability of a stranger to the culture [e.g.

the classroom] (who may be an ethnographer) to use the ethnography's
statements as instructions for appropriately anticipating the scenes
of the society" (p. 112).

Based on the guidelines provided in recent

treatises, (McDermott, Gospodinoff and Axon, 1978; Mehan, 1979;

Wolcott, 1975), it is possible to characterize ethnographic research
as including:

a commitment to understanding and conveying how it is
to "walk in someone else's shoes" and tell it like it
is (Wolcott, p. 113).

1.

attention to the total context in ,/hich people and
arbitrary aspects events occur, rather than isolati
thereby-studying the means bi whi,n people organize
themselves into interacting social systems.

2.

a recognition of the constant modifications resulting
from the dynamic processes which are inherent in a
culture, thus the illualveness of exact dyplication but
recognizing the commonalities across similar instances.

3.

4.

5.
,

6.

the retrievability of data for repeated observations,
re-viewing, potentially revealed by different interpretations of the data.
analysis of data on multiple levels (e.g. single linguistic
utterinces; speech act analysis; pragmatic analysis;
behavioral analysis; interactional analysis) with the
levels independently and interactively supporting and
contributing to the interpretation.

convergence between researcher's and participants' perspectives, sometimes through triangulation involving, for
example the teacher, the student and the researcher in
interpreting the meaning of events. M;Dermott, et al. suggest, "Until it is possible to understand the members'
behavior in the same way that they do, whether they can
articulate that understanding or not, it will not be possible to present an adequate ethnographic description."
(1978)

In conducting an ethnographic study, multiple sources for data
are sought, including, but not limited to: .videotaped interaitions;
field notes; interviews; and journals.

(N.B.

labelled action research by some, e.g. Eliot

Ethnographic researCh is
1981: _"ActiOn research

,

does not prescribe kules governing ways teachers enable the development
of understanding in students.

But it can give general guidance in'the

form of hypotheses to teachers who wish to develop'their understanding
of the particular situation in which they teach", p. 321).

Reghdless

of the terms, the importance of this methodology for informing our data

analysis is the issue:

.

3.26 Summary
We videotaped approximately 60 hours of classroom activities in
three classrooms,during the 1980-81 academic year.

Twice monthly, each

classroom was visitea tO collect data representative of't6 activities
includid in the curriculum of classes designated as.Kindergatten,
Second Grade and Fifth Grade.

Since the school program was a bilingual.

one (i.e. students were either enrolled in the Spanish-English or the
French-English program), we selected to study the Spanish-English
classes at three different grade levels.

We intensively studied selected tapes, finding patterns which
appeared across lessons and languages.

We charaesterized the nature

of lessons as particularly identifiable by its joint fgcus of attention
among participtnts. Both the language and the physical displays foster
this joint, cooperative, interactive accomplishment of a lesson.

We present data that support this analysis based on microanalysis
of two lessons per grade level, modified microanalysis of ten ad.
ditional lessons per grade level and macroanalysis of all lessons
(see Figure 3.8).Thus we present generalizations across lessons, grade
groups and language.
studied, th

When there are differences among the groups,

e are noted as well.
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Phase

Modified Microanalysis
N = 30

Phase II/

Microanalyses:
Linguistic
Ethnographic
N = 6
Phase I
Macrosnalysis:
.Videptaped

Classroom Activities
Lessons and
Other Activities
N = 60

Spanish
Lessons

Kindergarten
English
Lessons

N sit 10

N

10.

Second Grade
English
Spanish
Lessons
Lessons
I

N is 10

Figure 3.8

Spanish
Lessons
N

N a 10

Study Phases and Procedures
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Findings

4.1

Introduction

Students display classroom competence by participating in,the
negotiation of classroom events such as:

turn-takiug; achieving les-

,

sons; and moving from'one activity to another. Differences in student
participation are particularly evident in bilingual settings where
students display behaviors related in part to their language fluencies
which may influence the quantity and quality of their participation
in specific classroom events.
,

Individual students, across language

contexts, interact differently, thereby differentially contributing
to the achievement of lessons.

Through a holistic, interactional

analysis, it is possible to understand the nature of classrJoms and
the nature of classroom competence.

The implications for teachers and

teacher educators are far reaching.
4.2

Classroom Organization

Based on previous studies, -particularly Griffin and Shuy (1978)1
M:Dermott (1974); and Mehan (1979), we focused our attention on classroom lessons.

Bowever, since our data collection procedures involved

-the-tatal-ranga of-aetivities occurring'during a one-hour time span
throughout the school year, we were able to recognize the large amount

of time which could not be categOAzed as lesson time, but rather as
"Getting Ready" time. Across Classrooms and activities there were
differences, but we mant to emphasize the-finding that lessons only
focused
comprise-part of tile school day, 3et that is what research has

generally 7
on, and interestingly, that is what students and teachers
discuss when asked, "What did yOu do in gchool today?"
For these-reasons, therefore, we studied "lessons" as they informed obi- understanding of the competence required of students in
analysis:
achieving lessons. Three major issues emerged from our
Negotiation of Activities (Section 4.3); Characterizatioh of Episode

in a Classroom (Section 4.4).and Organization ofInteractioni Durin
and then
a Lesson (Section 4.5). We will first present an overview,
discuss concrete instances which informed our analysis-and their
relationship to our concern for classroom communicative cOmpetence.

4.3

Negotiation of Activities Through a Joint Focus
Classrooms represent one case of social interactions.

As is

true of all social interactions, there are implicit rules which are
followed, responsibilities required, and joint focuses identified.

The implicit assumptions which are useful in organizing a classroom
situation include:

- There is one teacher and many students.

- There is one large teacher's desk and many smaller students'
desks.

- The teacher may sit or stand, but the students sit.
- Students' desks face the teacher's desk.

However, as pervasive as these may appear, they are notimmutable.
Rather, they are dynamic, negotiated events, constantly subject to
revision.

On one day, students may enter a classroom and find five

teachers, on another day, none; a third day, two aides and a teacher.

Yet, they will still identify the room as a classroom, and when there
are teachers, respond to the multitude as they would to each individually.

Similarly, students generally sit, but/there are times at 'Which

they stand, and move about the room.

Sometimes, these will be ignored

sometimes commended, and sometimes negatively sanctioned.

The issue

is not so much the isolated act of sitting, as the total context of,
the organization and social interaction occurring at a given instant.

Thus, the rules merely serve as broad guidelines.
One must be sensitive not only to the micro-rules {such as,Don't talk unless'called on) bUf to the macrocosm in which these

a

rules are operating, and accommodating to that new environment.

Their

actual operationalization is totally dependent on the total context
which includes, among others;
ture; and the activity.

the teacher; the stud0Asorthe furni-

Thus it is through a joint or common'focus

of attention that the context can,be identified and changed..7

In order to orchestrate all of these components simultaneously,
thereby creating mellifluous music, there must be a joint focus by all
on one objective and a common understanding of the .current "sc

e".

To obtain this joint focus, Many atrategies are used, but the basic'
One is negotia- tion.

Im a very rei1 sense, to have a lesson or any

other social interaction, the participants negotiate

the rules'and

their responsibilities through this joint focus which Is visually
apparent in synchronous movements by participants.
Teachers frequently attempt to initiate an activity, as for
example.when the intent, is to change subjects-to be studied.

The.use

of the term "attempts" is deliberate as it seems that there is a negotiation proceas inVolved throughout the interaction wherein the teacher .
suggests the next move, but must'respond to the student reaction lo
this move. It is not the case that there is a stimulus-reponse type
behavior between teacher language and student behavior.

Rather, the

students respond differently, and the teacher negotiates student accommodation to her directives.

In other situations thestudent may create di sitUation, and negotiate an opportunity for a turn-at-talk (with the cooperatiOn of the
teacher and peers).
_

Linguistic Component.

4.31

The language the teacher uses to obtain compliance with her
directives may superficially be identified as explicit or implicit
(see Figure 2.1). However, although the directive in (3) may be

analyod as linguistically explicit according to Figure 2.1, this.
identification might be more subjective than appears at first glance.
( 3)

O.K.

.Put your books away.

Let's put away our things

and take out our English notebooks.
For students to follow this directive phrased in terms consistent with

the linguistic literature on directives, they must understand many
things including,that it is a request for action; and what constitutes
Pens, pencils, books, rulers, crayons, sweaters, lunch
be conpasses, conld all be included. But the teacher seems only
cerned with math workbooks, crayons and pencils. To interpret or'!things.'

,

rectly, students were observed glancing at their peers to determine.
precisely what was expected.

They seem to use's combination of

strategies including "majority rules" with.additional weight being
granted-to students-1A°- -Usually are "right".

4.32

Other Cues

Through other cues, also, the teacher is guiding-the transition
from one activity to another, by modelling her owh change of gears,
i.e., erasing the ooard, returning her book to her, desk,.positiorting

herself in the front of the room.

The alert,student (as Lawrence is

an example) identifies the transition early, almost without the
teac er's statement.

Others wait for the pacing and more.

Recognizing

the c1fferential pacing of each student, the teacher identifies the
beginning of the new activity (and thus retrospectively the completion
of the previous activity) when observing an apparent consensus by
approximately 90% of the students.

This consensus is evidenced by

many acts including physical Orientation to the teacher's position,
utilization of designated materials, and responding to teacher solicitation.
Teacher stares and other eye contact strategies also serve in negotiation.
4.33

Transitions

The systematic nature of activities may be seen in the classroom

manization when changing from one topic to another or from one
activity to another; these changes are frequently called transitions
(Cahir, 1979; 1981).

As an organizer of the classroom, the teacher

establishes transitions to new activities, and establisfies acceptable

behavior patterns, but they must be established through joint consensus.'
The students must agree to abide by the teacher's rules - while the
teacher modifies these rules to accommodate idiosyncracies of events
and participants.

What is apparent across teachers and topics is that there is a
statement identifying the new topic to be discussed.

In some classes

this statement is an indication of the end of the transition. In

others, this statement is just one of seveal attempts to reorganize
Instances include (4),

for instruction.

(4)

(5i,, (6), and (7).

Open your English notebooks and iet's review, two things
that we already know so that we can\learn a new thing
today. Who remembers what a synonym'ia?

(5 )

Now we're gonna say some rhymes. ListenNand tell me
which words rhyme: Come and play with me i64ay.

(6)

O.K.

( 7)

O.K.

Nilo can tell me what we've been talking
math this week. Let's see, who remembers?

out in
x,

We will begin in a few minutes...(24 seconds later).
O.K., let's begin now (20 seconds later), O.K. let's do'
page 15 now (2 minutes and 16 seconds later), O.K. number 1, read it and discuss it now, Jennifer.

In instances (4) and ( 5), there was no delay.
a slight delay.

In (7)

In (6) there was

there was a considerable gap between the
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teacher's pronouncement and the actual beginning, clearly illustrating
the negotiation in process.

These time differences reflect differences

in teaching styles and classroom autonomy.

The similarities help to

characterize these social events as classroom interactions.
4.34

Pacing as a Negotiated Process.

In transitions teachers utilize techniques which also are pervasive
in the lesson.

E.g., they pace their activities, but then modify their

statements that the students will ba. ready for English when they say

the number 5, by verbalizing the fact in (8).

(8)

Very few people are ready.

while still providing time for those who are not, allowing them to
continue their process of moving from one activity to another.

They

provide examples of students who are ready, subtly applying peer
rivalry for teacher notice of their acceptable behavior, while also
providing models for those unclear as to what "being ready" implies

behaviorally as in (9).
(9 )

Tele is.

Ruben is.

Rhonda is.

While they are calling the names of students who are ready, the
teachers are also surveying the class, and seemingly attempting to
commend all of those fulfilling the instruction to put away their

math materials and take out their English.notebooks.
Those

students who followed as the teacher requested were re-

warded with a smile, a nod, a verbal commendation, or none of these.
Those who did not, received stares, head shakes, and verbal reprimands,
or none of these.

The time initially allotted to the transition

(counting to 5) was not immutable.

In fact, early in the counting,

numbers were produced at more frequent intervals than later numbers,
perhaps reflecting the teacher's recognition that the students needed
Thus, this
more time than she originally projected as necessary.
changed rhythm of the pacing reflects the interaction between the
teacher's initial statement and the student behaviors in fulfilling
based
the teacher's request. Thus, the teacher modified her request
on students' responses.
4.35

Teacher Monitoring

The teacher monitors student activities in many ways including the
length of time allotted to activities during the lesson as discussed
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previously and listed in (10) when pacing the whole-class.

In ad-

dition, during the discussions, pacing is evident as exemplified
in (11).
(10)

Let's count to five. Put our things away and take out
your English notebooks. One...Two...Three...Four...

pive
(11)

Give him a chance to think of th

answer.

Teachers also pace activities by using the blackboard to record
their representation of the "class" understanding of concepts, thereby
summarizing preceding discussions and moving the discussion beyond
that point.

Students similarly, but more covertly monitor peer activities.
(The

The physical organization of most student desks encourages this.

students who frequently can utilize the most assistance interestingly,
are placed closest to the teacher,

see Figure 3.2).

cues as to peer progress, e.g.
4.36,

where they receive the fewest

Tracking

The teacher uses another device which we called "tracking".

This

includes counting, and calling the names of students who have completed
the designated action.

As an indication for the rest of the class, she

identifies one student, Janet, who has not yet started to move from
the previous activity thus indicating that she is aware of Janet's
actions (i.e., unacceptable actions) and suggests that this is neither
acceptable for Janet, nor for anyone else.

The public nature of the

teacher's presentation of this statement suggests the universal apThe establishment of consensus regarding

plication of the information.

the intent of a teacher's directives, in this instance, establishing
the transition from.one activity to another, is a negotiated process.
Teachers nay be viewed as the persons accountable to students,.administrators, colleagues,.parents and themselves for organizing classrooms.
They may establish major parameters of acceptable group classroom
functioning.

Students work within those parameters but the range of

acceptable behaviors possible is negotiated by the students, some of
whom try to obtain different (greater or lesser) degrees of autonomy
within the classroom structure.

Teachers and students negotiate the

exact organization of those structures.
negotiations.

Modifications result from these

The ultimate result may be neither precisely as the
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student sought it to be, nor precisely as the teacher sought it to
This

be, but rather a product of their interaction or a transaction.
The teachers and the

process occurred in all classrooms visited.

students used muliiple means to accomplish these activities.

The

interactive nature of student-teacher negotiation, whether using explicit
information or implicit information influenced the form of the resulting
interaction.

The outcomes are different because the original premises

for each group were different.

These findings, while consistent with

previous classroom research, are more wide-ranging.

It is not only

a three-part encounter that is occurring (Initiate, Respond, Evaluate).
There is a great deal more to classroom irteraction.

Student participation in lessons may be characterized as negotiated,
as well.

There is more to obtaining a turn-at-talk than being present in

a classroom, one must be sensitive to the episodes characterized next.
4.4

Characterization of Episodes in a Classroom
Typically students and teachers meet in classrooms for approximately

six hours daily, for five days each week.

Most studies have reporte&

on isolated activities during this time span.

How the activities pur-

sued during the major segments of that time are orchestrated is an
issue that has been addressed ethnographically by few, including Florio's
kindergarten group (1978); Dorr-Bremme's longitudinal two year study
of one teacher with kindergarten and first grade students (forthcoming);
Griffin and Shuy's (1978) cross grade study; and Mehan's (1979) mixed
class of grades 1-3.

We studied three classrooms (Kindergarten, Second

Grade and Fifth Grade) in a bilingual school (Spanish/English) to determine the behavior students display to convey their functional classroom
competence or interactional competence.

Utilizing an ethnographic ap-

proach we sought to obtain the participant's perspective in making
sense of the school day.

This included determining the organization

and the responsibilities forliirticipating in the negotiated structure.
We will now discuss four typical episodes which occurred in all of the
classrooms we observed and in both language environments.

The language,

physical displays and responsibilities evident in each will be explained
in detail.

The four

episodes were labelled by the participants as:

Talking-About Time; Copying Time; Checking-at-the-Blackboard Time;
and Getting Ready Time.

The first three occur during "lessons", the

fourth occurs between "lessons.%

Classroom lessons typically combine multiple activities which are
focused on the development of one concept such as:
servation of water; or slavery.

numerosity; con-

In studying these concepts during one

thirty minute segment of a day there may be such diverse activities
as a discussion time, a writing time, and a role playing time. These
seem to flow together, as cars in traffic. Howevek, just as a driver
in a new territory must learn how the lanes of traffic merge and diverge (i.e., how the drivers organize the movement of cars through rush
hour traffic), in a similar way, the activities incorporated in one
lesson are inobtrusively interwoven.

Conversations between dyads may be marked by clear breaks in the
organization as Scheflen has shown. However, when more people are involved in the activity, the junctures between the activities seem to be
characterized more by ragged edges than by clean breaks.

Thus, some

participants may be operating on the last activity longer than others while some students are moving on to the new topic.

When all of the

participants are focusing on the same activity, that segment of the
lesson is clearly distinguished by many features including the language,
and pedagogical focus. (This jagged edge is noted in Figures 4.11 and 4.12.)
We will now describe four such episodes or dances which are
created in classrooms in the pursuit of accomplishing lessons. The
partners in the dance are the teacher and the collective group of
students. These times have been labelled by the participants as:
Talking About; Copying; Correcting-at-the Blackboard and Getting Ready.
These are representative of a larger class of activities observed - but,
serve to reflect the range of differences.

The analysis is based on

the assumption that there are identifiable, repeated features in the

episodes which should be attended to in order for participants to
access their knowledge of the responsibilities attendant to such an
episode.

The fact that these lables were provided by the participants is important since it validates the ethnographer's) analysis and provides
justification for our conclusion that classroom participants acquire the
knowledge of the rules and identify the situations where they must be applied in order for the class to have a shared focus, which is the major
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component of a lesson.

presents a Comparison of these char-

Figure

acteristics across episodes.

We will discuss the Language, Physical

Displays and Responsibilities during each,segment.
4.41

Talking-About Time

During a lesson there is frequently a time for the teacher to engage students in a discussion, drawing on the studeut's previously acquired information as well as presenting new information.

4.411 Language. The language of Talking-About Time focuses on elicitaIn one sense the distinction between

tion and informative sequences.

a teacher-centered or student-cencered discussion may be based on the
primary sources of elicitation and informative sequences.

In teacher-

centered classrooms, the teacher provides most of the new information,
0,>.

and the teacher dominates elicitation interchanges by designating respondents ind by acknowledging comments.#

In student-centered classrooms, students post a much higher percentage of the questions and particiapte in interchanges with peers
somewhat similar to everyday conversations frequently observed outside
of classrooms.

In fact, in the student-centered classrooms there might

be multiple small groups working simultaneously with participants'exchanging ideas as in schoolyard conversations.

However, for our present

purposes, we will not distinguish between student-centered and teachercentered discussions.

Rather, we will concentrate on the fact that

when elicitation and informative sequences are the dominant mode of
talk, we can characterize them as Talking-About episodes,,whether
teacher- or student-centered.
4.4111

Elicitation Sequences.

Elicitation Sequences may be subdivided

into Teacher Generated Elicitation Sequences and Student Solicited
Sequences.

Typical instances of Teacher Generated Elicitation Se-

quences (TGES) are presented in (12) and (13).
(12) T:

Who remembers what a synonym is?

Frank.
Same words.
Uh, close. Who can say it better?
Ss: 0oh, me,me.
Me, me, I don't know. Karen.
T:
S:
The same meanings.
T:
Okay. But the same meanings, what? You
didn't say the whole sentence. Yes,
S:
T:

S:

T:
S:

The same meanings that means the same.
The same meanings that mean the ame of what?
Of the word.
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T:

(13)

Right. Two words that have the same
or similar meanings.

If I say glad, what's a synonym?
Ss: Happy.
T:
Happy.
T:

These equences may be characterized as including the elements listed
in (14).'

(14) .Teacher comment or request for topical
information
Student response
(Turn holder - e.g. comments on turn allocation procedures, other behavioral rules)
Teacher response '
(Teacher evaluation)
(Boundary Marker)

The items in parentheses are optional.

Using Mehan's definitions for

elicitation as exchanges of academic information (choice,.product,
process or metaptocess), we have identified additional components frequently present in these sequences.
In these instances the teacher has identified the topic for discussion and the mode for response.

She has generated a discussion

focused on a particular topic which is characteristic of TGES.

When

the teacher does not obtain an acceptable response to her question,

there are several strategies which appeared in these situations including:

- repeating the question
- sanctioning another student's behavior after
identifying a respondent ard then repeating
the question for the first student
- designating a new respondent
- telling the answer
- changing the topic
Since the question-answer format is the dominant strategy in the
progress of the lesson, teachers utilize a variety of formats to help
the lesson progress.

The turn-holders identified among the elements characteristically
found in these sequences are particularly important as they may provide
the opportunity for a student to continue to consider a response to a
question, while the class is momentarily focusing on another issue,

particularly student behavior.

This is an

important issue es-

pecially as it is differentially employed by teachers.

Teachers use

these turn-holders to sustain their own turn-at-talk, and to sustain
specified students' turns-at-talk.

.

They accomplish this through such

diverse methods as stopping dramatically in mid-sentence of an explanation to remind another student of appropriate behavior, returning
to the original statement and completing the interrupted sentence

(as

in (15)).

We never saw these turn-holders being used by a student during the
class discussions.

Although we did observe students who presented

expansive answers, thereby increasing the length of time they were
given the floor, it never appeared as though they were using this time
to come up with a more acceptatile answer.

Although we have certainly

observed this in adu* conversations and in college classrooms, it is
possible that the age group and/or the classroom organizations observed were not conducive to such use, or they may be learned later.
The Teacher Generated Elicitation Sequences (TGES) represent one
aspect of the turn-taking rules

operating in the classroom.

These

turn allocation rules are context sensitive, that is, teachers don't
randomly request chorus responses or student bidding.

Our findings

are consistent with Mehan who states, "The teacher's use of a basic

turn-allocation procedure was neither random nor haphazara.

Instead,

the use of a particular procedure on a particular occasion reflected
a strategic relationship between the teacher's academic agenda and
the practical classroom situation" (p. 123).

Our findings are con-

sistent with this suggestion, as reflected in Figure 4.10 we observed
that these turn allocation devices are intimately related to the
lesson context.

Talking-About time typically begins with a teacher statement
identifying the purpose of the lesson activity.

Student utterances

usually do not begin the Talking-About Time; the teacher's utterances
do.

We have identified these utterances as Teacher Informative Peda-

gogical Sequences which occur in other segments of the lesson as well
(see Figure 4.10).

They have a teacher comment.

In Mehan's (1979)

terms, they apprise the class of what's going to be happening as well
as conveying information, ideas, opinions.

It calls upon respondents

to pay at.ention (p. 49) as in (15) and (16).
(15) T:

Today we're gonna learn a new definition
and a new type of word...
Write this word, homonyms...
We know synonyms. We know antonyms, ind
novwe learned this funny word, homonyms.
So let's see what it's all about. Let's see
what are homonyms, alright. We already know
that synonyms are words that have the same
meaning. We already know that antonyms are
words that have opposite meanings, right?
Akila, you're still not paying attention.
And today, we're gonna learn what type of
words are homonyms, alright...look at these
words (writes two, too on blackboard).
Who would like to read them for me?

(16) T:

Let's write a definition. Homonyms... And
write the word,again so that you learn it.
So ye'll talk about what's similar first,
righti What's similar is the
the same is the sound. The sound is exactly
alike...(to Jose) Honey, where is your
English notebook. Is thio the one? O.K.
Open it up to the page that you're going to
be working on and write there - you have
something there already. Start over here.
Alright, underline the word but because the
sound is exactly the same, but, very important but, they are spelled differently.

It is interesting that frequently during these pedagogical sequences,
the teacher Interrupts her monologue to identify a student who is not
attending.

We have identified these as Teacher Informative Behavioral

Sequences since they focus on student behaviors noted near the arrow
They also_serve as turn-holders. Teachers may inin each instance.
informaterrupt themselves, but students may not, during this initial
tive exchange.

If a student calls out while the teacher is explaining an activity
(which may be identified as a teacher's turn-at-talk) this may be
ignored and/or negatively sanctioned as in (17).
(17) T:
S:

T:

You have to pay attention. If I get to you
and you're dreaming somewhere...
You'll miss the word.
(placing finger on lips and facing student
who called out - and then facing class atlarge) O.K.

The spnsitivity to context it even more critical when it becomes
apparent that the omnipresent warning of "no calling out" is honored
to
as.much in the breach and is not the absolute prohibition it seems
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be.

Rather, it seems'that there are only certain contexts in which it is

atceptable to call out.
(18)

For example, let's looklat (18).

/

Antonyms...are words...that have...
The same meaning.
Not the same darling, the same are synonyms.

T:
S:
T:

From the teacher's pacing of the words and the physical gestures,, a

student recognized the opportunity to participate by filling"in the blank
left by the teacher.

The student's response was acknowledge and

evaluated only on its content.
any rules.

The student was not cited for violating

In fact, it seems that these rules with which a few students

display adeptness may be at least as complex as attempting to get a word
in edgewise in a heated conversation.

The nature of the rules we ob-

served are presented later in this section.

For the present it is im-

portant to recognize the distinctive nature of the language in each episode of the lesson.
4.412

Physical Displays
4.4121

Shape and Form.

The language present in a given

segment of a lesson is only one important clue for distinguishing
Talking-About Time from other segments.

The line drawings presented in

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 gtggest the shape and form of this episode. The
teacher typically moves in frpnt of the class, around the room, and between the aisles during this time.

The students, seated at their desks,

move in synchrony with the teacher's moves.

They move their heads,

arms, and upper torsos to maintain a display of joint focus. Thus, when
the teacher malks-down the aisele the students turn to follow her as
leaves in a breeze.

The students mark this activity byspositioning their

chins parallel to the desk topTwith movement.Varying between an 800
angle and.a 100' angle.

bidding to respond.

Their aOns and shouldera are relaxed except when

The teacher, using the same angular position for her

head, stands, sits, or leans mirroring students' form.
Talking-About Time may be characterized as principally a series
of teacher explanations interspersed with two-participant interchanges
which the remained er of the class observes and audits, with.some ready
There'is.a common, or joint
to fill-in if the interchange breaks down.
focus for all the participants which may change during the activity.
Typically, the blackboard, the teacher, the student respondent,lor

student text serveas the focus during Talking-About Time.
0
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Figure 4.1

Talking-Ahout Time:

A Typical Physical Display

J
..

s
I

,

Figure 4.2

Tal

n -About Time:

Another Typical Display

A

4.4122 Movement.

The students and teacher mirror each others movements.

The teacher points to identify a respondent; students raise hanls
(pointing to-the teacher) requesting nomination.

As the teacher places

notes on the blackboard, the students copy those notes into their
composition books.

Some students display dramatic movements to empha-

.

size their desire to see the material written on the board which may
be blocked from their line of vision by the teacher or by a peer.

When

the teacher points to information on the blackboard for students to

_-

mentally focus on, students orient to the information on the blackboard.
Throughout this activity there is an undertone of noise created by the
rapid movements and the constant speech.

(Seeyigures 4.1 and 4.2).

\

4.413 ResponsibilitieS. During Talking-About Time it is the student's
responsibility to adhere to the established turn-taking rules variously
as a listener or as a respondent.

The teacher is responsible for pro-

viding elicitation sequences and pedagogical sequences during TalkingAbout Time which is the mainstay of most lessons, and frequently ap\

pears in multiple segments of a lesson with.other activities interspersed, often these are independent-type activities.

Copying which

we will characterize next, is one such activity.
4.42 Copying Time
Copying is a time when students work independently typically

filling-in the blanks, or handwriting information presented on the
4

blackboard.
4.421 Language.

In contrast to Talking-About, during Copying Time

there is little language used - one clear distincticin between the
episodes.

The prototypical format of a copying episode follows:
A.

The teacher provides information concerning the
pedagogical intent of the activity (TIPS)

B.

The students present.questions to clarify their
understanding of the assignment (SGES)

Since this event is a new episode in a lesson, it is frequently aecompanied by;a change in physical organization.

This change is proto-

typically accomplished at the beginning of the episode (TIBS).

If. this

is not the case, then this may be considered a'violation of the rules
and students and the teacher need to make "repairs" recognizing the
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violatiOn and combining the need to move along in the leaSon while
accommodating the individual participants and their knowledge Of the
The repairs may .include such activities as Teacher Informative

rules.

Behavioral Sequences (TIBS) foctsing on re-designing the organization
of the classroom as in (19).

,

Sit with

Valerie, you can't see?
Ruben;

(19) /r:
/

/.

In fact, if a student soli its information duiing this Cime the teacher
asks for a repetition see ingly since it is.so unexpected as ifi (21)

In the lesson we observed there are infrequent Student Generat-

below.

,

The intent seems to parallel the

ed Elicitation Sequences (SGES).

Teacher' Generated Elici ation Sequences which predominate in Talking-

About Time. .Two repre entative instances are presented in (20)

and

(21).

Do we have to copy that exactly?
Um, of course.

S:

(20)

T:

(24 S:

You didn't write the other set of
words.
What?
You didn't write the other set of
words.
The other set?
Like that.
You have to find them. You have to
find the homonym...the other set of
words - You're gonna find. That's
your homework.

T:
S:

[

I

T:

I

'

S:
T:
\
\
,

These are important in many r spects.

_

have been asked to do somethin

In both'instances, the students

It seems significant that student

.

questions are generated at a time when each is assigned to actomplish
a task.

These usually occur du4ng an independent Activity time,

such as Copying.
\

The format of Student GeneraCed Elicitation Sequences is par\

ticularly astinguished in classes\we observed by its limited forIn contrast to the\multiple 'parts possible in TGES, the

mats possible'.

\

acknowledged SGES typically has onl

two parts - both required, i.e.:

Student Question or Comment
Teacher Response (Informative)

The teacher Oay request clarification of the student's wording involving an addit onal turn, but Copyirg Time was generally interpreted

f
t

.

'----
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as time for the teacher to.give directions which were frequently verbatim repetition of previously uttered directions. Seemingly these
Student Generated Elicitation Sequences were then viewed as being
redundant, perhaps implying that the student was not listening when
the original directions were presented. When there were multiple
questions and responses of this type, particularly at the time when

students were copying homework assignments, one might wonder whether
this inattentive label is the only possible explanation for students
posing these questions.

However, in characterizing Copying Time, it is essential to
recognize that the teacher is not generating any elicitation sequences;
in fact, students who raise hands during-this time are not called on.

In order to get the teacher's attention during this activity a student
calls out.

Those who do not are not recognized.

4.422 Physical Displays. We will first refer to Figures (45) and (44)
which provide a sense of form and shape of Copying Time.
4.4221 Shape and Form.

During Copying Time students are.seated at .

their desks with opened books positioned on the desk top; their heads
are over their books. In contrast to the 900 angle they presented
during Talking-About Time, in Copying Time their chins are at angles
The teacher's chin mirrors the students'

ranging from 450 to 60°.

whether she is,standing at

her desk, writing on the board, or walking

among the students.

Some of the students kneel on their seats, some

sit on the seat's

edie; some lean over the entire desk - yet they all retain the same
chin position.

Their hands and,arms are posed over their notebooks

generally covering the page on which they are writing.
4.4222 Movement.

Students focus on the materials on their desk tops

(e.g., notebook, sheets of paper).

There is no eye contact between

teacher and student, even if the teacher is ampiifying or repeating the
directions.

The teacher monitors the student's phySical displays,

confirming that all have the designated materials and all are writing
something.

In the classrooms weobserved there was constant movement, but
general silence in the room. Students were writing and erasing in
their notebooks (iirroring the teacher's copying from her notebook to

Figure 4.3

Copying Time (A Typical Physical Display)

Figure 4.4

Copying Time (Another Typical Display)
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the blackboard).

The heads bob in an arhythmic pattern reflecting the

individual pacing of student progress in accomplishing the activity.

There are large trunk movements (in contrast to the small movements during Talking-About) to gain increasea visibility of the blackboard.

They move their upper torso from side to side while seated

when the position of the student in front might be limiting the visibility of the blackboard.

They might noiselessly jump into the aisle
)--r

and quickly return to their seats if a stationary obje
teacher) is blocking.

(or the

During this time, students look at their own

?

g in their
a
work and covertly eye that of their neighbors while remlair
copying position.

4.423 Responsibilities. There are many responsibilities which are implicitly conveyed to participants as during all-segments of a lesson.

A student remains seated unless told by the teacher to do otherwise.
They display a writing position characterized above. When students
are not sure of the assignment, they mirror or copy their peers. Frequently they may confer briefly with the peer who is physically closest
to them, without being negatively sanctioned.

They physically orient to the assigned material and dramatic'ally'
display behavior of copying assigned materials.

If the tiMe for this

activity ends before a given student has completed copying, a brief
amount of additional time devoted to copying by this individual is

usually not negatively sanctioned (this accounts for some of the
ragged edges between episodes or activities).
If the tcacher talks during Copying Time, presenting an explanation
of procedures, (TIBS) students continue writing without establishing
Students may call out questions (SCES) requesting an
eye contact.
elaboration on the procedures.

Questions on the concept (in contrast

to procedures) are responded to as though they were questions on profor verifying
cedure. Copying, therefore, is perceived as an activity
the student's attention during Talking-About Time.. Thus a direct
relationship is implied between the student who participates and is

attentive during Talking-About Time and the student who writes during
Copying Time:

4.43

Checking-at-the Blackboard Time

Frequently teachers try to incorporate activities which provide
the opportunity for at least some of the students to get out of their
seats.

One such activity was designated Checking-at-the-Blackboard. (E.g.:

After the students completed a short written exercise evolving from

the discussion in a

Talking-About Time, they had the opportunity

to compare the answers they wrote in their notebooks (during Copying
Time) with siX students, each of whom volunteered to write one answer
on the board.)

4.431 Language.

In some respects the language duririg this segment was

similar to Talking-About Time in that there were Teacher Generated
Elicitation Sequences, and turn-holders for the designated respondents:
However, there were no Teacher Informatives (TIPS).

There were TIBS.

utilized to hold turns of those students having difficulty finding the
Nor was there a full range of turn-

correct answer at the blackboard.
taking opportunities aVailable.

Rather, the designated students who

solicited the turn were the only respondents-during this segment of the
lesson.

Howeimr, there were marked differences in the Physical Displays.

4.432 Physical Displays. Representative skethces of this act.ivity are
presented in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
4.4321 Shape and Form.

The students are either standing in a line at
The

the blackboard or seated watching the students at the blackboard.

teacher is standing to the side in the front of the room watching the
students at the blackboard.

All of the students (those standing as

well as those seated) and the teacher are physically oriented to the
one student who is writing at the blackboard.
4.4322 Movement. To initiate this activity, the teacher presents a
stick of chalk to the designated first respondent.

The students at

the blihekboard move in turn to the.assigned place at the.board to write
their answers and then return to their seats.

When confusion develops,

the teacher moves to the place occupied by the respondent, moving the
student from this place.

As the activity progresses, some students move from their seats and
stand in the aisles and closer to.the blackboard, ostensibly to have a
clearer view of the board.

This also puts students closer together to

confer about answers and to solicit turns which are not acknowledged.

Gt.
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Figure 4.5

Checking-at-the Blackboard (A Typical Physical Display)

Viguye 4.6 Checking-at-the Blackboavd (Anothel Typical Display)
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In fact it is only as a turn-holding device for a student at the blackboard that the teacher comments to one student who is out of his seat.
When the last student has written her answer, the teacher reclaims the
chalk, replaces the chalk on the board ledge and.dusts the chalk from
her

hands, visually signalling the end of board activity.
The Responsibilities may be grouped into two

4.433 Responsibilities.
categories:

Respondents and Observers.

As volunteers, the respondents,

are responsible for:

Knowing the answer
Standing at the board without obstructing the view for others
Watching Ehe process adhered to by those who precede
Writing the answer in the correct order
Writing quickly and clearly
Acting as if the answer to the question is known
Returning to their seats after writing answer
The observers are responsible for:
Watching the process, verifying the accuracy of responses
Allowing time for a student to respond before soliciting a
turn
Coaching those having difficulty
4.44, Getting Ready Time
The three episodes characterized above represent aspects of one typical lesson, whiC1 by our definition requires joint focus.

However, there

are times which lead up to this joint focus which occur throughout
the day.

They are called Getting-Ready Times.

The group (the students

and the teacher) are organizing themselves to prepare for a new collaboration.

Using the same criteria, we will characterize this aspect

of a classroom activity.
4.441

Language.

We have labelled the language which typifies Getting-

Ready Time as Teacher Informative Behavioral Sequences (TIBS).

They are

exemplified by (22) and (23):,
(22)

T:

Please mark the pages. Put your books away.
Alright.
Let's count to five, put our things away and take
out your English notebook.
1...2...3
If you have my crayons, bring them back...4...
Oh,, Janet; I don't think you heard me. You're
still coloring and that's homework asSignment.
You don't have to do that now. 5...Very few
people are.ready...Tele is...Ruben is...Rhonda is.
Um, alright.
,
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(23)

T:

1 S:

T:

Um, don't come to my desk. We're gonna correct
it on the board, and the first people that
finish will go and Ao the first examples.
Alright, number 1, number 2, and number 3.
Anybody else finished?
Yeah.
Number 4, um, number 5...who else is finished?
Wait, wait, wait. Sit down. I'll call you.
I'm just assigning you...Who else is finished?
I assigned you, right? You finished? pmber, 6,
Akila. Alright. Wait one half minute;-Lawrence,
and(when) everybody's ready we'll be'able to
see what you're gonna do...Well, you did it very
fast, was it easy?
Alright...I want you to do the following. The
people that I called, number 1,2,3,4,5, make a
line over there.
Who's number 1?
No, but back, so everybody can see, like this.
Who's number 2? Number 3? Number 4?
Number 5? Who's gonna do number 5? Number 6...
Who's gonna do number 6? No I...Tele, did I
call you? Who did I call? Akila, I called 6,
who did I call 5? Who had finished before?...
Yes, O.K. Let's see how fast and hoW well you do.
You do it and give the chalk to Ronald when
you're finished.

They are classified by Mehan as requests for procedural actions.

We

noticed that they were extended teacher monologues which in addition to
specifying particular actions, optionally included tracking and moni,toring.

Tracking is distinguished from monitoriLg in that the pacing

of particular group movements was evidenced by the teacher's counting
(e.g., Let's count to five...1...2, etc.; Very few people are ready.
Tele is...).

Monitoring is used to identify particular students whose actions
are inconsistent with the teacher's request (e.g. Janet, I don't think
you heard me...; Wait one half minute, Lawrence).
for'two different purposes.

These TIBS were used

During Getting-Ready Time, they served to'

pace, monitor and track student progress toward accomplishing the
transition between activities.
used'as Turn Holders.

During Talking-About Time, TIBS were

The Turn Holders erved two discrete purposes:

during teacher monologues (TIPS), TIBS were inserted, maintaining the
teacher's turn-at-talk while the teacher stalled (see p. 60).

In a

similar ense, the teacher during a TGES inserted a TIBS focusing on

one tudent's behavior, giving a second student (the reslionding student)

who was stalled to have more time to consider a response to a teacher

This inserted TIM represented by (24) was serving as a

question.

Turn Holder, and were especially utilized in Teacher Imposed turns.
(24)

Give me a sentence with this word.
Um, Lawrence.
I, I cuf wood. I cut wood.
I cut wood for what?
What do yop>ise wood for?
(Teacher turns face toward Denise while maintaining body orientation to L.)
Uh, Denise, please, we are gonna wait till you
are ready.,
Yes (to Lawrence)
I cut wood to put in the fire.
Very good.

T:

L:
T:

L:
T:

In addition to the teacher's language to the class during this
segment, we

noticed students whispering and talking softly to peers.

A more casual but goal-directed air pervaded the room during this time.
4.442 Physical Displays. In Figures (4.7) and (4.8) the shape of
this activity is presented visually.

4.4421 Shape and Form. The participants remain within the physical
confines of the classro6m during Getting-Ready Time but in contrast
to those episodes occurring during lessons there is large-scale, gross

t

movement.

motor
t

They rearrange their materials, reorganize the ob-

jects in the space around them (moving chairs, desks, books, clothes,
bookbags).

As the episode moves toward completion, the movement deThe teacher oversees all movement while reorganizing her own

(reases.

materials.

There is no pedagogical focus, and no joint focus of any

In fact, this is an individual focus time rather than a group

sort.

focus.

The teacher monitors the movement to fa4litate the accomplish-

ment of a joint focus at the conblusion of this Getting-Ready Time.
4.4422 Movement. The moVements of the participants are varied.

go to the wastebasket, othe.to the teacher's desk, and some to
clothes closet.

Some

the'

The moves are large motor movements in contrast to

the movements constrained by students seated on chairs at stationary
desks during le9sons.

4.443 Responsibilities.

Participants pace their reorganization of

materials such that it is consistent with their peers' and their Leacher's
light,
monitoring and tracking. While they are reorganizing, there are
subdued,conversations between peers coordinated with visual displaVs

of reorganization.
f'
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Figure 4.7

Getting Ready Time (A Typical Physical Display)

I

,

Figure 4.8

/

Getting Ready Time (Another Typical Display)

Lessons are usually comprised of multiple episodes.

These epi-

sodes might include activities such as "Talking About" or discussing
a concept; and "Writing About" or an independent,
activity.

teacher assigned

These are distinct segments of lessons-with each episode

being marked by distinguishably different responsibilities and
language.

We have presented the description of these in the previous

section.

The language used during these episodes is distinctive as well.
For example, let's look at Talking-About Time.

The language pre-

dominating during this segment may be described as Teacher Informative
Pedagogical Sequences [TIPS] (in which the teacher presents information) and Teacher Generated Elicitation Sequences [TGES] (in which
the teacher designates information to be discussed and identifies
respondents).

These two types mark Talking-About Time.

However, inter-

spersed throughout both TIPS and TGES [Within these interchanges] there
are Teachir Informative Behavioral Sequences [TIES] (which serve as
turn holders), and StudentsPuestions [1GES].(See Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11)
The use of TIES is different from those in Getting Ready Time
in which they do not became interspersed with anything else, but
rather are used in isolation, behavior being the focus of those
episodes.

TIES also may appear at the beginning of episodes requiring

the reorganization ci the group, namely providing blackboard visibility for Copying time.

Again, as in Getting Ready, TIES stand

independently but to distinguish them from Getting Ready, instead of
being the purpose for that segment, as TIES are in Getting Ready, they
Tacilitate the functioning of the new episode which has a different
focus, such as TIPS'in Copying.

(See Figure 4.12)

Stualent Generated Elicitation Sequences [SGES] (usually student

questions) usually appear during activlties raquiring students to work
independently.

Although they do not characterize any episode, they

may appear during TIPS and TGES.

Figures 4.9-4.13provide a graphic display of these characterizations.

The looping evidenced in the concrete instances is an important

phenomenon-not discussed previously in the literature.

We found Com-

pelling evidence.for describing these looping episodes such as the
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TALKING ABOUT ROTOTYPE

Legend
= TeacherInforMAtave,..Pedagogical, Sequence

0401~011~

Teacher,Generated Elicitation Sequence (TGES)

Figure 4.9
_/

8

(TIPS)'

Language During Talking-About Time:

Prototype

TALKING ABOUT INSTANCE #1

ounter
Number

-091

138

119

.098

155

180

Time Approx. 61/2 minutes

egend

= Teacher Informative Pedagogical Sequence
= Teacher Generated Elicitation Sequence
Notations above the line are interruptions attributed to the teacher
Notations below the line are interruptions attributed to the students

a

= behavioral loop
= content loop

Figure 4..10

Language During Talking-About Time:

86

Instance #1

TALKING' ABOUT INSTANCE #2

CoUnter
Number
230235

226

242

246250

254

258

259

Legend
mi Teacher Informative Pedagogical Sequence
a&warbrao"oft

mi Teacher Generated Elicitation Sequence

Notations above the line are interruptions attributed to the teacher
Notations below the line are interruptions attributed to the students

4,

gm behavioral loop
.01 cont,ent loop

Figure. 4.11 Language During Talking-About Time:
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Instance #2

TALKING ABOUT

INSTANCE 2 (CONTINUED)

.1.1~Rossa

Counter
Number
288.5

289

316

291

318

351

337

329-

321

331

co

111101.111.1100.11011104.101%.

ess01101%.

NOWSP

IsAIOso

..=17L 0*.
Cont'd

Counter
Number

370

356

Figure 4.11

381

408

420

422

438

438.5 441

Continued

9u

TALKING ABOUT INSTANCE #2 (CONTINUED)

wsmiAsI10

11110111101/.....101%.

,

Counter
Number.

448

450

627

458

452

-^

Time Approx. 29 minutes

Figure 4.11

Continued

k

40.
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COPYING TIME

Prototype

CO

11

Instance #1

Figure 4.12

Language During Copying Time
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CHECKING-AT-THE-BLACKBOARD

Prototype

Legend

egwoogift".~%.

=

Teacher Informative Pedagogical Sequence

=

Teacher generated Elicitation Sequence

Notations above the lin s, are Interruptions attributed to Teacher

Notations below the lines are interruptions attributed to Students
Behavioral loop
=

Content loop

Figure 4.13

Language During Checking-at-the-Blackboard
_
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interruptions
turnholders evidenced during TGES and the behavioral
occur
(TIBS) occurring during TIPS. It seems that these events

while all else is put ofi hold.

The participants do not view these

They identify.these segments as TIPS or
The
not specify that a behavioral,issue-occurred.
TGES, and
in midteache r may continue a statement after having broken it
But when asked what was occurring,
sentence for a behavioral tomment.
_
the behavior (TIBS).
she focuses exclusively on the TIPS Or TGES an4 not

as behavioral sequences.

f
-''

oly and
Instances of these loops are presented in. 414, (21),
(21).

After you find a homonym you are gonna do in writing
In other words, you take each
what we did orally.
word and you write a sentence with it, so that you
.0know exactly the meaning of the word. Are you
listening, Omar? Funny way. That means you're
gonna write ten short sentences with those words.

(a)

T:

-A

(0)

Do you know-what which means? Uh, tell me, Jeanette.
(Knocking at doo - teacher walks across front of
...1toom, opens door and converses with adult In hall
[approx. 45 seconds elapse] teacher closes door,
walks across room).
Um, I fcsrgot what I was saying, oh yeah - which
/
(pointing to Jeanette) um, you know the meaning?
T:

_.--/

(21)

/V-7-7--

What we're gonna do now is we're gonna go back toi
work. /
the other group. We're gonna collect the
We're gonna do something else. In the meantime...
Let's see who's
...where's Akila? Sit down. Sit.
going
sitting nicely... I'll tell you what we're
You can take a puzzle and sit with the

T:

to db.
puzzle here.

(AO

T:

Natasha, give me a sentence for this rode....
Natasha, she's thinking...Yes...You know what rodismeans?...Who knows what this rode means? It is
the past tense of what verb?

SS: fride
trode
T:

Of ride. It is an irregular past...Ride/Rode
Natasha, ban
right? SO, um, Ruben, excuse me.
with
this
rode
now?
you give me a sentence
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-Similarly, student questions are not identified as the focus
when they interrupt TIPS.,

It is interesting that just as most of

the teacher interruptions are behavioral or procedural in Content
most of these student interruptions axe concerned with procedures to.
follow.

However, we did note the tendency of students to interrupt

with different topics at the beginning and,ending ofTalking About
Rind Copying,again recognizing.the place of greatest potential for a

new topic to be elaborated on.
\

Two related issues are important to consider when studying these
interactions.

First, the interactions we have analyzed are those

acknowledged by the teacher, thus, comments called out withOut being
acknowledged are nct noted on these diagrams.

Related to this is

the recogniticn that a small number of students who called out were
acknowledsed.

The difference seems tq be both in the timing of their

comments and the content of their comments.

Students who-called out requesting information about procedures
'always Seemed to be acknowledged.

Questions or comments that'w _e

classified as cOntent oriented, only seemed to appear at topic c anges
during the episode or at the conclusion of the episode, suggesti
sensitivity of selected students to the organization of the less n,
and the p4ssibility of changing the focus at that time.
Another interesting issue related to the occurrence of thes
?

interruptions is that frequently once there is one interruption,
there are,a series.

This may be interpreted to suggest that some of

the stude9ts did not know

how to interrupt the lesson flow (i.e. with

a procedulal or a content concern) but once an interruption occurred,
they prolonged it. The display of familiarity with the rules is im-

pressive, but is not evidenced equally by all participants.

90
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4.45

Episodes Across Languages

The most instructive aspect of this analysis, however, is the
similaritracross language environments in each room. Thus,
"Talking-About Time" in Ms. Two's class, whether Spanish or English
looked identical.

The Same rules and responsibilities prevailed.

This

finding was true for all three classrooms observed. Thus, when these
students learned the ruleS for-behaving-Intheir-assigned classes, the
rules remained the same a4ross language used for instruction at a
particular moment.. This finding is also important because it Suggests
pOsibible interactions between eackatudent's language facility and the

ty0e of participation evidenced in different language situations.
(fte Figures 4.14 and 4.15).

Figure 4.14

Event

CHARACTERIZATION OF ACTIVITIES IN ONE ENGLISH LESSON

Transition

Lesson

Transition

Behavioral

Exchange

Behavioral

Type of
Sequence

Phase

Getting Ready
# 1

Participants

Talking
About

Copying

# 1

# 1

TEACHER

Checking
at-the
Blackboard

AND

Talking
About

Copying

# 2

# 2

STUDENTS

Sequential Organization

Getting Ready
# 2

FIGURE 4.15

CHARACTERIZATION OF ACTIVITIES IN ONE SPANISH LESSON

Event

Transition

Lesson

Transition

Type of
Sequence

Behavioral

Exchange

Behavioral

Phase

Getting
Ready # 1

Talking
About

Copying

Talking
About
# 2

# 1

Counter Number*

Participants

670

689

Reading
Independ.

785

TEACHER

807

.

AND

Sequential Organization

823

Talking
About

Getting
Ready

# 3

# 2

870

903

915

STUDENTS
31.

*each digit represents 414 seconds
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Summary

described the structure of a lesson as comprised of a

Mehan

sequential and a hierarchical organization as presented in Figure 4.16
Since we found similar behgriors, we have used his paradigm to construct a more expansive and more finely designed analysis of the
structure of classroom lessons.

In addition, based on the criteria

identified by McDermott, Gospodinoff and Aron (1978) we have
characterized differences in the Instructional phase based on the
movements of the participants as required in an ethnographic study.
Mehan (1979) analyzes lesson organizations as
Informatives

which 'frame'

Directives and

the elicitation of academic information that

comparises the interior of lessons, thereby distinguishing lessons from

other parts of the stream of ongoing behavior" (p. 49)

As noted in

Figure (4.17) this generalization does not account for the lessons we
observed.

We found instances of directives during the lesson.

In

addition, we noted student generated sequences.occurring during each
lesson segment, some becoming large segments of the lesson while
others were merely treated as slight diversions.
Mehan only discussed the language as an indication of the organization of a lesson.

This is only part of an ethnographic approach.

In fact, ethnographers suggest that it is impossible to understind
the talk without understanding the scene.

This is supported by the

limitations we noted previously in attempting to analyze the class using
exclusively a verbal protocol.

Mehan's notion that one person (the teacher) initiates a string of
three-part interchanges was problematic; principally on our observation
of the interactional nature of these sequences, and the difficulty in
distinguishing between comments and initiations,

we eliminated that

component in our identification of episodes in a lesson (See Figure 4.17).

Rather, the interactional requiremeat in classroom activities (and all
social events) is .!oted in our Teacher/Student designation of the
parr

ticipants in each of the events.

Using a multi-level analysis, we

have found an interaction between two levels:

the langaage and the

'physical displays constituting discrete episodes in a lesson as
characterized in the preceding sections.
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At no point did we find two

1 01
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THE STRUCTORE OF CLASSROOM LESSONS.
Lesson

Event

Instructional

Opening

Phase

Topical sets

Topical sets

Type of

Informative

Directive

sequence

Organization
of

11/

Informative

Directive

I-R-E

I-R (Ee

I-R-E

T-S-T

T-S-T

T-S-T

Elicit

Elicit

Elicit

Elicit

I-R( 0)

I-R-E

I-R-E

I-R-E

T-S-T

T-S-T

T-S-T

T-S-T

E

l4%-E

Closing

sequences
-.

T-ST

Participants

Sequential organization

Key T = teacher; S = student; I-R-E = initiation-reply-evaluation
sequence; CE0) = Evaluation optional in informative sequence.

A

Figure 4.16

Mehan's (1979) Structure of Classroom Lessons (p. 73).

1 ri2
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4.17

Figure

PROTOTYPE OF EPISODES IN A LESSON

Getting Ready

Phase

e

Lesson
35 minutes

Transition
3 minutes

Event

Talking
About

Copying

# 1

# 1

# AI
3 migutes

10 min

Behavioral

Eichange

Checking
at
BB

5 min

,..-

Talking
About
# 2

5 min

10 min

Copying

Transition
3 minutes
Getting Ready

# 2

# 2

5 min

3 minutes

r:4

cd 0
U 4-1

:r4

X 03
N
.4

,

Type of
Sequence

Exchange

Exchange

Exchange

Exchange

Behavioral

cd
(S1
111

r1

0

T

T

Organization
of

I

I

P

B
S

Sequences

T
G
E

SS

T
I

P

S

G
E

SS

T
G

T

T
G

T

S

T

I

I

I

E
S

P

E

P

G
E

B
S
,

Participants

T

S

T - S

- S

T - S

- S

T - S

T - S
.

J-.

Sequential Organization
S
T
SGES
TGES
TIBS
TIPS

Key:

=
=
=
=
=
=

Student
Teacher
Student
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher

Generated Elicitation Sequence
Generated Elicitation Sequence
Informative Behavioral Sequence
Informative Pedagogical Sequence

1 14

1 13

episodes with identical characteristics following each other as listed

by Mehan in his Topicql Sets.

Perhaps this is attributable to our

multi-leveled analysis as well as our analysis of the nature and
the

forms of interchanges.

We found a lesson comprised of multiple

episodes with repetition of'sPme episode types within A lesson, but npt
adjacent to each other.

This is presented in Figure 4.17.

Especially noticeable at the transitions between lessons, which
we have identified as Getting Ready Time, are the ragged edges marking
the differentiel.pacing of individuals.

Getting Ready has been noted as TIBS.

The.characteristic language of

However, it is not unusual de-

pending on the activity being completed,.for student questions to be
posed (SGES) or for the teacher to present additional pedagogical
information (TIPS) related to student questions.

Thus, the straight,

clearly labelled segments are more accurately represented as in Figures
4.14 and 4.15.

In the graphic display of lesson episodes presented in Figures 4.14-and
4.15 we identified four different types of activities, three of which apGettingpeared twice. Thus we listed seven discrete phases including:
Ready: Talking-About; Copying; and Checking-at-the-Blackboard. We
have characterized these with Figures capturing part of the scenes.
Figure 4.18 notes
in a Lesson.

the Features Distinguishing Representative Episodes

These distinctive features comparing elements inclUding

Shape, Pedagogical Focqs, Form, Movement, Responsibilities, and Language.

The distinctive nature of these phases of a lesson and the rules and
responsibilities inherent in these different phases were evident in
our viewing of the tapes and our participant interviews. The multitude
of episodes poSsible in a lesson suggests the need for knowing a diversified range of classroom rules and identifying the episode in which
participate in
one is situated. By such identification one is able to
the episode according to.the known rules (whether explicitily or implicitly conveyed).
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FIGURE 4.18 FEATURES DISTINGUISHING REPRESENTATIVE EPISODES.IN A LESSON

Shape

COPYING

GETTING READY

TALKING ABOUT

Limited to confines of
classroom.

Teacher moves around raom,
between aisles and in
front of the blackboard.
Students move in dynchrony with teacher's
moves but within confine of their chairs,
moving heads, arms and
upper torsos to maintain
.

contact.

Pedagogical
Focus

None

Common/joint focus on
blackboard, teacher,
student respondent, or
notebooks.
Series of teacher exL..

planations interspersed
with two-participant
interchanges with remainder of class observing or auditing,
and ready to fill in
if interchange breaks

Students seatedi4
desk with oeened
books on top leaning over book;
Teaeher mirrors
this position
standing at her
desk or walking in
the aisles between
student desks.
Focus on materials
on desk top (notebook; teitbook;
sheet of paper)
No eye contact between teacher and
students.
Teacher monitors
student physical
displays.

CHECKING AT THE BLACKBOARD
Students eittler at blackboard-or at seats watching
those at the blackboard;
Teacher standing at corner
of room watching students
at blackboard (All stu.dents.and teacher are
physically-oriented to one
student who is writing at
the blackboard).

Blackboard

down.

Form

Rearrangement of
materials and
positions.
Teacher oversees
movement.
Movement decreases as this/
eptsode ends./

Students seated with
head/chin parallel to desk
top with movement varying
between an 800 and 100°
angle arms and shoulders
relaxed except when bidding to respond. Teacher
Stands or sits or leans
on desk top`mirroring
(cont'd.)

At desk with chin at Students seated facing
blackboard where respond45.-60° angle with
desk top (Some kneel ent is writing answer.
on seats;_some sit on
edge of seat; some
lean over entire desk
top). Hands and arms
relaxed in writing
position.

FIGURE 4.18 (Continued)

;GETTING READY

TALKING ABOUT

COPYING

CHECKING AT THE BLACKBOARD

students' form. Constant
undertone of noise

Movement

Varied movements
around room
(going to wastebasket; clothes
closet; teacher's desk; book
shelves)
Large motor
movements at
desks (looking
under desks at
floor).

Teacher and students mirror each others' physical
display
-Students raise hands to
volunteer (some stand
when reciting)
-Teacher writes on blaOkboard; students copy
into.notebooks (some
students make dramatic
movements to emphasize
their desire to see the
material written on the
boar,d so as to be able
to copy).
-Tegeher points to information on blackboard;
tudents orient to hex
at blackboard.

To initiate this activity,Writing and erasing
the teacher presents a
in notebooks.
stick of chalk to the
Heads bob up and
designated first responddown in arhythmic
ent. Students at blackpattern.
board move in turn to
Large movement of
Olace at board to wrirp_
trunk to gain inanswer and then return to
creased visibility
seat. As activity proof blackboard (movgresses, some students
ing from side to
move from seats into
side with lower
aisle, ostensibly to see
torso and upper
better. This also puts
torso when student
.students closer.together
in front might be
blocking visibility; to confer about answers,
and raise hands to solicit
in.aisle when staa turn. Teacher moves to
tionary object
place designated for re"4biocking)
spondent When confusion
Students loOk-at
develops and teacher.moves
their own work and
student from this place.
covertly that of
When activity ends,
their'neighbors
teacher reclaims chalki
while seated at
rewrites last answer, and
desks'.
reOlaces chalk on ledge;
then dusts .hands.

(coht'd.)
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FIGU104.18 (continued)

Responsibilities

GETTING READY

TALKING ABOUT

COPYING

CBECKING AT.THE BLACKBOARD

Pace movement
consistent with
peers' and
teacher's monitoring
Organize materials identified
for next activ-

Follow turn-taking rules
as listeners and/or respondents.
Copy the material placed
on the blackboard.

Remain seated and in
position for writing
- with adequate provision for visibility of blackboard.
If teacher talks (e.
g., presents explanations of procedures)
listen without establishing eye contact; continue writing; Questions about
procedure may be
called out during
the time when the
teacher is providing
information.
If not sure what to
do, students should
copy/mirror what
peers are doing;

Write correct answers on

ity

Light conversation between
peers cooidinated with
movement around
room'while
reorganizing
materials permitted.

they may confer, with

neighbors quietly
during this time.
If student is not
finished when group
is getting ready
for the next activity, they may continue until
finished.

(coned.)
(coned.)

board.

Observe process of students writing answers to
verify accuracy of response.

Coach those who have difficulty.

Don't say that you don't
know what to do - act as
if you know what to do.
Only volunteer when you
think you know the
answer.
One student writes an
answer at a time.
Students who are waiting
to write their answers on
the blackboard stand so
that the blackboard is
visible to all.
When a student has the
floor (has been assigned
to select the correct
answer) others allow time
to answer.

FIGURE 4.18 (continued)
GETTING READY

TALKING ABOUT

COPYING

CHECKING AT THE BLACKBOARD

Copy whatever
is assigned
Physically orient
to material to be
copied.
Don't ask teacher
questions that
might reveal lack
of understanding.

Language
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Teacher Informative Behavioral Sequence
Requests for
Action.
Tracking, Monitoring, Whispering.

Teacher Elicitation
Sequences
Turnholders (TIBS)
Teacher Informatives Pedagogical Sequences

None

Teacher Oenevited Elicitation Sequences
Turn holders
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4.5

Organization of Interactions During a Lesson

In order to have a lesson, students and teachers must interact.
Student participation in class may be solicited by students or imposed

We are intentionally avoiding the use of the term
initiate since we recognize the interactional nature of discussions in
believe that the teacher
the classroom. Thus, it would be misleading to
initiates or that the students initiate. Rather, there seems to be a

by the teacher.

negotiation in this function of the classroom as in other aspects as
well (see Brause and Mayher, 1982). If the'teacher poses a question
and no response ensues, i.e., no bidding, no calling out, etc., the
teacher may follow numerous courses including elaborating on a request;
providing more information; or rephrasing questions. Similarly, students may solicit a turn-at-talk while the teacher is explaining;
evaluating a student's response; or chastising a student for certain
However, it is impossible for us to determine in a linear
fashion, the cause and effect of turn-allocation. Rather, recognizing
notion of
the dynamic nature of human interactions, we eschew the

behavior.

interactional
one initiating something independently and acknowledge the
interactions.
nature of obtaining a turn-at-talk which typifies classroom

Additionally, an analysis of the quantity and quality of student,turn
negotiated,
allocations may provide important information concerning the
interactive processes in classrooms.
4.51

Listening

for only one4
As in all discussions, there is the opportunity
.1
(atspeaker to obtain the major attention of the other participants
this may be done
tention may be given to parallel Eonversations but
"arrow
covertly as identified in the Cocktail Hour Syndrome, but the

of discussion" follows ene path).

Thus, while one person is talking,

approximately 35 others are ostensibly listening. Recognizing the
discuss
pervasiveness of listening in classroom organizations we will
In addition, it is possible to order the types of classdifferentiated room participation fioar least differentiated to most
be acceptable
or from most likely to be acceptable to,leaat.likely to
These orderings may suggesi important
in,the' classrooms-observed.
r
of their
issues for teachers to study in evaluating the organization
that first.

,

classroom and their objectiVes for student learning.
r
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Rules for Listening
As a general rule, do not speak unless specifically requested by the teacher to do so. Remain seated unless
told to.do otherwise.
When not clear on what's happening, students copy what

1.

III model" peers are doing.

Students follow the teacheekagenda. When not holding

2.

the floor, participanti are monitoring and displaying
the reactions to the interchange, i.e.: They act as if
they are attentive (physically synchronize with interactants' moves; writing in designated location in appropriate material). They don't interrupt by raising
hands or calling out in the middle of an interaction.
3.

If an answer is rejected, others may bid to be nominated.

4.

If a student evidences confusion while responding, help
is proffered by the teacher or peers.

Answers may be discussed quietly with neighbors only if
the interaction continues for a relatively long time due
to confusion.
Those not following any of these rules may be ignored or negatively
5.

A more differentiated analysis would permit a student to
utilize one of the higher numbered rules. Physical displays of at%
tentivenessare consistent with those identified previously for each
sanctioned.

episode.

Thus, there is not just one position which evidences that a
Rather, theIparticipant's

participant is "listening" to the activity.

physical demeanor must reflect that which.is appropriate for the episode
-

currently being enacted.

When one is listening one is expected to display a range of behaviors consistent with a specific event.

Thus, "listening" behavior

during Talking-About Time would be displayed by a student's synchronous
moves with the teacher as she moves around the class. During "Checkingat-the Blackboard" listening would be apparent by a student's watching
the student writing.at the blackboard.

Listening is an activity imposed on all students for they are supposed to listen to the teacher and to their peers as they participate in
In addition to listening during class, students have an oplessons.

portunity to obtain a turn-at-talk, an issue of interest to many.
Turns-at-Talk: Rules for Obtaining

4.52 Types of

We present in Figure 4.19 our grouping of turn-types which is com'pared to those presented by Mehan (1979) and Cahir and Kovac (1981).
Mehan identified three types of selection procedures, namely:
Individual Nomination
Invitations to Bid
Invitations to Reply
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FIGURE 4.19

Mehan (1979)

Individual Nomination
(Teacher nomination 7
no distinction in student
role, i.e. bidding or
nonbidding)

STUDENT - TEACHER INTERACTION CHARACTERIZATIONS

Cahir and Kovac (1981)

Individual Nomination
(Teacher brings students
into lesson; focuses
student on topic; used to
reprimand student; recyclable questions used)

Brause, Mayher and Bruno (1982)

Student Solicited Turn
Bids

- Bidding for Nomination
(inducting calling out
for ndmination)
Claims

Invitation to Bid
(Teacher asks students
to raise hands)

Invitation to Reply
(Students are asked to
state what they.know
directly - often in
unison without being
named or obtaining the
floor by bidding.) 0

Invitation to Bid
(see Mehan)

- Calling out Questions

Invitation to Reply
(Calling out responses usually only one correct
answer)

Teacher Imposed Turn
- Identifying Non-bidding
Students
- 'Assigning Automatic

Turn-Taking
---'`Automatic Turn -Takinli

(Round-robin)

Turn Not Assigned
(Calling out or nomination, depending on
teacher decision)
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- Calling out Responses Or
Comments

(Round robin and
Choral responses)

i.e.
to those identified by Mehan,
Cahir and Kovac added two turn-types
and Kovac
Assigned. Mehan and Cahir
Automatic Turn Taking and Turn Not
students involved in the lesson.
identified ways that the teacher gets
teacher allocates turns, rather
This may be interpreted to suggest the
here. This perspective is critical
than the dynamic ,process we describe
knowledgeable about the
also when one assumes that students are equally
'handle a turn-at-talk, once
riles for obtaining these turns and how to
implicit in Cahir and
the floor is obtained. This assumption seems
"Invitations,to bid, while more time conKovac's (1981) observation,
disruptive, have the advantage of involving as
suming and potentially
involved" (p. 8). Our findings suggest
many students as want to be
behavi9rs. This may be interpreted
that students do not display similar
acquiring a turn-at-talk. Another
to mean that some are more adept at
opportunities
that the teacher does not structure

analysis migfit suggest

strategies or turns-at-talk.
to accommodate a diversity of participation
classroom abilities is equated
This issue is important if functional
lesson through participation
with tontributing to the progress of a
Thus, the distinction between'Teacher Imposed
in the turns-at-talk.
Solicited Turns is a very imPortant one.
Turns and'Student
solicitation and teacher imposiOur focus, distinguishing between
of classroom functioning when
tion is an important one in our analysis
of these situations and understand
we recognize the interactional nature
aS patticipants in these activitieS
the responsibilities of students
student "bids" for the
Darr-Bremme (forthcoming) distinguishes between
"claims" for the floor during
floor during "First Circle" and student
aur general category of student
FirstCircle which are both subsumed under
between claims presented as
solicitation. 'In addition, we distinguish
comments. Mehan presents
questions and those phrased as responses or
aifferent types of turn allocations
the procedures for accomplishing
He presents three different "rules"
in Figure (4.20).
orchestrated. Nor does
but does not tell us how the initiations are
characteristics between initiation types.
he describe the distinguishing
either names or invites. However,
He tells us the teacher "elicits" and
have not been described. Since
invOlved
in
this
process
the operations
these
for turn-taking are present during
we think the implicit rules
Thus, we expand Mehan's,
moments, we will describe them in detail.
findings.
Cahir and Kovac's and Dorr-Bremme's
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NORMAL FORMS AND SANCTIONED VIOLATIONS
OF THE BASIC TURN-ALLOCATION PROCEDURES

Individual nomination turn-allocat iOn procedure.
Torn-talung,
Condition

Evaluation

Reply

Initiation

C----(+ Accepts
Normal form

r+i

T; Elicits +

I Reietts

Child A. Replies

names Child A

J

1

c:#

II 1 Prompts
Sanctioned

s T Elicits +

violation

Child B Replies.<

tames Child A

2a, (+)

Sanctions

invitation to bid turn-allocat ion procedure
Turn-taking
condition

Initiation

Normal form

T Elicits +

Evaluation

Reply

Many Bid

invites bids

z(+ ) Accepts

C/r

I

T (Elicits) +

-I
Child A

names Child A

I

1+1

Replies<

10 Ptelects

I

1

[0 Prompts

r Sam oned
violation

,.0

1 Elicits +

Many Reply r( ::.

on, lies bids

In.. 71, .00

^

Ii'

), N.%) Sanction*

:votetit.ro,

7

ion

.1.

-

.

Evalua:,on

+ ) Accepts
Noema! Mpri

T Elms + invites

Sturients Reply<

rep:ies

Rerects Or

0 J prompts
Sanctioned

violation

T: Elicits 4. invites
replies

Students Reply<

>

+ ) Sanctions

Key Brac s indicate co-oc currenc e relationships. / / indicates a broken
co-occu rence relationship; C z correct reply. I o inconect reply;

r no evaluation

Figure 4.2

Mehan's (1979) Depiction of TurnAllocation Procedures (pp. 104-5).
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One way to obtain a turn-at-talk is

4.521 Teacher Imposed Turns-

(29):
to be designated by the teacher as in
Wanda, give me a sentence with this blue.
T:
(29)

4.5211 Non-bidding students.

The teacher may designate a student for

This designation
a turn-at-talk without the student bidding for a turn."
may take the form of verbal nomination, head nodding, shoulder,tapping,
and/or other physical displays identifying a student as next speaker.
Thus, as a member of the cliSs/group, one may be required to respond to
for example, (36).
a teacher nomination for which the student did not bid,
Who else would like to give me a sentence
T:
(30)
with would?..: How about you Denise?
-.Because you're talking with Lynette all day.
seemingly
It is interesting that this procedure is followed for two
the
different pUrposes, one being to increase involvement in the lesson;

secondlto monitor conduct. However, both may .be interpreted as ways
the student's
the teacher uses to keep students accountable; that is,
,

the
behavior reflects:active participation in the class, and thus
-ihus,
teacher uses nomination as-one, way to verify this obligation.
a.tech-,
teacher nomination without student bidding may be'described
discussion'heing conducted In
nique verifying studeneattention to the
similir to Cahir and Kovac.
their,class/group. This is apparent in (31),
(Rubin_who i. whispering to peer...
S:
(31)
"inaudible on tape)
Alright Rubin, you have something to say?
T:

Knowledge of these rules may be displayed in many ways.

For example,

students may stand when nominated, yet remain silent. Others may display
(as in ( )) to obtain a turn-atbehaviors usually negativsly sanctioned
,
of
talk, thereby using their knowledge of rules and the consequences
violating the rules to obtain a turn-at-tilk.
characterized by
4.5212 Automatic Turn-Taking. The Automatic Turn-Taking
round-robin technique in which pre ared
by Cahirsand Kovac describedethe
assigned in a sy emetic
response materials (i.e., sections of text) were
for the
turn-allocation process. This text provided the verbal output

designated turn-at-talk.. It

seems to us that*choral responses are

is
similar to these round robin strategies in that the verbal output
It is not,
determined in advanie for the student as in turn-allocation.

to present
the student's responsibility in either of these activities
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ideas or sblicit a turn.
predetermined skit.

Rather; they are expected to play a part in a

This contrasts with the other turn-types discussed

in that the responses are given to the studtnts in this instance, and
in the other turn-types, the students are expected to present the
responses "from their heads."

It is due to this similarity in the

source of the response and the allocation procedure followed that we have
placed both round robin-and choral responses as instances of Automatic
Mehan'a syitem may include this in the category of Invitawe
tion to Reply. Chorus responsies were thc type of automatic turns

Turn Taking.

observed most often.

Instances-of their use include (32), (33), and

(34).
(32)

T:

Homonyms, say it.

(33)

T:

Would, pay it.

(34)

T:

Everybody, first.

This turn-taking type allow's only parroting by the children of what the
teacher has indicated. It.serves an important purpose, however, when
working with groups, which is quite different from those in which there
is teacher nomination.

The ieacher utilizes choral responses to

establish consensus regarding the activity on which to focus.'

ahir

and Kavoc (1981) state "invitations to reply are cdten used to get the
class engaged in the activity, and as sudh they can frequently be found
at the beginning of.lessons" (p. 8.).
We pbticed that chorus_responsei were used to mark the continuation
of an activity (i.e., studying homonyms, but approaching:it in a new
lesson segment, as in copying) and suggested the import,Oce of'establishing a common point for all participants, in essence, regpoup.ing to conFOr example, the teacher specifically requests uniform verbal
tinue.

participation in utterances (32),

(33),and (34).

However,,none of these

-

appears at the beginning of the lesson.
Cahir and Kovac present a very careful analysis of the round-robin
process.

These wfre not used often in the classes we observed and

diminished as the-grade level increased. This diminished use might be
considered consistent with Bruner's (1982) findings concerning the
differences between early and later formatting used by caretakers in
helping thildren understand the physical world around them. .The format
of teacher-imposed,turns may be used to introduce children to classroom
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turn-taking procedures.

After a-while, these seeM to be replaced by

more complex formatei as in student solicitation of turns-at-talk.
4.522

Student Solicitation of Turns. So far we have only discussed
.

teacher initiated activities.

We ilso obsiid what might be described

as student initiated activities-.

These are sometimes reflective of

student expectations based on patterns established in the class.

At

-other times, these may be.described as,attempts at refocusing the topic,
changing the topic; or

moving the lesson along.

For example, let's

look at (35).
(35)

T:
T:
S:
T:

What do you use wood for?
(Student whisperings unacknowledged by teacher)
Uh, Denise, please, we are gonna wait till
you are ready.
(Raising hand - not Denise.)
Yes (acknowledging hand-raising student)

In this sequence it seems that the student has kept the teacher accountable for coniinuing the teacher-designated topic by successfully
obtaining the teacher's attention to his bid to answer.

Thus, the

student was the initiator of this part of the interaction.

Although

previous studies have reported the three part sequende in classroom
interaction, the possibility of the'initial part being non-verbAl and
the interaction emanating from the students are important findings.
(In fact, the clean scripts which represent much of the data_presented
heretofore seem less representative of the classroom environments we

visited). The traditional view: that the student's responsibility in
a classroom Interchange is to supply responses to teacher questions; and
the teacher's.responsibility is to monitor content and form of student
responses, although representative of much of what transpirep in*classrooms, neglects the student-teacher interchange as a negotiated process,
with each obtaining varying degrees of success when bidding for class
time and responding to bids from others.
As noted in kigure 4.20 we identify two major types of student soli-

citations consistent with Dorr-Bremme (forthcoming).
labelled Bids and Claims.
4.5221

These are

We will discuss bids for nomination first.

Student bidding for Nomination.

The process involved in

-bidding for a nomination includes the following:

1.

Recognition of an Opportunity for Nomination:
Teacher produces an utterance addressed to the class/
group requesting specific information wherein the
teacher physically orients to the class and establishes
eye contact with individual students and displays a
host of other behaviors indicating s/he is ready
to discuss.

2.. Actions to Obtain Nominationl

Students raise hands; physically orient to the teacher
and attempt to establish eye contact with the teacher,
perhaps by waving hands or the like. Students wait
to be nominated. (To be excluded from the potential
pool while displaying-behavior-desirous of being
nominated, and implicitly cooperating in the lesson,
omit at least one component listed above, i.e. avert
eye contact; drop raised hand; or adjust physical
orientation to not mirror teacher's.)
A more differentiated bid woulc4recognize these opportunities:
-If a student is designated to respond yet, based on teacher
statement or previous instances, the student is not likely
to respond, it is possible for another student to be
nominated in this first student's stead. So, after this
first Atudent is nominated, students may then keep hands
raised (but not as actively as during the preceding bidding
time.)

-If a student's response is not accepted by the teacher,
other stulents may bid for the next turn.

We found many instances of utterances as Mehan and Cahir and Kovac did,
which were utilized to solicit nomination including (36), (37) and (38).
(36)

Wbo remembers what a synonym is?

,(37) iWbo can'tell me what antonyths are?
(38)

Wbo would like to read them for the?

These may be characterized as full (in cmtrast to elliptical) questions
requesting that students who know the Answer signify fhis by soliciting
a turn.

The teacher tends tc call on volunteers except in special in-

stances including when no one is volunteering; a student's behavior is
questioned; or when it appears that a few students are monopolizing
discussion and,more wisb to participate.

he

We found this type ofturn

tO appear most often at the beginning of a lesson and at the beginning
These questions are also recyclables

of episodes within a lesson.

(Griffin And Humphrey, 1978) which means that multiple Consecutive
responses to the same question will be sought-.
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It is interesting that
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these utterances are usually "complete" in contrast to those appealing
in sequences in which students call out responses, which we discuss next.
Teacher nominations of students who are bidding for a turn occur most
often during Talking-About or Discussion time.
student bidding.

This

is a major time for

There are times when students may be nominated and

-times when they may not be nominated.

Thus, the students who recognize

the implicit constraints on different episodes know when they need to
call out to be

nominated, when hand raising is a method for obtaining

the floor, and when not to respond to the teacher's question as in
the middle of a copying activity which is interpreted as a rhetorical
question.

In fact, as represented in (39), the teacher specifically

selects a student to respond since no one else seems in a position to
do that.
(39)

T:

(Explaining use of to in a sentence)
I'm gonna send a letter to my friend or to
whoever - my father, that's right (goes to
blackboard to write) I will...send...a letter
...to...to whom do you want to send the
letter...Teddy?

This episode suggests the tacit understanding some have of the context
in which teacher nominations are possible - and since copying is not such
a context, the teacher needs to make repairs to accomplish the objective (It is
to get a "student's" sentence on the board using the word to.
interesting to observe how the child's original sentence, "I'm going to

send a letter" was changed).
during Getting-Ready Time.

Similarly, there are no teacher nominations
All direct questions to students are inter-

preted as rhetorical.if occurring at a time other than discnssion time,
as in (40) and (41).
(40)

T:

Everybody can see the words?

(41)

T:

Any questions as to what you have to do?

This contrasts with utterance types (36), (37) and (38) used during
discussions.

Although both are similar utterance types, (40) and (41)

;Seem to focus more on group response whereas (36), (37) and (38) solicit
an individual respondent.

The class (i.e. students and teacher) recog_____

nize the different rules prevailing in different contexts and therefore
react to questions.differently, depending on the context. Thus, one
must know the rules, as well as the contexts in which they apply.
finding is consistent with Mehan's (1974) statement:

This

"The interpretation

of rules is a negotiated process; teachers' instructions are indexical
expressions, which requires teachers and children to employ contextually

bound interpretive practices to make sense of the instructions." (pp. 128-9)
4.5222 Student claims to turns. Although students call out at many moments
in lessons, they are acknowledged less often, but thereby, tacitly approved. This finding is different from McHoul (1978) who asserted "In
classrooms no other parties than teachers have the right to self-select
as first starter" (p. 192).

Perhaps there is a problem in determining

what constitutes a first starter.

However, recognizing this as a probleni

similar to that of "initiate" a term which we discussed and rejected
Calling
previously, we will proceed to discuss subsets of this category:
Out Responses/Comments and Calling Out Answers.
Students call out to be nominated
4.52221 Calling out responses/comments.
when the teacher is-physically oriented to students establishing eye
,_cOntict;-yet there is a brief delay between the teacher's utterance
The
x.equesting a response and the teacher's designation of a respondent.
described above,
use of a verbal modality in addition to the hand raising
in soliciting the teacher's attention and hoped for designation as next
1

respondent, is effective in establishing eye contact between the calling
out student and the teacher.
1

nomination.

However, this almost never results in

Rather, it usually results in the teacher's chastising the

offending students before the teacher proceeds to nominate another.

It

seems that the students are filling in a pregnant pause which they
rather
find embarrassing. It, in fact, delays the turn-taking process
important
than facilitating it. Dore and McDermott (1982) present an
analysis of this phenomenon.

,

Studehts also call out responses to teacher utterances after a turn
has been alloc'ated by teacher nomination. This category was labelled
by Mehan as Invitation to Reply. On examination of the use of this type .
o

turn-taking activity, we found that it only occurs in certain settings.

A fter at least one student has had the opportunity to respond to a
question through teacher nomination, it is possible for subsequent turnsteacher's
at-talk to be acquired by students who shout out responses to the

questions, such as:
(42)

T:

Opposites what?

(43)

T:

Like black and?

Words that have opposite what?

(44)

T:

How about the spelling?

(45)

T:

A mail truck is a truck that car,..ries...?

In contrast to those utilized in student bidding for nomination, it is
interesting that these questions are elliptical.

They are intended

to build on information originally discussed in turns allocated by
teacher nomination, thus they may be included in the grouping of
activities characterized as recyclable questions by Griffin and Humphrey (1978).

A similarity in both of these response types (i.e. bid-

ding for nomination and calling out responses) is the tone of voice
utilized:

both are spoken loudly and clearly.

Another way for students

to solicit a turn-at-talk is to call out questions but in the lessons
we observed, these usually were whispered.

4.52222 Calling Out Questions.

Called'out questions are spoken in

subdued voices, yet, significantly, were acknowledged by the teacher
as in (46), (47) and (48)

Today we-Ave gonna learWa new fype of word.
'Today we're gonna learn a new definition and a
new type of word. Write this word...homonyms.
What?
S:
Homonyms, say it.
T:

(46)

T:

(47)

T:

Let's write this...words that have...that have
what children?

Ss: Same4eanings.
Same meanings or similar meanings...such as?
Such as what?
S:
Give me an example.
T:

T:

(48)

S:

T:

Do we have to copy that exactly?
Of course. Copy the six words.

An equally significant generalization is that student questions
appear when students are asked to do something as in writing words, or
in providing examples.
It is essential to recognize tha.t a student's calling out does not

necessarily result in access to the floor.

Rather, the teacher must

-physically orient to that student in order for a given student's turn
For example, let's look at (49).

to be recognized.
(49)

If I say sad, what's a synonym?
Sl: Selfish.
S2: Unhappy.
Who said that? Right. Unhappy.
T:
synonym of sad.
T:

Unhappy is a

In this instance we see that there are multiple audible responses, but
only one correct one. The teacher, hearing a correct response, orients

to the direction from which she heard/the voice offering the correct
'response and then physically orients to that student. Thus, only the
correct respondent retrospectively had an approved turn. In a similar
.4/
way, the students' must be attending to the teacher for the teacher to
have a turn-at-talk.
4.523 Rule Violations.

The validity of the rules for

obtaining a turn-at-talk is eviden

when there are specific articulations

of rules and when there are'rule violationievidenced by negative
sanctioning. For example, if a student's hand is raised and the student
is physically as well as visually oriented to the teacher, the teacher
may nominate the student to take a turn.

However, sometimes, students

do not respond once called on, as in (50) and (51):
(50)

T:

(51)

T:

Raise your hand if you can think of two words
that are opposites (T. points to student with
raised hand...no response.)
Think of it first, then raise you hand.
How about you, Valerie? You've been jumping
around...Valerie, yes...No? So why do you
Raise your hand so much?

The students in both of these instances used some of the rules, but
not all of them. They are able to obtain the "floor", but do not
fulfill their responsibilities after soliciting the turn.
At other times students call out answers without being allocated
a turn.

They neither physically orient to the teacher, nor wait for
Rather, their remark is shouted

the teacher to designate a respondent.
out but goes unacknowledged.

(But sometimes it is incorporated in their

teacher's explanation which their remark interrupted.)

The students who

follow this procedure routinely may disregard the rules followed-by
others but tend to be tolerated in the classroom. Thus, their calling

out gives evidence dr their knowledge without fitting into the rules
followed by others. This practice does not geC them an "official"
turn-at-talk, yet they have spoken and are not criticised; this is an
important use of the system (as noted by McDermott, 1977).
If the teacher poses a question and no response ensues (i.e., no

bidding, nor calling out, etc.) the teacher may follow numerous courses
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including elaborating on a request; providing more information; or reSimilarly, students may solicit a turn-at-talk

phrasing questiOns.

while the teacher is explaining; evaluting a student's response; or
chastising a student for certain behavior.

However, it is impossible

for us to determine in a linear fashion, the cause and effect of
turn-allocation.

Rather, recognizing the dynamic nature of human

interactions, we eschew the notion of one initiating something independently, and acknowledge the interactional nature of these events,
thus making the rules constantly subjected to revision.

4.524 Summary.

To obtairr'a turn-

at-talk, participants must.identify the potential opportunities and
use the rules related to each turn-type, which are similar to those
identified by Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974) in conversation,

Mehan (1979) and McHoul (1978) in classrooms and Edelsky (1981) in
faculty meetings.

Mehan (1974) has noted the limited amount of in-

formation provided in teachers' instructions.

Teachers' instructions during classroom lessons do not provide
children with all the information they need to follow the
instructiOns. The child must look elsewhere for assistance in
interpreting verbal instructions, commands and questions. He
must attend to the materials he is working with, his classroom experiences, other children's activities, the teacher's
The child
gestures, body orientations and voice intonation.
must call on instructions given to him on previous occasions;
he must decide which among the many instructions given to
him previously, applies in a particular situation. (pp. 87-88)
Recognizing the need for utilizing cony cues andfthe limitations on.an
exclusively verbal rule perspective, we described some rules based on
our data which operate implicitly in the classes we observed. -Wealso distinguished two major categories, i.e. Student Solicited Turns
and Teacher Imposed Turns.
-4.53 Responding
Once one successfully obtains a turnr-at-talk, whether it is student

solicited neteacher imposed, there are general rules which are fol-.
lowed.
1.

These are specified and discussed below.
'when the teacher designates a student as next respondent,
the student is expected to respond promptly. This response
includes physical orientation to the teacher and a verbal
utterance. (Student's body shape should mirror the teacher's.
Some stutients may stand when responding.)

A.

If an audible reply is not presented, yet physical orientation is maintained, the teacher may provide a turnShe may offer additional
holder for this student.
assistance in answering as in (i) and (ii) or merely
offer additional time by momentarily refocusing attention
to another student's behavior (iii).
(i)

enlist the assistance of other sts,:cnts in defining
terms included in the response solicitation, or

(ii) provide clues as suggested by Mehan, (i.e. Repember
Halloween and witches and broom sticks?); characterize
use (Which is better for choosing,); or offer examples (Which movie would you like to see?)

(iii) cite a student for poor behavior or physical display
inconsistent with the display of attention identified
with a particular episode/context.
B.

2.

A change in physical otientation accompanies the ending of
the interchange. When the physical display is not present,
the turn has been completed.

Prompt responses are expected.
A.

If a student does not answer promptly on being nominated,
peers may raise hands, bidding for next nomination (an
instance is provided in (52)).
(52)

T:

(pointing to picture on flannel board)
Who is it?...Vanessa?...Let Vanessa think...
...Luis?

S:

3.

4.

(Luis):

Mailman.

(Sometimes the teacher reAudible responses are expected.
quests that responses be "long" or presented in "complete
sentences".)
Information presented should be relevant to the topic under
consideration. (Related to this, Cihir and Kovac indicate the
need for a "unique" answer.) If the answer is not connected
to the question, it is possible that the answer will be
considered an indication of inattentiveness.

Another interesting.observation is that at all times, it seems that
the teacher only seeks correct responses (an explanation for calling
on student volunteers).

This is consistent with Goffman's (1967)

analysis of face-saving in interactional encounters. This observation
recognizes the need for all in afi interaction (students and teachers)
to save-face while accomplishing lessons. This may account, in part,4
for teachers being reluctant to call on students who are not soliciting
a turn-at-talk.

4.54 Validity of Rules
The rules and responsibilities identified for listening and responding in the classroom were generated from the data collected.
These data bases were:

teacher statements during the lesson; repeated

practices in the observed lessons; and confirmation og rules through
The rules listed were those which

interviews with the participants.
operated in all three settings.
utilized in one setting.

There were others that were only

As one instance of the teacher's rule ex-

planation, we provide the following list of rules promulgated and
instances substantiating the rules identified which were presented
during the first hour that the teacher met with the second grade class
on her first day of the school year.

Rules Operantl)uring Talking-About Time*
A.

Rules for Responding
Raise your hand

1.

-"Some people want to say things and I want to hear
eVerybOdy, but if everybody talks at once, then we
can't hear anybody. So we'll raise our hand if we
have something to say. Just like that beautiful
girl over there is doing."
- "Raise your hand if you want to talk."

- "Don't talk unless you ulise.your hand."

-"If you have 'something to say, raise your

hand."

-"She raised her hand, but I. hear other pe2ple

talkingiathout permission."
Speak in a loua voice

2.

-T:

"So if you want a classroom to look neat, what
else do you think you should do?"

S:

(inaudible)

T:

"Raise your

hand...go ahead."

131-7-(inaudible)
T:
3.

"Hmmm?...speak loud."

Don't talk too much
- "You only have one mouth but you have two ears which
You
means you should listen twice of what you talk.
people
you
talk
and
usually
should listen more than
do it the other way. They talk more than they listen."

*These episodic
session.

designations were not supplied during the videotaped

4.

Volunteer to answer teacher s questions
- "Now you know how to pay attention because when I ask

you a question, I want more people to answer, O.K?"
B.

Rules for Listening
1.

Sit correctly
Sit up
- "That's not the way to sit when you listen.
You have to
The
first
thing,
sit
up
straight.
straight.
Put
your
hands
That's
the
Iirst
thing.
pay attention.
on the desk that nothing distracts you - you don't play
with anything that's around you. That's the second way

to distract yourself and then, of course, you don't interrupt, alright - so that other people that want to listen
can listen."
your desk - push your chair in."

- "Put your hands on

I don't want you to turn around

- "Mind your business.

anymore."
- "That's not a way of sitting, sweetheart.

Carrie, that's

not a way of sitting."
- "Don't do that, you're gonna fall."
2.

Don't talk with peers during lesson
I didn't
-"I gave you permission to go sharpen your pencil.
give you permission to go to your friend and talk to her."

-"Excuse me. Somebody's talking, darling. Who wants to say
something over there? You know he's trying to say something and some of you don't care. He's thinking. He's
making an effort to answer what I asked and some of you
don't even care. You're talking to your friends. What's
the matter? He's important as you are when you answer
something. We all want to hear what you say."

-"Are you going to be talking to her all the time?"
- "You are talking too,much."
3.

Follow the teacher's agenda
-T:

- :
S:
T:
T;
S:
T:
S:

"I really want you to hear that. She's gonna say it
again, and she's gonna say it loud...because she really
read ny mind. Say it darling."
(reading The Three Billy Goats Gruff) "Did the goats
have any problems?"
"Yes."
"Yes, they did."
"What was the problem?"
"They couldn't eat the grass."
"Do you know why?"
"Because the troll was under the bridge."-

11$
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T:

- T:

S:

T:
S:
T:
S:
T:

T:

4.

The troll was under the bridge?" I
haven't read anything about any troll. I don't
see any troll here on the first page that I
showed you or on the second page thatI just read.
You are not listening. You are remembering, but
you are not listening to what I said. He was
listening though - good boy."
"Oh no.

"I'm gonna give you somelords that you should remember about the story, you're gonha write them
down, you can color a picture of the part you
liked best and I'm gonna lend you the book so that
you can look at it and pass it to your friends.
O.K.? and everybody.'s gonna see it for a minute."
"I don't want to draw."
"Um, excuse me. What did you say?"
"I don't want to draw."
"You dbn'i tell me that. Will you please apologize."
"Sorry."
"That's better."
"When we're reading words,darling, we don't get
up to color. We pay attention for a few minutes."

No whistling
- "Who did the whistle?
circus. Apologize."

Don't do that.

This is not a

-"Uh, I don't like ihat whistling. Who aid it?"
Rules Operant During Copying Time
1.

Write ih a designatea place
that is available.
- "Open your notebooks to the first page

In other words, don't open the notebook to any place but the first place that is available. Remember that
you are not supposed to waste paper& We're gonna
write on both sides of the page."

2.

3.

Copy materials into notebook
j
- "One of your notebooks is gOnna be for English, 'In,
.that notebook you are.gonna do vocabulary exercises,
anything that I teach you - that I write on the board
and say. "copy that" you're gonna take your English,
(notebook) and copy in the-English."
Work expeditiously
to
- "Some.people told me they have an emergency.to go
copying that,
As-soon
as
you're
finished
the bathroom.
we'll all go. So get to work,'show me that you 'are
finished."
I seelthat most
- "You should,be getting to work because
'of you are not finished."

you pass

asses it to you, you look at it fast and
t to him, O.K.?"

Keep pac

with

- "When he

4.

your peers

that some of you still write very slowly.
notic
too much about it. We're gonna do penDon't wo
t
is
year and you will pick up speed but for
manship
eing,
we really cannot wait. We cannot
the time
!whole
class
wait for those of you who write
make the
So
what
we'll do is that everybody is
very slouily.
their
things
inside the desk...co then, if
gonna pu
to
the
last
one,
I'll let you finish;
you're u
put
you
notebook
away and we'll go on to
otherwis
somethin else."

- "I

- "If I we e you, I would set to work."
5.

No talki

while workin

- "Shhh."

-"Kennet , listen. You're very smart. You finished
copying but other people haven't finished. Don't
talk to them. You'll distract their attention."
permission
-"If you' have finished (copying), you have no
-to tal .

It is important to

otice the limited amount of information provided

The complexity of the rules
to help students respond' during discussions.
operant in such situations was never discussed during out observations.
of the
In fact, the rules presented on this first day are ripresentative
information presented throughout the school year concerning classroom

among participants
' organization and the facilitation of interactir
One statement was particularly remarkable:
"You have one mouth but you have two ears which
means you should listen twice of what you talk.
You should listen more than you talk and usually
people do it the other way. They talk more than
they listen."
analysis of
Our reason for spotlighting that comment relates to our
previously.
frequencies of the categories of turns-at-talk we identified
4.6 Turn-Taking Opportunities
representaThe frequency of each turn-taking type occurring during one
'4

the
tive leison may be identifie0 in-Table 44. This table reflects
frequencies students were given the opportunity to havetheilloor"

during the lesson presented

n-Figure 4.14.

The differential:nature of the

tyies of turns allocated dug each event is instructive.

It suggests

turn-at7
that discussion time is the principal opportunity to oblin a
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TABLE 4.1

FREQUENCY OF TURN-TAKING ACTIVITIES IN
DIFFERENT SEGMENTS OF ONE LESSON

Copying

Types of Turns
# 1 # 2.

lyCkboard

Discussion
# 1

Total

# 2

.

Teacher Imposed Turns
,

1

Non-Bidding

1

13

2

2

--

15

,

Automatic Turn-Taking
.

.

1

(Chorus)

3
..

.

.

Student Solicited Turns
Bidding

21

-15

Calling Out Responses

13

2

;gill\

Calling 6701\Questions

3

4

6

15
9

2

,

)
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42

-1'3 4

4

talk.

Approximately 80% of all\turns were allocated.during discussion

time.

87% of those obtained at bther times were solicited by the

students who called out questions or bid for nomination.

A similarly

high percentage (89%) of students obtaining a turn-at-talk during
discussion time solicited the turn.
From Table 4.2we can see that the distinction between turn allocations imposed by the teacher and those solicited by the student par,

ticularly as influenced by the activity - provide important information.
Students are much more likely to obtain a turn-at-talk if they volunteer

than if they waieto be designated by the teacher, the teacher's

'rule'

cited previously notwithstanding.

The differences identified in the turn-taking rules discussed, sugthan to
gest thgt it is clearly easiet to be called on by the teacher
claim a turn or bid for nomination. As indicated in the rules since
teachers usually provide rules about teacher imposed turns, and aboUt
bids for nominations, more students are likely to know how to function
in teacher-imposed turn situations than at soliciting turns themselves.
interHowever, student-solicited turns predominated in the classroom
,

actions we observed.

Understandably student turns-at-talk are more

likely to be allypcated to the more ag4ressive student who bids for
nomination or wtio calls out a response at an acceptable juncture.
Some students almost never !seem to obtain &turn-at-talk whereas
Not
others are provided multiple opportunities during a given lesson.
only is there a quantitative difference among student's, Su/ there ie'a
qualitative difference in the types of turns.accorded students, the

accompanying
students who will be offered turn-holders, and the comments
the student's
student responset. All of these differences influence
actions and may be intefpreted to reflect the student's reactions..
In analyzihg the episodes in which specific turn-taking types
occurred, we nbticed that not only were specific turns more likely to
there was
occur in one setting than another, but also within settings,
of
&systematic use of turn-types which differed based on the timing

discussion
the turns within the episode (i.e. at the t-ginning of the
Table 4.2
or later) and the sequencing of epipodes within a lesson.
presents che information visually.
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TABLE 4.2

LESSON SEQUENCES. ANDSTUDENT-TEACHER INTERACTION TYPES

Representative
Turn-Types-

.

Discussion

Beginning

Later

Getting
Ready

New Activity
within
lesson

Independent
ActivityCopying

Teacher Imposed
Turns
XX

Non-bidding
Automatic
Turn-TakingChorus

XX
.

.

,.,

-

Student Solicited
Turns
:.

Bidding for
Nomination

,

X

XX

,

Claims for Turns
Calling out
Responses

.

Calling out
QuestIons

,

.

X

XX = Greater,Frequency of Use

X

XX

The beginning of a discUssion is characterized by chorus responses
be identiand bids for nomination. A later segment of a discussion may
stufied by its frequent use of teacher imposed turns on non-bidding

dents (providing for the inclusion of previously non-volunteering students) and students claiming turns by calling out responses.

When a new activity is initiated in the course of a lesson, the
teacher frequently imposes a chorus turn to reconstitute the group's
4

joint focus on a new activity.

Calling out questions occurs most frequently when the teacher.has
verify
assigned an independent activity. The students find a need to
The teacher lacilitates students individual progress
by responding to these inquiries. These characterizations are similar
for each class across languages, as will be seen in the next section.
their actions.

have
In this analysis.of turn-taking in bilingual classrooms, we
identified
observed similar types of turn-taking opportunities as those

by Mehan, and Cahir and Kovac.

However, we have also found important

differences,in the rules which were made most apparent by the ethnolesson. We
graphic analysis sensitive to the changing contexts of the
be particuhave seen the strategies used by these teachers which may

larly useful in a bilingual setting, such as the use of chorus responses.
functioning in the
We have also noted the problems students have in
classroom, including knowing how to respond once they have obtained a
in
It is possible these difficulties are more apparent
bilingual settings.
a bilingual setting, or that they are limited to
More importantly, however, we have been stUdying classroom functioning

turn7at-talk.

.

interaction results in inwith the belief that effective classroom
creased learning.

Across Languages and-drade Leveis
Student Solicited
We distinguished between Teacher Imposed Turns and
presented for
Turns when characterizing the nature of opporttinities
These categories are
students to obtain turns-at-talk during lessons.
and
helpful in analYzing the differences'across lessons, languages
4.61

grades

nine lessons (three
We compared the mean frequency of turn-types in
middle, and end of
in each class observed representing the beginning,
decreaSing frequency of turns as
year lessons). In Table4.3we note the
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TABLE 4.3

MEAN FREQUENCY OF TURN-TYPES BY
GRADE IN THREE LESSONS

Kindergarten

Second Grade

Fifth Grade .

Turn-Types
Teacher Imposed

Non-bidding
A}Itomatic Turn-Taking'
40horus

ound Robin

21

6

50
7

18
0

14

24

11
8

13
8

111

69

9

Student Solicited
Bidding
Claiming
Calling Out Responses
Calling Out Questions

Mean Total Turns

138
125

44

grade level increases while (111 in kindergarten compared with 44 in
fifth grade) the amount of time allocated to,one lesson increases.
also noted the changing focus on turn allocation.

We

Whereas in the kinder-

garten most turns are obtained through teacher imposition, by fifth
grade we see that only one-fourth of turns are obtained in this way.

The increasing importance of soliciting a bid or claiming a turn is
apparent in the upper grades if a student wishes to participate in the
turn-taking during a lesson.

These numbers are representative of

lessons conducted in both languages.

By averaging the'numbers, we have

provided for the differences across lessons wherein some activities
permit greater opportunities for turn-taking than others.

Ai we conducted this analysis we were struck by the greater frequency of particular students obtaining turns in contrast to others in
the group.

We found that a feW students were responsible for the

preponderance of student solicited turns, and a subset of these were
allocated most of the claims for turns-at-talk.

This suggested to us

that only a few students obtained turns by soliciting them - and this
finding was constant across language contexts with 'rare exceptions.

Thus, a student who was successful at obtaining a turn-at-talk through
bidding, for example, was eqUally likely to display this in a Spanish
lesson or an English lesson.

On the other

hand, a student who did not

obtain a turn through solicitation in his or her native language, was.,,.

likely to follow the same in his or her\second language.

This was Inter-

preted to mean that he was not displaying\behavior appropriate for this type.
of

turn allocation which were the same iti'both langueges.

It seemed

that the student was not.limited by the language as much as by the
knowledge of the rules for turn-taking.

A native English speaking student Who was\frequently obtaining turns
during English lessons by calling out responses, was successful in
Spenish lessons as well.

This finding suggests that this student

used

his knowledge of the rules to obtain a turn, icross lenguage contexts.
Thus, studisfit participation in classroom interaction across language

contexts seems to be facilitated by the knowledge acquired in one
language and adapted to the new setting.

It is not only the case that

there are different opportunities.for students to participate in turn;

taking activities that is of concern.
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The diffgrent ways in which

teachers react to students during the school day deserve attention.
_Teachers respond to students in diffeient.,ways. For example, let's'
look at an incident which.occurred during the discussion of students'
homework which was to find a definition of the word slavery (53). Ms. Two
called on a student, Christian. 'While he is reading his definition,
'
When
he
finishes,
she
does
not
is
looking
in
her
dictionary.
she

comment to him, but reads from her dictionary.

Then, she calls on

Tele (who has been identified as "always" having the homework).

Tele

is praised for her "beautiful definition" and is asked to read.it to
the class from the front orthe room. The effect of this interchange
is impossible to quantify.

However, its impact on the verbal inter-

as well as the auditors seems to be far reaching. The students
recognize teacher partiality and accept their prestige or lowly status.

actants

Some students seem to only receive negative feedback concerning their
to
participation. Janet is such a person. For example, Janet, in response

Ms. Two's

question concerning the topics to be reviewed in preparation

for an impending science test, suggests insects. Ms. Two rejects this,
saying "No, no because that's the last thing we did." Thus, it is
not the case that the answer was incorrect in that it is one topic.to
has predetermined without infortbe reviewed. It is merely,that she
ing the class, that the first topic to be identified should be the topic
studied most distantly in time.

Thus, although she explains,her rea-

double negasons for rejecting Janet's suggestion, it is preceded by a
tive, emphasizing a negative attitude toward the response. This

differential treatment of student participation seems important to
pursue as it influences students' subsequent participation.
How many people found,slavery in the dictionary?
T:
(53)
Ss: (Raising hands)
Tele, very nice as usual. Who else? Christian,
T:
you found it? Very good. I'm going to ask you
today because you don't usually give it to us.
Um, who else found it?
Raise your hand.
I want to know how many people looked in the
dictionary.
Robert, you found it too? Michael, very good.
Alright.
Let's hear Christian - what he has to say.
Read it Christian.
"The practice.of owning a slave."
C:
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T:

Tel:

T:

(reading from the dictionary) Alright. "The
practice of owning, buying, selling and owning.
slaves." I have here -,Tele, what did you find?
Before the
"The condition of being a slave.
Civil War most black people in the U.S. lived
in slavery."
I would like you to come up
That's beautiful.
to the front and I want the rest of the class
to be very quiet because she has a beautiful
definition and I want you to 411 hear it.
Come here, darling.

Teacher Identiffbation of Acceptable Behaviors.
acceptable behaviors through many forms.

Teachers identify

As one approach they model

acceptable behavior themselves as in (54), (55), (56), (57) end (58).
(54)
(55)
(56)
(57)
(58)

Teacher
Teacher
waiting
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher

listens to student's response
folds hands on her lap and sits looking at the group
for them to sit in a similar fashion.
puts away one book and takes out a different one.
places her finger on her lips
silently staies at students not meeting expectation.

They also use other students as models by commending their behavior
in a loud tone of voice used to address the entire class as in (59) and
(60).
(59)
(60)

I can see Michael 13 sitting nicely,
Very few people are ready. Tele is.

Students whose names are not called, frequently look around at those
whose names ar. called to compare behaviors and determine how they

are different since their names were not called. This suggests that
students are desirous of meeting expectations and being verbally
rewarded for their actions.

As evidence of this assumption students

will ofte41 ask (aloud or to themselves) as a kindergarten student did

in (61) on hearing (59) above:
'(6l)

What about me?

They seek acknowledgement of their actions.

Negative models are

also cited as discussed in the incident with Janet above.
-When teachers monitor student behavior throughout the lesson in
the belief that this will facilitate the structural component, they
are sometimes more subtle than at other times with their comments,
as in some of the instances listed below:
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Who can tell me without yelling?

(62)
(63)

Stop.

(64) -Raise your hand if you can.think of two words that are
opposite.
(65) Think of it first, then raise your. hand.
(66) Me, se I don't know.
(67). It doesn't seem like we're gonna have time enough to play.
Oh, I think there's a lot of people in pain. Oh, we're
(68)
gonna have to wait. We're gonna have to call the doctor.
(69) Chad, where are you going?
Lisette, did I call you for any reason?
(70)

When working with large numbers of students, one seeks methods
of ascertaining compliance with requests through such means as the'use
of appropriate textual materials and appropriate physical demeanor.
A clear example of this is evidenced in (71), (72), and (73)..
(71)
(72)
(73)

Put your (math) book-away.
Take out your English notebook.
If you have any crayons, bring them back.

Physical demeanor is checked by the teachees constant movement
in the room requiring constant pupil adjustment to have face-to-face
interaction or eye contact with the teacher. At other times, the
teacher will inquire:
(74)

What are you doing Ruben? (to student who is using his
glesk as a support for doing push-ups)

More oblique statements which suggest that all students are to
follow the model set by others are utilized as well.
(75)

Very few people are ready. -Tele is.

Ruben is.

We find these same patterns persisting throughout lessons. The
range of styles is impressive across teachers. Some teachers monitor
student behavior more than others.
bally.

They monitor verbally and non-ver--

Some seem to devote a great deal of time, even during the

lesson, attending to student behavior and other organizational concerns
to the exclusion of content, Whereas others seem to devote less
attention to these concerns. The result in classroom organization seems

The more the teacher "rides herd" the more the students seem
to be meeting her,original or modified expectations,. jhe less the
teacher monitors, the more disparate the student actions. However, the
clear.

payofi for this difference as it might influence learning is not
such
evident from our study. and it would be inappropriate to make any
inferences from these data.
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Seemingly Aberrant Cases Mich Actually Demonstrate the Rule
We have now accounted for the behaviors displayed across languages
and grades by most of the participants. However, we need to attend
We first
to those repeated differences evidenced by specific individuals.
will look at Jose and Jean both native speakers of Spanish who serve
4.62

as two instances of students who display actions which are different
from most of the other students. Then we'll consider Frank.

Jean repeated the second grade during the year we videotaped.
She gave evidence of understanding both languages that were used in the
taped
classroom. When interviewed about the rules operant during
segments, her explanations were consistent with her peers and her
the different
teacher. This confirmed for us that she recognized

segments of a lesson and the interludes between lessons. However,
she did not adhere to these rules during the lessons we dbserved.
When the class was Getting Ready for English, Jean was still
information
working on the previous activity. When students were copying
into their English notebooks, Jean opened her Math notebook and continued Math work.

At the times when students were being nominated

by the teacher to respond Jean called out answers.
During an episode of Checking-at-the-Blackboard for which Jean
successfully bid for and obtained a turn, she dtd not present evidence
of knowing the procedure for filling in the answers. This caused a

marked delay in the lesson, but the teacher allowed Jean to retain the
class
turn she sought, providing considerable attention with the entire
as observers.

It seemed to us that Jean was adept at manipulating the

in
rules to her own advant&ge, in which she obtained considerable
dividual attention from the teacher. At other times she was observed

in other displays

not getting a turn:

soliciting a turn just after

the
the teacher selected the next speaker; or soliciting a turn at
betime when others were, but only displaying some of the essential
body to the teacher, but
haviors. She raised her hand, oriented her
result' in a
refrained from facing the teacher - these actions never

and
turn-at-talk. 'Recognizing the difference between her successful
unsuccessful attempts, it is possible to suggest she was deliberately

of seeking a
using her knowledge to present the superficial appearance
simultaneouslY
turn while not actually implementing all of the components
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to obtain the turn, successfull);.

Jose was another interesting student but very different from Jean.
Although Spanish was identified as Jose's native language having
recently arrived in New York, there was no difference in his actions
during lessons conducted in English or Spanish.

Part of this might

be attributed to his seating. 'He was placed at a desk which was

pushed close to the chalk ledge on the front blackboard and approximately
There were no other student desks

three feet from the teacher's desk.
in this location.

Thus, when the

teacher wrote on the board he had

no difficulty seeing the writing, but at all other times, he turned

around'to physically orient to the teacher, as the other students
were doing.

However, facing in this direction caused him to face his
_

peers, which no other student did.
and clowned around some.

Jose made eye contact with them

His turning around therefore was negatively

sanctioned - but it seems that the positioning of his.desk automatically created a double bind.

If he didn't watch the teacher and his

This experience was the same

peers, he would not know what to do,

To facilitate his classroom functioning the teather

across languages.

would attend to him individually -Ibut as in Jean's instance - with
the rest of the class as audience.

He did not participate in turn-

taking unless specifically called on, which was rare.

Thus, Jose did not display highly differentiated behaviors across
-

segments of lessons or across lessons.

Rather, he generally remained

silent with infrequent facial movements displayed to peers.

He could

be observed- at times rocking on his chair or wandering about the room.

When he walks, he is generally ignored.

Probably Jose did not know

very much about turn-taking behaviors.

He did not have a highly dif-

ferentiated system.

He seemed to know the basic rule for listening -

which was effective for some students who were part of the crowd
within the rows.

However, Jose was ostracized and his lack of

familiarity with the rules was apparent to all.

We observed the fol-.

lowing episode in a Spanish lesson:

The topic under discussion was masculine (el) and
feminine (la) articles. The teacher directs a
question ° Jose: "Galena - el or la?"
Jose does not respond although he visually attends to her.
The teacher repeats the question in Spanish:OComo se dice
el galena o la galena?P To emphasize the importance of
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others remaining quiet, she says "shhh".
One student shouts out, "You said it
already." The teacherreplies, "So" and
shrugs her shoulders. Jose responds,
OLa.11> Teachei responds,<KMuy bien.Y,

It is possible that Jose's self-concept was being denigrated by the
teacher asking him a question that already was answered. Ii was
not that he didn't know the answer, but rather he was' reluctant to

respond to a question that had already been answered - diminishing
the value of his response - and perhaps interpreted as his only
being able to answer a question already answered - a strategy,restricted to very few students. This interpretation is a demoralizing
one - one which most individuals would not choose to participate in.
Perhaps in a classroom this is evidenced in part by students electing
limited participation in the turns-at=talk.

We have no instances in which Jose is helped to understand how
to participate in these classroom rituals but we do see him participat-

ing in chorus answers-Rather, consistent with the rules communicated
on the very first day of the semester, when he is instructed to be
quiet, he is quiet.

For a seven-year old to be required to remain

quiet for 61/2 hours each day seems inhumane.

If he had access.to the

knowledge required for obtaining turns-at-talk, he might not be quiet
knowledge from the
for that duration. But he does not' display this
evidence presented in the videotapes of the lessons.

More importantly,

he does not seem to consider it important to participate in the lesson
but
a basic responsibility implicit in classroom organization seemingly imposed differently among students. It seems in many subtle

ways some are encouraged and others are not.
These two instances, Jean and Jose, provide evidence of a vast
rules.
range of possibilities of student participation in turn-taking
Jean was so familiar with the rules that she was able to violate them.

Vygotsky (1962) would identify this as the third stage in a
three-stage development.
Stage 1:

The function (classroom participation) is
acquired in an undifferentiated form.

Stage 2:

The function is gradually differentiated

Stage 3:

The function becomes available for deliberate
and conscious exploitation

Jose's actions, on the other hand, would suggest a Stage 1 label.
The-issue of whether he knows the procedures and chose not to participate is critical in determining the reasons fur his actioris'was his participation not valued - and therefore restricted - or was
If the latter was the Case, his

it limited access to the rules?

learning in this regard was not facilitated - which'may be used to
slipport the former position,'

In contrast to Jose and Jean we observed Frank who was an,eager
participant in discussions and frequently received'the turn-at-talk he
solicited and claimed.
fr

In counting the number of instances each stu-

dent obtained a turn,,Fratik by far obtained the greatest number

being alloCated by the teacher, indicating his adeptness at the rule
However, the problem this child experienced by his participation

game.

was in part identified when the teacher would occasionally tell him he
had "to give others a chance, you can't be talking all of the time."
'

The teacher identified this student as hyperactive - demanding an

inordinate amount of time.

Frank, on the other hand, believed he was

following the rules of the game, by actively participating in class
discussions.

Thus, the conflicein interpretations can be critical.

These findings may be summarized as followF.
"-

Student participation is negoiiated, as al- other aspects of the

classroom.

The opportunities are influenced by knowledge of the rules,

the number of passible participants, and the value of the student
participation (by teacher, student and peers).
1.

Teachers infrequently provide explicit information on obtaining turns-at-talk as one instance of classroom functioning
behavior. They differentially foster student participation.

2.

Students are not displaying equal use of the rules.

3.

Teachers can facilitate equal participation of all students,
an especially important concern if students are to:
a.
b.

c.

learn the rules
usa language to increase their understanding
and the understanding of their peers
increase student self-concept

If classroom functional competence or interactive competence requires
partiCipation in all,aspects of lessons, ttle teachers need to negotiate

environments that facilitate equal student participation in lessons.
1-*

lh
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Teachers, in concert with,students, create an image of each
student's importance to the functionink of the classroom.

This may

be evidenced by the student's contributions to class discussions, which
are also,negotiated.

Participation is simultaneously evidenced and 1

influenced'by the teacher's facilitation of student participation in
thd classroom (e.g. student solicited and-teacher imposed turn,ziking).

The studeWs selfconcept (of his/her importance to classroom
functioning) eliolves frainilaultiple sources includin41' previous schoo]..

experiences; peers; pArintal attitudes; and previous experienced with
the particular teacher assigned to that class activity.

contribute to the student's self-concept:which i

All of these

constantly subject

to revision since it is a result of the aynamic'interaction among
people.

Therefore, this 'self-concept -*and resulting,value placed.by"

others, is subject to the influence of all of the interactants' dis-

plays ofactions.

We provide a summary of these findings in the next

section.
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Section 5.

Conclutions , Hypotheses and Implications

An analysis of our data resulted in conclusions, and hypotheses,
which have implications foe4research add for teaching.

First we will

summarize the findings, and discuss the conclusioni' and-hypotheses
emerging from the data.
5.1

Conclusions
The conclusions are 'grouped in four categories: Classroom Organiza-

tion; Bilingual Classes; \Individual.Differences, and Research Design.

Classroom Organization
1.

Bilingual classes are organized into "lesson" time and "getting ready"-for lesson time:

2.

Students display classroom communicative competence in these
bilingual,classrooms by.participating in the negotiation of
classroom everits including turn-taking; accomplishing lessons;

anotorganizing lessons.

Students in bilingual classrooms who

are considered'communicatively competent display a range of
behaviors including:
times
7 recognizing-there are times when there are leisons, and

when they are getting ready for lessons;

participatincin the.negotiation of activities;
- recognizing that lessons are'comprised of episodes having
different, but systematic and interactive rules, responAbbilities, language styles and physical displays which are
4

often mit linearly ordered;

recognizing"that leisons in both languages entail similar,
systematic., interactive rules, responsibilities, language

styles'and physical displays..

- recognizing that allocation of turns-at-talk may be Teacher
Imposed or Student'Solicited;

-.recognizing the syStematic, interactive nature of classroom
events;.

3.

- recognizing the opportunities for obteging a turn-at-talk.
Classroom organizations are negotiated, e.g. Teachers in concert with students pace movement of activities; Turns-ai-talk
are allocated through a complex, interactive negotiation pro,

cess involving-the students and the teacher.
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4.

Classroom lessons in the bilingtial classes we studied are preverbal and visual
dictably patterned. These are:organized by
co mprised of several episodes
diaplays. A lesson is typically
each,identlfied by disall related to the same objective, but
tinct verbal products, visual displays and rules thereby dig',

:

tinguishing episodes within.lessons.
ties .nclude:

Representative activi-

Talking About:rime; Copying Time and Checking-

at-the Blackboard,TiMe.

These events are not necessarily

linearly ordered.

Episodes conducted by the iame teacher. in Spintish or English

5

entail the same systematic, interactive rules, responsibilities,
language styles and visual displays, regardless of the language-used.

Allocition of turns-at-talk in bilingual classrooms may be

7.

Teacher Imposed or Student Solicited.
Opportunities for turns-at-talk, whetherleacher Imposed or

Studet Solicited in bilingual classrooms are differentially alloCated.

,

r,.Turng-at-talk are systematically held for some;
.

- ,Some are rarely included;

- Some are allocated frequent turns but considered demanding
of inordinate attention.
13:-

Participation procedures in bilingual classrooms are systemat4c.

9.

To Participate in bilingual clan activities, interactants display different behaviori during these.differing events
(e.ge episodes; lessons; turn-alloation opportunities).

t2

10.

Bilingual maintenance classes facilitate student learning of
these classroom communicetive competencies through systematic
practices across languages.

Bilingval Classes
1.

2.

In.the.bilingual (Spanish/English) ,classrooms we studied, the
classroom organizations remained constant across the language
contexts. SiMilar episodes appeared in both languages.
from
The different types of participating behaviors (ranging

auditing to soliciting turns) are present in episodes across
languages.
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Similar types of turns-at-talk are available across language
contexts.

\

\

Individual Differences
,

The quantity and quality of classroom participation of indi-

1.

vidual students Varies.

Research Design
Through a holistic, interactional.ethnographic analysis it is

1.

possible to understand the nature of classrooms and the nature
of classroom communicative competence.
5.2

Hypotheses
Hypotheses generated from our findings are far reaching, and are

grouped in five categories: Classroom Organization; Bilingual 'Classrooms;
Individual Differences - Students; Individual Differences - Teachers;
and Learning.

Classroom Organization
1.

Bilingual classrooms are organized similar.to monolingual
classrooms.

2.

Classroom interactants who are aware of the factors contributing to classroom communicative cOmpetence may become more defficient interactants.

3.

A student's relative importance to the classroom functioning
may be discerened by identifying the quantity and quality of
the turns allocated to each individual.

.

Secondary level and.university classrooms are organized similar
to elementary classrooms..

Bilingual Classrooms
1.

Teachers in bilingual classrooms may use strategies not
typically found in monolingual settings.

2.

Participation in a bilingual classroom may permit'students the
opportunity to become conscious of the lengthy and exacting
process of increasing language facility.

3.

Differences in student participation are particularly evident
in'bilingual.settings where students display behavi9ts related
in part to their language fluencies, which may influence the
quantity and quality of their participation in specific
classroom events.

Participation in bilingual maintenance programs may promote
participant's part, of
an increased awareness on each
learning abilities in
success in language, and thereby

4.

1.

general.-

dissipate
Participating in bilingual maintenance programs may
the classroom
-tensions, promoting a harmonious atmosphere in

5.

and the school.

Individual Differences - Students
.Individual students, across language contexts' interact differently,.thereby, differentially contributing to the accom-

1.

plishment of lessons.

Teachers systematically differentiate among participants as

2.

evidenced by their allocation of turns-at-talk.
Student growth .may be monitored by noting their participation

3.

_in both their fluent and their less familiar languages, ranging from audJting, to accepting a teacher-imposed turn, to
soliciting a turn-at-talk.
4.

functioning
A student's relative importance to the classroom
with peers
may be negotiated .by the student in interaction
and the teacher, as evidenced by obtaining turns-at-talk.

Individual Differences - Teachers
1.
2.

3.

.

Teachers negotiate the activities in classrooms differently.

Teachers allocate turn-taking opportunities differently.
backTeachers may allocate turns based on student's racial
ground, ethnic background and/or social class.
The frequency and duration of loOps, or interruptions, or getquantity
ting ready.time may correspond inversely with the

.

and quality of instruction.

Learning
1.

2.

issues
Teachers who devote extensive time on organizational
(as obtaining a joint focus) limit the amount of class time

devoted to concept development.
Some turns-at-talk are more valuable in increasing understanci=,
ing than others.
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or,

3.

Students fluent in one language utilize the formats acquired
through participating in activities conducted in their fluent
language in bilingual maintenance programs to facilitate parlanguage.
ticipation in lessons conducted in their less fluent

4.

1..earning occurs at all times during the day, i.e., during

5.

"lessons" and during "getting ready" time.
Participation in turn-taking activities contributes to
learning.
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5.3

Discussion of Conclusions and Hypotheses
.Students display classroom competence by participating in the

negotiation of classroom events such as:

turn-taking; achieving les-

sons; and moving from one activity to another.

Differences in student

participation are particularly evident in bilingual settings where
students display behaviors related, in part, to their language fluen-

cies, which may influence the quantity and quality of their participation in specific classroom events. Individual students, across language
contexts, interact differently, thereby differentially contributing to
analysis,
the achievement of lessons. Through a holistic, interactional
it is possible to understand the nature of classrooms, and ihe nature
of classroom competence.
5.31

Classroom Organization
Classroom organizations are negotiated (Section 4.3).
Teachers, in concert with students, pace the movement of
(1)

activities.
(2)

Turns-at-talk are allocated through a complex negotiation

(3)

process involving the teacher and the students.
A student's relative importance to the classroom tunc-

tioning both on a macro-analysis and a micro-analysis
may be negotiated by the.student interacting with peers
and the teacher in obtaining a turn-at-talk.
Classroom activities are predictably patterned (Section 4.4).
(1)

Lessons are viewed as the major activity of classes.
These are organized by verbal and visual displays distinguishing lessons from other activities.

Rules operant

during lessons are different from those during other
times.
(2)

A lesson is typically comprised of several episodes, all
related to the same objective, but each identified by
distinct verbal,products, visual displays and rules
thereby distinguishing episodes within lessons. Representative activities include:

Talking-About Time;

Copying Time; and Checking-at-the-Blackboard Time.
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Teachers negotiate the Organizations of the classrooms
(Sections 4.4 and 4.5).

They may allocate time for

lessons, activities within lessons, and turn-taking opportunities differently.

However, the three classrooms we observed
Thus, the general

all incorporated these in their school day.

That, in part,

structure of the school day was predictable.

is what permits us to distinguish "school" activities from
"out of school" activities.

Thus, the patterns and nego-

tiations convey both the similarities and the differences
across grades and teachers.

The bilingual experience however,

presents some additional important perspectives on classrooms.
5.32

The Bilingual Experience
Classroom organizations remained the same across language
contexts (SeCtions 4.45 and 4.61). Thus, we observed teachers
and students in lessons conducted in Spanish, and those conducted in English negotiating the pacing, the turn-allocations
and the importance of individual students.

We also saw the

same patterns of lesson organization with multiple episodes
and provisions for turn-taking.

Similar episodes (e.g.

Talking-About; Copying) appeared in both languages.

Similar

provisions for turns-at-talk (i.e. Teacher Imposed Turns and
Student Solicited Turns) were utilized in classes using both.
languages.

(i.e. English during one lesson, Spanish during

another; or translating Spanish into English

during 'Spanish'

lessons).
(1)

Students fluent in one language are able t.Putilize the
formats they have learned in their fluent languagein
the lessons conducted in their less fluent language.

(2)

This is instrumental in facilitating student participation
in lessons conducted in their less fluent language since
they have successfully understood similar activities
using their fluent language.

The different types of participating behaviors (from auditing
to accepting teacher-imposed turns, to soliciting turns) are
present in all episodes across languages (Section 4.5).
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(1)

Thus it A possible for a student to solicit a turn in
his/her native language while increasing in participation
between auditing and soliciting in the less familiar language.

(2)

This increasing.ability may be mOnitored as evidence of'
growth.

Teachers display some practices, however which are different
from those typically reported in ionolingual classrooms (Section (4.541).
(1)

These include the provision for a large number of
Teacher-imposed chorus responses in'classroom discussions.

This provides the opportunity for students to

practice producing language while in a crowd, obviating
the possibility of ridicule for a different accent or
incorrect phraseology.
(2)

In addition, they frequently verify that students individually are following the lesson by a variety of

means including assigning independent activities.
Participation in a bilingual classroom fosters a humane attitude among the participants (Section 4.5).
(1)

Since all students in this bilingual program for one-half
of the day are placed in an environment in which they are
less comfortable, there is an important respect and understanding for peers when placed in a similar situation.
Instead of developing a smug attitude derived from their
(accidental, due to birth only) placement in a more dominant language background.

Thus it serves to humble all

of the students in their appreciation of the lengthy and
exacting process of increasing language facility.
(2)

This understanding also promotes an increased awareness
ot each individual's part, of success in learning, and
thereby of learning abilities in general.

(3)

By ensuring that Approximately one-half of the day's activities are conducted in each student's more fluent
language, tension is dissipated from the pressure to
utilize all environlnental cues to make sense of the ac-
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tivities in their less fluent language.

This promotes a

which permore harmonious atmosphere in the classroom,

(4)

meates throughout the entire school.
Thus by pToviding two different language contexts for
learning with same peer group and same adult/leader,
students are functioning more proficiently in one than
the other.

The one in which they excel establishes the

basis for their achievement in the other context - while
concurrently, implicitly validating their belief in their
own ability to learn, thereby maintaining their selfesteem.

Throughout the day students expect one, or

another, to excel, or to require additional assistance,
which is totally comprehensible in their environment.

5.33 Students as Individuals
teacher. ConsiderA class is comprised typically of students 'and a
and probably is a pruing them as a group facilitates some discussions,
1979), as a teacher.
dent approach for "getting through the day" (Cazden,
individuals, we
For when we have the opportunity to study students as
differences as well.
notice not only their similarities, but their
of
Frequency of Participation. With respect to the issues
section, we
classroom participation presented in an earlier
observed the frequency of participation of students in difstudcnt
ferent lessons as determined by teacher imposed or

solicited turn-taking rules (Section 4.6).
We found extreme differences among students.
(1)

Some stu-

dents never seem to get a turn-at-talk; some may never
the
solicit nominations and may rarely be nominated by
Others nay solicit nominations appropriately,
in the
but never seem to get a chance, and sit docilely
In contrast, others seem to monopolize the
classroom.
teacher.

discussions.
groups, we
When we analyze the opportunities across language
stu-\
found similar types of turns available - but different

environdents seemed to participate in the different language
Thus, William, a Spanish mondments (Section 4.6).
South
lingual student who recently arrived in New York from a
American country, initially successfully solicited turns-at-
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talk only in Spanish lessons.

As the year progressed, he dis-

played an increasing frequency of successful solicitations of
turns in English.
(1)

Thislinding suggests the importance of determining the
equality in frequency of turns-at-talk for participants,
especially across languages.

Qualitative Differences.

Individual differences in the quality

of the
of turns-at-talk present another interesting facet
dynamics of classroom interaction. Some students are only

automatic
given turns at parroting a previous statement (the
Others are given more
turns which are imposed by the teacher).
integracreative opportunities requiring, for example, their
personal
tion of new information, or their presentation of

experiences (Section 4.62).
(1)

(2)

Participants may obtain different views of the importance
of one particular individual's participation based on
Related to this is the likelihood of one-individual,
in contrast to others, being appropriatedadditional time
to consider a response (through the use of turn-holders).

Again, these differences in treatment May be interpreted
to mean one student's contributions are more important
than anothers.

Determining these differencesyas pos-

sible only through the ethnographic approach used in
'this study which will be the fourth area discussed'.

5.34 Research Issues

The verbal accounts we originally transcribed conveyed only a
partial truth.

Although they were accurate, verbatim accounts of

teacher and student utterances, they were deprived of their context,
which is an essential component of any communicative event. Thus, although we recognize the utility of verbal transcripts for referring
back to taped segments, an analysis limited to those - or any transcripts - would not provide a valid representation of the event.
It is only through the multiple, interactive levels of
Nq

analysis characteristic of ethnography, that we were able
to arrive at the important findings we presented here.
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Ver-

bal transcripts in concert with the visual record on videotape or motion picture film provide the data base essential
for those analyses (Section 3).
(1)

Hypotheses generated from a study of transcripts nay be
explored through an interactive analysis of videorecord
and verbal transcript.

5.4

Implications

These findings also have implications for educational practices,
and for research, which we discuss now.
5.41

Implications for Educational Practice

Although, the findings of this study are based on a study of three

bilingual classrooms in one bilingual school, we believe there are implications for other classrooms (monolingual and bilingual) from the
findings because of the representative nature of the broad issues discussed, in part based on the defining issue of a classroom lesson (i.e.
joint focus among participants for an extended time period).
Using the same issues identified in reporting the conclusions, we
discuss potential implications for teaching
1.

Techniques for obtaining and maintaining a joint focus should

be a concern of teacher educators and school supervisors in preparing
bilingual teachers.

Procedural organization is seen as a necessary

prerequisite to obtaining joint focus for conducting a lesson.

Student

teachers are initially concerned with "controlling" the class. Often administrators categorize classrooms with few discipline problems as
"good" classes.

The need for obtaining a joint focus is viewed ab

preliminary to organized lessons for learning concepts and skills.
Since this concern for organization is so pervasive, teachers should
be knowledgeable about the functioning of classrooms - particularly
as they can be perceived as differentiated, but structured episodes
with differentiated rules and responsibilities, intimately related to
these episodes.

The negotiation by the interactants of the nature of

these episodes, rules and responsibilities provides an insightful approach
to analyzing these events.

The understanding derived from the analysis

will provide a basis for the teacher's conscious rule knowledge which

may be conveyed to the students, thereby facilitating classroom management.,
2.

Bilingual teachers should understand the complex nature of

classroom organization.
sons and school days.

Responsibilitied differ during tpisodes, lesThe rules operating during each episode should

be more apparent to the reacher who thereby, is able to present them
more explicitly and consciously to the students. This may farilitate
the students' learning of the rulet and their functioning in the classroom.

Knowledge of the rules whould be helpful for many reasons in*
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cluding:

- reducing time,repairing the interactions;
- obtaining mutually agreed dn (negotiated) interpretations of
events, rules and responsibilties;

- reflecting on the implications of differences occurring within
interactions as evidenced by physical displays and verbal interchanges.

Once the participants are equally knowledgeable about the "rules of
the game" then the game can be played in earnest, i.e. learning can

then become the focus of attention instead of the rules which function
to permit learning to occur.
3.

The systematic study of organizational issues may provide more
._

time for focusing on learning c
needs to be on learning rather

The major focus in school

cepts.
_

han on procedures.

The latter seems to

occupy most of the attention of students and teachersi-to the,negleot
of the former. By knowing the rules, one is freed to,use these rules,
to manipulate them and to determine how they can he instrumental in
obtaining goals.

FOr example, knowledge of the structure of lessons
,-,--

and classroom interactions during specific episodes provides the basis
for knowing both what is likely to occur next and how to loop into
different activities which might be an elaboration on the
*

original

.

content or digression from the original focus.
Both teachers and students need to understand the system in order
1

to use the structure to facilitate their objectives, which presumably
may be described as increasing understanding of concepts, of life, of
people,of the universe.

Knowledge of the rules of one structure (±-e.
,

one given classroom) may proiide the possibility for going beyond the
one setting - in search of understanding more worldly issues.
On a more basic level, understanding the nature of lessons as
operating on a joint focus, and the negotiation procedures used to
..

obtain this (e.g. monitoring, pacing, trackint), teachers may become
,

more effective in organizing classrooms for interactions about con.

cepts and issUes;
4.

Bilingual teachers need to recognize the negotiated, inter-

active nature of classroom activities.

Recognizing the negotiated

nature of classroom organizations, teachers need to respond to their
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students' actions, acknowledging the interactive nature of the establishsent of such issues in organizing classrooms as the pacing of events,and
the allocations of turns-at-talk.

This recognition requires an accommo-

dation to students, by monitoring their progress in activities and recognizing the differentiated nature of their rule understanding.. In such
monitoring processes, teachers would acknbwledge student achievement and
provide guidance to facilitate their understanding of ihe complex nature
of turn allocation procedures,1 for example.
5.

Teachers may productively examine their own behaviors and re-

flect on their contribution to each student's self-concept through
their tuyn allocation practices.
cluding the following:

They can determine differences in-

which students seem to obtain turns more often;

'which students seem to volunteer but don't-get a turn; which students
don't seem to volunteer, to participate;

hich students

onopolize discus-

.

sions; and which students are allocate

more "difficult" questions.,

Answers to these questions nay provide insight into the student's perception of himself/herself as a classroom participant.
6.

The attitudesqpf participants in the classroom interactions

need to be understood and discussed.

Our findings concerning the in-

fluence of the bilingual setting on classroom atmosphere suggest the'
importance of discussing the attitudes of the participants in each
classroom to the changing language environment.

,

Particularly encouraging

their,verbalization of their personal differences in the changing settings and the implications of these for their-peers-would be valuable
in promoting such important concerns as:- increased awareness of others'
feelings; increased awareness of one's achievements in the learning;
and increased believ in one's own abilities.
7.

Some of the strat:egies used by teachers and students to

facilitate second language learning are evident in oui data.

These in..

clud:

providing predictable organizational-structures which facilitate

the association of repeated language with repeated events; providing rich
environments for learning in whieh language is used tp achieve an ob-

,

jective, as learning about the water cycle; providing a support struc,

ture of a mims mature form for language play in the guise of chorus
responses (this activity permits the student to practice pronunciation

5-

in a group, and hearing the target pronunciation, attempts to match it
without being subject to ridicule for mispronunciation). The Use of

diagrams and other illustrative materials also provides a rich 'environ,

sant for the language learner.
Individual participants create their own interpretations of
activities and eventi which need to be monitored for consensus to be
8.

achieved on what a lesson accomplished. The data may baanterpreted
in a multitude of ways with each participant (teachers and students)

at a given time representing one spot on a continuum from a micro.

analysis to macroanalysis.

This suggests that the organization of

activities, lessons, school days and years at school may be vi,ewed
by some as a forest to be understood by isdlating and studying each
element contributing to the forest's existence and studying their
interdependencies.

Others mipht only look at one tree perhaps never

recognizing the other trees around it, the animals living in the tree,
other related issues.

le
undifferentiafed
1

Th4s, some might take each activity as an

Others might organize all the
trees and group them according to some predetermined system. The
latter might be more representative of a macroanalysis. The former,
tree in 4 forest.

of a microanalysis.

.

What
It is possible that both contribUte to understanding scenes.
able to
we need to determine is that all classroom participants are
especially
display both types of interpretations of classroom events -

forest for the
to precludethe possibility of some "never seeing the
trees".

Summary
is
In the process of language acquisition, a critical component
understanding.the intent of mesdages conveyed in different contexts.
essent'ial in
This contextual constraint on interpreting messages is
attaining competence in functional language, which is particularly

Students'
imptirtant for functioninwappropriately in classrooms.
knowledge of.the school rules is not innate. The acquisition of this

information is obtained in part through participation in classrooms.
Teachers have distinctive styles. Some classrooms provide assistance
for students to learn the rules.
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The concern, then is dual, i.e., for
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,

the listener to determine what is meant by what is said, and for the
KnoWing the
speaker to be sensitive to the listener's interpretation.
words does not insure understanding the pragmatic intent of the mes=
sage.

From our analyses it seems there Are specific rules the students
peed to follow.

These include:

Knowing how to participateinr,the classroom "discussion"

Knowing how to present an image of a student who*is following
the lesson
Knowing how long the teacher will allow an activity to take
Knowing how to behave at times when transitioning
In essence, in a traditional classroom; the students.are expected
to convey a:cooperative attitude in helping the teacher accomplish the
lesson. They must match meanings with the teicher (determining ther
teacher's intent) and project the image that they are cooperating by
conforming to the group's actions.

Teachers must be dwate of

students' responses to these implicit expectation's and accommodate

differences in behaviors

between themselves and their students.

The data present information representing teachers' sensitivity
to knowledge of the rules as well,a4 teachers' sinsitivity to student
understanding of specific content. When there is a breakdown in the
rules teachers often provide verbal directives.

From our analysis, the following generalizations about classroom
interactional competence are emerging:

There are systematic, rule-governed behaviors identifiable in
traditional classroom interactionl
teachers track student activities
teachers utiliie predictable approaches for obtaining
consensus rugarding the intent of their directives

successful interactionrequires sensitivity to linguistic
and other cues
The acceptability of behaviors is determined by an interaction
between fhe students and the teacher:

students must perform

'
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tasks as designated by the teacher

1 63

students hold teachers accountable for conducting lessons

Teachers may facilitate student participation in clais activities by becoming conscious and conveying this knowledge to
their students of the rules, responsibilities, language

styles and physical displays characterizing episodes and
interactions.

TeiChers may-critically evaluate the classrooms they lead
and determine their imfluence on-studentls-performance/
functioning in the classroom (e.g. student participation;
student acquisition of classroom competence; and student's
self-concept).

Bilingual classrooms proVide the opportunity for earlier
classroom participation for children with minority language
fluency.

Bilingual classrooms as organized in the school we studied

provide a humaneenvironment for learning.
5.42

Implications for Research

research
We present our suggestions in two parts: one focusing on
colpossible with out data, the second on research requiring new data
,

lection.
Our data are a rich mine of in-;
5.421 Further Analysis of Our Data.
formation collected in natural settings, that could be productively
4
issues.
studied fpr insight into many additional, important educational
times
One major concern is the nature of classroom activities during
which
when there is no joint focus. We studied classroom lessons,
However, there
by definition occur only when there is a joint focus.
.

studied)
is a considerable amount of time (differing across classrooms
Rather, students are
that is not representative of joint focus.
frequently observed pursuing individual projects or individually com-

pleting assigned activities.

To obtain a comprehensive understanding

activities'an analysis
of the nature of functioning during classroom
parallel to that of the "lessons" we presented here is needed.
Our data provide representative instances orsuch activities
understand
across grades and languages. In furthering our attempt to
dimension
the nature of student classroom competence, this important
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Published studies tend to
0 the school day is In need of research.
during which
focus on lessohs, as,does this one. The amount of time
need of study.
there Are not lessons, however, is significant and in
Consistent with this concern, ii.the overriding concern for
Contrast
determining the curricular learning that is occurring - in
describe here.
to the rules of the school game-type organization, we
evif
The.activities we taped provide a rich data base for exploring

dence for learning t

ough these activities, a project we strongly

endorse for importar

insightS into the educational or curricular

accomplishments wh h co-occur with the accomplishment of lessons
school
and/or 'the complet on ofa school day, school topic, or a
year.

In essence, we would suggest searching for evidence to re/

spond to questio s such as:

During the lesson on the water cycle, what

What evidence is displayed which supports
analysis of some of the 15,000 hours

did the student

learn?

the conclusio

.A qualitative

.

ihto the
students'at end school would provide important insights

content nature of schooling.
Collection.
5.422 Studies equiring Additional Data

We studied

bilingual classroomsJ which were organized to maintain bilingualism

while following the Same curriculum as monolingual students.
language goals
Studies of iAlingual programs with other
1.
needed to
(e.g. transitional p ograms and immersion programs) are
in classroom
determine the differeres and similarities evidenced
competence.

*Similarly, we need to study monolingual classrooms to compare
the organization in the e with the claserooms we studied.
of
The'Major respOnsibility of schools is for the education
3.
citizens. The_nature of that educa2.

youth for toles as resposible

To conduct such a project it
tional process is in need\of study.
\,
provide information
would be essential to develop measures which would
participation in
concerning the nature of stident learning through
4se meashres on a pre-test and post-test
schobl activities. Using
qualitative data
basis, it would be possible o obtain baseline,
These
informing the nature of learring ocOurring in:classrooms.
inform a major study
data would generate hypothese which might then
This study should
of the nature of learning occ rring in classrooms.
and cross-age
encompaal; monolingual and bili gual educational settings

1 65
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groupings.
4.

Another issue requiring study is the nature of classroom or-

ganiiation in secondaiy schools (bilingual and monolingual).

This

study provides an effective format for such an investigation.
The relationship between classroom communicative competence
5.
is
as described here, and the comprehension of curriculuar concepts
acquisition of
in need of study. If classroom interaction encourages
knowledge, then educational equity could be facilitated by the know-

ledge of these issues.
6.

student
Teacher strategies and other factors which facilitate
_

acquisition of increasingly differentiated classroon interaction procedures are in need of study.
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A Sequential Description of Analytical Procedures - by

Appendix.A:

Dorothy Feola

_
Introduction

The following describes the sequence of analytical procedures
undertaken in an attempt to "make sense" of the communicative competence
displayed by students in this study.

Deciding what to describe and how

to describe proved challenging. ,The microanalysis of utterances initially attempted proved inadequate since it did not address our re,

search questions.

It wasn't until we coipletely reworked our way of

observing the data that we saw emerge what we felt were significant
patterns and relationships between verbal and physical characteristics
of classroom interchanges.
I.

Linguistic Analysis:

Characterization of Utterances

Using verbal transcripts exclusively, a distinction was made between the types of work being done during each taped session. -Work
was labelled as either organizational or instructional. Organizational
work (as in (1)) was characterized by utterances which were not content
related.

Instructional work was characterized by utterances which were

content related (as in (2)).
Instructional Work

Organizational Work
(1)

Alright, when you are finished put
everything away (so) that I know
you are finished. Put your hands
on your desk and close your mouth.

(2) Who remembers what a
synonym is?
zx

This distinction proved problematic since most teacher utterances
seem to imply organization as exemplified in (3).

Organizational/Instructional Work
(3)

Who remembers what an insect is?

This utterance serves bothro organize participation in an activity
and to identify a new topic.

A distinction between utterances was determined by propositional
content, pauses, and changes in turns-at-talk. Turns-at-talk were
distinguished based on Mehan's (1979) work with classroom interchanges.
He noted three distinct turns in an interchange sequence, namely:
initiation, reply and evaluation.
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Let's look at (A), (B) and (C).
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A.

B.

Turns-at -alk

Utterances

Initiation

T:

Mad is a synonym of what?

Reply

S:

Angry

Evaluation

T:. Right

Initiation

S

1.

It doesn't say stars.

Reply

C.

(pointing to work on b9ard) Is
that star, is that star like the
stars in the sky?

It says stares.

Reply/Initiation

S

Initiation

T:

Do you know what it means
(which)?

Reply/Initiation

S:

I know what it means.

Initiation/Reply

T:

Tell me Jean.

Reply

S:

I don't know which is my friend.

Evaluation

T:

Oh well;you should know. The
sentence is correct but the
meaning is wrong.

2'

Exampted-B and C above exemplify the problems we encountered in
attempting to code this data according to Mehan'k imposed stvicture.
Student replies were not always followed by teacher evaluations; often,
In adinitiations were indistinguishable from or followed replies.
.,

dition, Mehan's structure did not account for student initiations and .
teacher replies.

Also, when a student did initiate an interchange,

there was rarely an evaluation by the student of the teacher's reply.
II.

Linguistic Analysis:

C-Act Analysis

Finding that a distinction between furns-at-talk, per se, did not
prove significant to our research, we attempted to code each utterance
using Dore's (1978) C-Act theory; examples (D), (E) and (F) help in
this discussion.

Utterance

Code
D.

RQAC

(Action requests seek the
performance of an action by
bhe hearer)

Please mark the pag:::s (and)

put your books away.
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t.

Utterance

Code

E.

RQSU

F.

RQPR

(Suggestions recommend
the performance of an
action by hearer or
speaker or both)

Let'i write this

Who told you that dog and cat
are opposite0_

Example F exemplifies the type of problem we encountered when we
tried to match utterances with Dore's codes as in (D) and (E).

Example

F has the form of a product question (RQPR) which; according to Dore,
seeks information relatiye to most "WH" interrogative pronouns; however, the intonation of the utterance, combined with the teacher's
facial expressions, physical stance and its relationship to surrounding-

dialogue, are unaccounted forin such a limited coding system.
Although this coding system easily identified utterance types, it
did not charaqterize what was important for Classroom functional competence.

This coding system characterized the foim of an utterance,

but did not account for the rich nature.of the function of an utterance
within a verbal interchange.
Linguistic Analysis:

Utterance Form and Function Identification

Working with Dore, we attempted to devise a coding system which
was unique to our data, as was his.

We attempted to capture both the

form and function of each utterance, as exemplified in (G) and (H).
Code

Form

Function

Utterance

G.

Com/F

Comment

Formulation

Let's review two things that we
already know so thaf we can
learn a new thing today.

H.

Com/D

Comment

Directive

Tell me something about
homonyms.

This attempt proved problematic in that most teacher utterances'

may be seen as functioning as directives and to code every utterances
as a comment in form did not help to clarify the questions we posed
to these data.
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IV.

Linguistic Analysis:

Modifications

Using utterance form and function, our coding system was modified
so that it would adhere to a strict grammatical or lexical characterization of utterance forms, as in (I), (J) and (K).
Form

Function

Utterance

Inte'rrogative

Solicitation

Who remembers what a synonym is?

J.

Declarative

Description

You have different meaning,
different spelling, but same

K.

Imp0-ative

sound.
,

Somebody give me an example.

Directive

Once again, most teacher utterances could be seen as functioning
as directives.

In addition, to say that an utterance is declatative,

interrogative or imperative in form did not capture the complexities
of classioom communicative competence.
V.

Linguistic Analysis:

Further Modifications

Our coding aystem was modified once again to refine utterance
classifications without concern for syntactic form of the utteranqes
as in (L), (M), (N), (0) and (P).
Form

Utterance-

'Function

,-...

L.

Imperative

Solicitation

Give me an example...

M.

Positive

Evaluation

Very good

N.

"Let's"

Formulation

Let's review with another
example.

0.

"WH"

Solicitation

Who can say it better?

P.

Called Out

Answer

S:

Mad

Thpse coded examples, again, did not characterize classroom comThe question posed to the data deal with
municative competence.
classroom communicative competence and the answers to that question did
not seem to emerge from this purely linguistic and atomistic analysis.
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VI.

Expansion of Database

Holistic Analysis:

Verbal transcripts isolated from their Onamic context did not
contain enough information about*communicative competence to enlighten
our understanding of this p7tess (see discussion in Section 3.25 of
the need for an interactional analysis).

In addition, our initial focus

could be seen as taking a teacher's perspective rather than the interactants' perspectives (both teacher and student).

What emerge,/from

these realizations was a different type of analysis, one whi, was
holistic in nature.

We proceeded to analyze this.data in a top down

rather than bottom up manner.

Our data now included not only the verbal transcripts, but also the

videotapes, field notes, and notes from studea and teacher interviews.
Using all of this information as our database, we were able to identify
two distinct work events taking place during each taped session. One
event comprised activities which served to move interactants from one
lesson to another, this event was labelled, "Getting Ready." The

second event observed as the "Lesson" itself which was comprised of
several activities or episodes which we labelled, "Talking About,"
"Copying at Desks,"

d "Checking-at-the Blackboard."

Events and epis des were distinguished from one another based on:

a) how they looked, b) the language used by interactants which
clarified the type- f work being done, c) field notes taken by researchers during tape sessions, and d) interactant interviews.
Events and episodes were comprised of sequences (not isolated ut-

.terances) ofexchanges.

We were able to identify four distinct types

of sequences which were chdracterized by their contrast in language
(see Section 4 for further clarification). This level
and behavior.
of analysis effectively provided us with an insightful approach in
answering the questions we were.posing to the data.

Some Issues in Transcribing - by Valerie Foerster

Appendix B:

Transcription of videotapes is part Of any descriptive or
of the study,
ethnographic study. When classrooms are the focus
transcriptions double in complexity, for a teacher and numerous
students are the camera's focus.
with the videotape.

A transcription is never synonymous

It should, however, be as accurate as possible -

ongoing event.
as accurate as the words that attempt to fix in print an
the taping as
The best time to do the transcription is as soon after
possible.

However, a copy of the tape should be made first and the

the
original used only to make additional copies, thereby preserving
have two
quality of the original data. It is also good practice to
people working together on the transcription. Not only does this

additional perSon help in pressing the buttons to replay the tape
taped
segments, but also helps in "hearing" - and in discerning the
utterances.

The old saw that two heads are better than one holds

true here.,

videoOne can rot begin transcribing a tape by turning on the
done as a stenogracassette recorder and recording what is said and
The transcriber or transcribers like a detective or a prospher.

pector, need to get a feeling of "the lay of the land" - tt.o entire
is a person
context - before beginning. The best person to transcribe
The position of
who was present as an observer during the filming.
respondthe camera may make it impossible for the viewer to see who is
in the corner.
ing to a question, or what the teacher is doing over
this additional
A transcriber who was present at the filming can supply
information, and thus make the transcript more complete. Transcription
uninterrupted time.
is an exacting process necessitating quiet space and

Verbal Transcripts
written
Whether transcribing onto a form or lined paper, the
transcript, the form of which is determined by the research questions
important issues
posed (see Edelsky, 1981, for a discussion of some
format (e.g. student
in th!s regard) should utilize the established
This
language; teacher language; counter number; teacher position).
the designated
will help the transcriber to remember to account for all
information and make the subsequent typing of the transcript much
easier.
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The steps include:

Note the number on the counter where the first episode is
to be recorded.
Play a short segment of tape. Stop the tape., [Usually,
2)
.conversational utterances are short, and even in classrooms, post are under thirty words. Thus most of a person's speech may be written down without continually
stopping and replaying the section. However, the critical
element is transcribing verbatim from the tape all utterances which will serve as a secondary, but less transiretory data base. This will probably take numerous
section
after
It is important to playback a
playings.]
"ear"
it has been transcribed,'for often the transcriber's
For
example,
can change or delete words unconsciously.
the transcribed ( 1)
the people who are going on the trip
1)

'

(1)

could have really been said as
(2 )

(2)

the people that are going 'rnon the trip.

Without cai'efully reviewing, minor changes or deletions
may readily occur that effect the transcript's'accuracy.
(If the transcriber_will be the person later typing the
transcript, a type of "notehand" or abbreviations should
be established.) This will speed up transcribing considerably. These may include:

indicates an utterance which
might-have been said
transcriber's comments,
descriptions

READING

all caps-indicate something
being read

what are you doing

underlined word emphasized
in-speech
unintelligible

Immediately write down as much of the speech of the
interactant as you remember. Leave space for what is
missed as in (3), so it can be added as in (4 ) without
reducing the legibility of the transciiption.

(3)

T:

Which one do you think belongs with the
_at the top of the page,
three
Linda?

Which one do you think belongs aith the
three dolls that are at the top of the
page, Linda?
Replay and add thosewords/phrases missed the first time.
(4 )

T:

-

Movement Notations
\In addition to the speech, the transcriber must-also describe the
actions that are occurring.
remaining motionless.

People rarely interact verbally while

Body movement is an integral part of communica.

tion.

A determination should be made before'transcribing about how
Alternatives include (5),

"heavily" the transcript should be glossed.
(6) and (7).
(5)

(6)

(7)

.\

145

T:

Why did you pick this one?

150

T:

Can you tell me?

145

T:

(seated next to S) Why did you pick this
(S looks at page)
one?

150

T:

Can you tell me?

145

T:

(seated next to S) Why did you pick this one?
(taps at page with pencil)
(S lookseat page)

149

(S looks up at T and back down at page)

150

T:

0

Can you tell me?

Certainly, (7) "recreates" the scene much more vividly.

Bat if the ex-

tent of comments and descriptions is not determined beforehand, the

transcriber will tend to be.schizophrenic not knowihg uhether to get
down'"everything" or "jiist the essentials."

Or to put it another way,

the essentials differ depending on the nature of the questions being
posed to the data.

General Issues

Much of the time,during transcription is spent in,go.Ing backwards,
going over and over the same segment of tape.
cess:

It is a,very slow pro-

no one should expect to transcribe an hour's tape in one morning.

Eye and ear fatigue set in after a two hour stint.)

Rather, an initial

attempt transcribing ten minutes required approximately two dnd onehalf hours.

With any tape, problems are bound to occur.

The problems covered

here, are those concerned with getting down the speech.

The suggestions

that follow have been successfully tried with numerous transcriptions.
Unintelligible Speech
If the speaker.is on camera, much of the speech.that seems unintelligible can be deciphered.

If, on continual_playbacks the sound does
P

not become discernable, try reading the speaker's lips.
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This method doe7'2:

work, if the image is clear enough to pick up details.

Another method

is to use context clues to supply the missing information. Speech
transcribed through context, however, should be clearly indicated as
such on the transcript.

For example, (8) was completed by studying the conversation with
the student that followed in (9).
(8)

030

T:

What about the

(9)

033

T:

I don't see a flower.

035

T:

This is the flower, right.

The missing words in (8) had both p And t sounds in them. From the
the
teacher's speech about flowers (and then several more playbacks),
utterance was transcribed as (10).
(10)

030

T:

What about the /two plants/?

/) indicate transcription from context.

The slash marks (/

By

examining the total conversation, much that seems unintelligible can
be transcribed, the
be discerned. When, however, the speech cannot
transcript should indicate this, as in-(11):
(11)

212

T:

Show me, George,

Another similar problem occurs when several people are speaking
Our solution was to replay the tape numerous times and
simultaneously.
conversation as
at different sessions, trying,to get as much of.the
Possible.

Identifying Speakers

Another problem may be identifying the speakers.

(If the tran-

Identification of
scriber was an observer, this may not be a problem.)
all speakers may not be necessary, but it is helpful. If all speakers
numbers as in (12):
are not known, they can be identified with subscript
(12) T:

Let's count off.

Sl:

One

S

Two
2'

Three

S
S

4'

Four

By
In conclusion, transcription is a slow, methodical process.
can spend
careful planning before beginning, however, the transcriber

how to
time transcribing rather than making decisions about what and
transcribe.

Thus before starting:
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1.

Set up a code to identify additions, changes, problems in
the transcript.

2.

Determine the priorities in the transcript (e.g. language;
language and movement of kincipal speaker; all language
and movement of one student.

3.

Determine the format for the transcript and follow it when
transcribing.

Appendix C:

Dissemination

We have disseminated information concerning this project to
date in three modes:

A presentation at the American Educational Research Association
annual meeting in New York, March, 1982.

. An article in Research in the Teaching of English, May, 1982,
a copy of which is included in this section.
Copies. of the AERA paper have been sent t'o individuals at

more than 50'institutions, some of whiCh ate noted in the list
provided on the pekt page.

We are projecting several additional outlets for these findings
including a presentation at the National Council of Teachers of
English, a presentation at the AERA in 1983 and additional publications.
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Selected Requests for AERA Paper Received From:

United States
California

Claremont Graduate School
University of Califorhia - Berkeley
Florida

University of Florida
Universitlri,f Miami

Georgia
Georgia State University
University of Georgia

Maryland
Anne Arundel Co. Public Schools
University of Maryland
Massachusetts

Harvard University
University of Massachusetts
Michigan
Michigan State University
University of Michigan

New York
State University - Oswego
City University - Graduate Center
Teachers College - Columbia

North Carolina
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill
Texas

University of Texas - Austin
Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
Washington, D.C.

National Institute of Education
International

Canada
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
Simon Fraser University
University of Alberta
(Continued)
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Israel

Bar Ilan University
University of Haifa

